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ABSTRACT

This research begins the process of studying a polymer/carbon nanotube prototype solar

cell. Inclusion of nanotubes in a photoactive polymer simultaneously overcomes the lim-

ited diffusion length of charge carriers and vastly extends the spectral sensitivity. Further

improvements in these hybrid designs will now require a comprehensive understanding of

the diverse contributions from, and limitations of, each component of these new solar cells.

Research described in this dissertation focuses on the light harvesting component, a het-

erogenous distribution of individual carbon nanotubes in a photoactive polymer, with the

goal of quantifying the contributions from each of the individual nanotubes to the harvested

photocurrent.

Absorption of light by photoactive polymers and nanotubes generates strongly bound

excitons. To transform these short lived excitons into a harvestable photocurrent they must

be efficiently dissociated and transported through the device, with minimal losses, before

coupling to external leads. Designing an efficient solar cell then is aided by understanding

every step in the evolution of charge carriers from excitation to harvested photocurrent.

This research focuses on simultaneously measuring the excited states of a carbon nanotube

distribution in comparison with the literature.

The heterogenous distribution of carbon nanotubes provides a series of parallel detec-

tors collectively contributing extended spectral sensitivity to the cell. Selectively observ-

ing carrier evolution from each nanotube species is accomplished through non-degenerate

pump-probe measurements. The broadband measurements in spectrally congested neigh-

borhoods of nanotubes limits selectivity needed to follow a single species. The challenge

of simultaneously measuring the response of multiple nanotube species is addressed in two

xiv



ways. First, a set of rate equations is assumed representing our current understanding of

nanotube dynamics as a discrete set of energy levels for each relevant nanotube species.

These dynamical equations are fit to multiple data sets for a range of excitation intensi-

ties. Second, additional relaxation measurements are taken for an atypical strong probe.

The strong probe provides access to the dependence of nanotube dynamics on their excited

state transitions. With this additional information the contributions from various nanotubes

can be distinguished and quantified. Across all data sets we found, within 20% error, lowest

energy bright exciton lifetimes of ~175fs, exciton-exciton annihilation rates of ~0.19ps�1

and that 80% of second excited state excitons decayed non-radiatively into the first bright

exciton. Fitting results, however, showed wide, unexpected variation in one bright state

lifetime and the coupling between one of the second excitons to the first. This hot probe

technique has, therefore, uncovered additional physics not fully described by a discrete-

level rate equation model.

Variations in rate equation solutions are partly attributed to coherent interaction of both

pump and probe fields with the nanotubes. To test the coherence hypothesis an alternative

density matrix approach is proposed that accounts for strong pump and probe as well as

decay and dephasing. Results of this model are highly sensitive to both pump and probe

intensities and can only generally reproduce the expected population behavior and dif-

ferential absorption signatures seen in the data. The coherent model, however, predicts

non-linear pump-probe interaction just beyond the measured power ranges providing for

testable verification in the future.

Both models therefore lead to the conclusion that the existing discrete-level models

for carbon nanotube dynamics are incomplete, and a full microscopic theory of optical

interaction will be required.
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CHAPTER 1

Carbon Nanotubes, Light Harvesting and What

Happens Next

Over the past twenty years or so carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been the focus of a tremen-

dous amount of attention. Researchers have seen the potential in nanotubes from their

mechanical properties [1] to their use in medicine [2] and for advances in nearly every

component of nano- and opto-electronics [3, 4]. At roughly a nanometer in diameter but

without restriction on their length, carbon nanotubes are also quasi- one-dimensional. As

model quantum wires they have motivated the study of 1D quantum mechanical effects in

a real material [5, 6], moving well beyond the theoretical framework of idealized thought

experiments (and homework problems).

In 1991 Sumio Iijima was the first to observe the generation of “helical microtubules,”

now known as CNTs, in a laboratory[7]. Curiously, even though single sheets of graphite

(graphene) were not isolated in a laboratory until 2004 [8], much of the basic band theory of

CNTs derives from a tight binding approximation for graphene developed by Wallace back

in 1947 [9]. And, while considerable research has been carried out on CNTs since, it took

another decade after learning to manufacture them before techniques were developed to

sufficiently isolate individual nanotubes [10] allowing for measurements of their specific,

unperturbed optical properties to proceed. This was a significant step for research into

the dynamics of CNTs since theoretical investigation of the narrow confinement of charge

carriers in nanotubes led to an expectation that excited states should be excitonic [11, 12].
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Now measurable, these excitonic states have been found to dominate the optical properties

of carbon nanotubes.

In terms of electronics, CNTs are prized for their high carrier mobility [13] and

nanoscale, critical properties for advances in electronic circuitry [6, 14]. They are also

tunable [15] and, as we’ll see below, they are direct bandgap materials making them ideal

for many opto-electronics applications. In fact Avouris, et al. pointed out that one can build

“a CNT device that can operate either as a transistor, a light emitter or a light detector

simply by changing the applied voltage” [15].

It is within this context that Arnold, et al., developed a polymer based prototype pho-

todetector that takes advantage of the high mobility and spectral response of a broad dis-

tribution of carbon nanotubes [16]. The authors determined that blending nanotubes into a

photoconductive polymer could overcome spectral bandwidth limitations seen in earlier at-

tempts at organic photodetectors. They also took advantage of the strong optical response

of CNTs to improve on the weak photoresponses encountered when blending inorganic

nanocrystals into the polymers. The result was a hybrid organic/inorganic photodetector

with a broad spectral responsivity extending from 400 nm out to 1450 nm, with much of

that range attributed to the incorporation of carbon nanotubes.

A schematic of the prototype photodetector can be seen in Figure 1.1 including several

design variations studied in their paper along with a graph of the broad spectral respon-

sivity. Illumination generates excitons in both the polymer and carbon nanotubes. The

short diffusion length of excitons in photoactive polymers is overcome by dispersing the

nanotubes throughout the matrix where they can act as electron acceptors and charge car-

rying adducts to transport dissociated electrons. Excitons generated in the CNTs travel to

heterojunctions of C60 or simultaneous heterojunctions of C60|SnPc where they efficiently

dissociate contributing to the overall photocurrent. Arnold found that these devices could

result in a peak internal efficiency of 44% but ultimately translated to a peak external effi-

ciency of only 2.3%. One of the more significant roadblocks to higher efficiency is due to
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To fully exploit the potential of CNTs as broad-band
absorbers in photodetectors, the CNTs must be isolated from
each other, and paired with semiconductor layers that have
the appropriate energetics for efficiently dissociating CNT
excitons. Here, we demonstrate bulk CNT photodetectors
with a wide spectral response and a short response time. We
find that photogenerated excitons in CNTs are efficiently
dissociated at interfaces formed between CNTs and thin films
of C60. We also find that CNT excitons can be efficiently
dissociated in simultaneous heterojunctions7 containing both
the acceptor C60 and the donor SnPc, enabling further broad
enhancement of the spectral response.

Devices in Figure 1A are fabricated by combining both
solution-processed polymer and vacuum-thermal-evaporated
small molecular weight constituents. First, unsorted HiPCO
carbon nanotubes varying in diameter from 0.7 to 1.1 nm
are dispersed in chlorobenzene by wrapping21 with a
semiconducting polymer, either poly[2-methoxy-5-(3′,7′-
dimethyloctyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene] (MDMO-PPV) or
poly[3-hexylthiophene] (P3HT). Polymer wrapping is done
by ultrasonicating CNTs along with polymer, centrifuging,
and decanting (see Supporting Information).21 The presence
of isolated CNTs in solution is confirmed by strong photo-
luminescence, and films are subsequently applied by doctor
blading the solution onto an indium tin oxide (ITO) substrate.
This is followed by vacuum deposition of the small molecular
weight material, C60, and in some cases SnPc (see Supporting
Information). The primary role of the polymer wrapping is
to impart solubility to the CNTs. The polymer also provides

isolation between the carbon nanotubes, thus minimizing the
direct electronic coupling between the optically active
semiconducting nanotubes and the metallic nanotubes present
in the mixture (at approximately 30 wt %) that can quench
the photogenerated excitons, or short the layer. Finally, the
polymer ensures uniform film morphology in contrast to films
consisting only of CNTs, as shown in the micrographs of
Figure 1B. The polymer/CNTs and bare CNT films had a
root-mean-square roughnesses of 4 and 20 nm, respectively,
as measured by atomic force microscopy.

The current-voltage characteristics and spectrally resolved
photoresponse for a 1:1 MDMO-PPV:CNT/C60 heterojunc-
tion detector are depicted in Figure 2. The diodes have dark
current rectification ratios >104 at (1 V, which is notable
given that the polymer/CNT layer consists of a high density
of metallic tubes whose presence would be expected to result
in large shunt currents. The absence of such parasitic effects
from the metal tubes suggests that they are, indeed, electri-
cally and energetically isolated from the semiconducting
tubes by the wrapped polymer. The continuous C60 layer also
prevents metallic CNTs from directly bridging the anode to
the cathode and shorting out the rectifying junction.

A fit to the forward bias current-voltage characteristics
(solid line) follows the ideal diode equation22 with an ideality
factor of 2.0 and a specific series resistance of 0.99 Ω cm2;
this low ideality factor suggests that carrier recombination
is the dominant source of dark current, which is again
evidence that the high density of metallic tubes are isolated
by their polymer wrappers. The NIR responsivities of the
diodes at 0 and -0.7 V are compared in Figure 2B. Due to
the diametric heterogeneity of the nanotubes, photoactive
response is observed over a wide range from both E11 (λ ≈
900-1450 nm) and E22 (λ ≈ 550-900 nm) absorption
features,3 with the peak polymer response at λ ) 500 nm.
The observation of response from individual chiralities is
again strong evidence that the majority of the CNTs are
individually dispersed. The indices (n, m) of the nanotube
responsible for each absorption feature are labeled in the
figure, as are the absorption regions of the polymer and small
molecule constituents of the device. The very broad spectral
coverage results from the diametric polydispersity of the
CNTs, acting as multiple individual parallel detectors which
collectively cover the spectrum from 550 to 1600 nm.

The detector responsivity at λ ) 1155 nm at a bias of 0
and -0.7 V was 12 and 23 mA/W, respectively, correspond-
ing to a peak EQE ) 2.3%. At λ ) 1300 nm, the detector
responsivity was 11 and 21 mA/W (EQE ) 2.0%), respec-
tively, whereas the response of devices lacking CNTs at these
wavelengths was not measurable (<0.1 µA/W). Increasing
the thickness of the MDMO-PPV/CNT layer to >15 nm did
not result in an increased EQE, suggesting an exciton
diffusion length in the polymer-nanotube film of less than
this distance. At a MDMO-PPV/CNT layer thickness of 14
nm, the IQE of the CNTs in the NIR (Figure 2C) was >25%
between λ ) 1000 and λ ) 1400. The large IQE indicates
highly efficient dissociation of photogenerated excitons in
CNTs, and the subsequent collection of the resulting
electron-hole pairs. CNT-based devices with substantially

Figure 1. Carbon nanotube/organic heterojunctions. (A) Schematic
of device architectures without and with SnPc. (B) Film morphol-
ogy. Top: scanning electron micrograph of doctor-bladed thin films
of 1:1 MDMO-PPV:carbon nanotubes, by weight (scale ) 500 nm).
Bottom: scanning electron micrograph of bare carbon nanotubes
prepared by vacuum filtration (scale ) 500 nm). The presence of
the MDMO-PPV results in more uniform surface morphology than
do the bare CNT films (with a root-mean-square roughness of 4
nm compared with 20 nm for the bare films).
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Figure 1.1: Hybrid organic/inorganic photodetector. Design schematics from Arnold,
et al., [16]. (Left, from Figure 1) Carbon nanotubes were dispersed in photoactive poly-
mers MDMO-PPV or P3HT and capped with C60 or a blend of C60 and SnPc. Vertical
lines indicate design variations studied by the authors. (Right, from Figure 2) The spectral
responsivity of the carbon nanotubes dispersed in MDMO-PPV. Contributions from many of
the individual chiralities (n,m) are indicated.

the CNTs themselves. Despite vastly extending the spectral range of the detector most of

the absorbed light is lost to short lived excitons undergoing non-radiative relaxation.

Harvesting the energy absorbed by the polymer and nanotubes requires a multistep

process in which tightly bound excitons must undergo diffusion and dissociation involving

multiple layers and heterojunctions. Parasitic effects including trap and dark states, limited

diffusion, mismatched heterojunctions that block rather than facilitate dissociation, exciton

quenching metallic nanotubes and more all lead to recombination that can seriously limit

the energy harvesting efficiency of a device. Ultimately we would like to avoid each and

every one of these pitfalls but to do so requires understanding the paths that excitons and

free carriers follow throughout the device.

We can learn a lot about a photosensitive prototype by varying design parameters, bi-

ases and exposure to different light sources. But we can get a comprehensive view of the

rapid carrier evolution from excitation to photocurrent by incorporating the device directly

into an ultrafast pump-probe experiment using it as both the sample and detector. In doing

so our measurements would be sensitive to each and every component contributing to the

final photocurrent. Where a traditional pump-probe measurement in transmission depends
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on every optically active element in a sample, the device as detector scheme would ignore

any aspect of the device that does not contribute to the photocurrent. In addition to quan-

tifying efficiencies for various structural changes, measuring the differential photocurrent

would allow us to selectively evaluate the contributions and femtosecond dynamics of each

nanotube species.

The overall goal of this research is to use ultrafast pump-probe measurements on a

prototype solar cell design based on the photodetector described above. Samples designed

and fabricated by the Forrest group here at the University of Michigan (contributors to the

original photodetector studies with Arnold) would be incorporated as their own detectors

as just described. Ultimately we would like to investigate device designs that incorporate

all of the above: The contributions from the carbon nanotubes; the contribution from the

photoactive host polymer; and the incorporation of CNT’s as efficient molecular wires

within the polymer matrix. Before introducing the solar cell prototype as the detector the

first step is to systematically investigate the excited state electronics of polymer/nanotube

films. This dissertation is, therefore, focused on measuring the relaxation dynamics in these

films and relating the dynamics back to the literature on individual carbon nanotubes.

1.1 Dissertation Outline

In the following chapter I will introduce carbon nanotubes as a material that can be con-

ceptually derived from graphene. I’ll describe how the basic bandstructure and density of

states of nanotubes can be distilled from the dispersion relation of graphene. Nanotubes

and graphene are different, however, and I will show how confinement to a nanometer scale

diameter tube modifies the bandstructure significantly. A more detailed bandstructure will

also emerge from the spin and valley degeneracy nanotubes inherit from graphene within

the context of a carbon nanotube. In addition the strong Coulomb interactions that result

from this confinement will motivate the necessity of treating the energy levels of a CNT
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as a many body problem and conclude that excitons dominate the excited states and corre-

sponding optical properties of these nanotubes.

In terms of the strongly bound excitonic states the full bandstructure can be thought of

as a discrete ladder of energy levels. Given this picture of the nanotube energy levels I will

describe our current understanding of the excited state dynamics of a CNT from excitation

through relaxation back to the ground state.

Chapter 3 describes the blended CNT/polymer films studied in my research. Several

processes have been developed to create the nanotubes we use, each resulting in a different

chiral distribution. Similarly the separation and dispersing methods that have been inves-

tigated can have a significant impact on the resulting nanotube distribution, their purity

and the quality of the CNTs. Often nanotubes are dispersed and studied in a surfactant

solution, but for the purposes of light harvesting it is far more interesting and relevant to

consider CNTs dispersed in a photoactive polymer as in the prototype device described by

Arnold. I will show that blending nanotubes in a polymer not only enhances the absorption

and extends the overall range it also vastly improves the mobility of the polymer’s charge

carriers, an additional motivating factor. Once the nanotubes have been dispersed in a sur-

factant or polymer it helps to know what we’ve ended up with and several optical methods

are described for characterizing these blends. These combined observations should give the

reader a general understanding of the steps needed to prepare and characterize the nanotube

films studied here.

In Chapter 4 I will describe the ultrafast pump-probe methods used in this research.

The underlying idea of using ultrashort pulse trains to both excite and probe the resulting

changes in a material will be illustrated. The probe in particular will be seen to measure

changes in the electronic states of the material by interacting directly with the electronic

system. Dynamical changes in the excited states will translate into variations in the absorp-

tion of the probe which can be described as a differential transmission (DT) spectrum.

Measurements of this sort will, however, rely on pulse widths on the order of 100 fs
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resulting in high energy densities that can induce non-linear responses in both the polymer

and CNTs. This high optical fluence can even alter the materials themselves. As a result

some effort will be made to identify the ranges within which linear and non-linear behavior

is be expected as well as attempts that were made to reduce the sample susceptibility to

photo-damage.

The pump-probe measurements will also depend critically on characterization of the

specific polymer/nanotube films investigated. Ground state transitions will be determined

from linear absorption measurements and validated by comparison to a photoluminescence

excitation (PLE) map. Corresponding excited state transitions will be estimated from theo-

retical approximations. With this framework femtosecond pump-probe measurements will

then be described that can follow the evolution of these excited states.

In Chapter 5 I will finally introduce a series of non-degenerate pump-probe experiments

on a heterogenous blend of CNTs in a polymer with some unusual relaxation behavior. De-

spite the complexity of a heterogenous blend of nanotubes I would like to be able to quan-

tify the dynamics in multiple nanotube species. To achieve this a rate equation model will

be introduced that describes the excited states of carbon nanotubes as discrete excitonic

states. For accuracy and completeness, and in order to make things even more difficult, the

model also assumes a non-linear Auger-like exciton-exciton annihilation (EEA) process

contributes to the relaxation. The multi-chiral nature of the broadband solar cell design

adds yet another challenge, with overlapping resonances limiting the ability to selectively

measure specific nanotube species. To overcome this an atypical strong probe will be in-

cluded in the measurements providing a more detailed picture of the excited state relaxation

paths the CNTs follow. We will find that modeling the ultrafast relaxation of multiple nan-

otubes in this way is mostly successful but gives an incomplete picture of all the dynamics

involved.

An alternative interpretation of the excited state dynamics as a coherent interaction

between the nanotubes and pump and probe fields will also be considered. For a system
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with sufficiently long dephasing times the interaction with the driving fields may be better

understood as a coherent response. Evidence for this is seen in both the excited populations

and the effective pulse areas relative to the nanotube Rabi frequencies. A density matrix

approach describing the carbon nanotubes in the coherent regime will be proposed and

computational results will be compared to the ultrafast relaxation data. Results from this

modeling will give us some additional insight into the unexpected relaxation behavior seen

in my data.
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CHAPTER 2

Optical & Electronic Properties of Carbon

Nanotubes

The carbon nanotubes that provided the extended optical range to the polymer based pho-

todetector are members of an increasingly diverse collection of nanoscale materials: Semi-

conducting quantum dots, gold and silver nanorods, boron-nitride nanotubes, and single

layer molybdenum disulfide sheets make up just a few of these emerging materials. These

materials are fascinating in their own right, but their size, unique electronic properties and

susceptibility to the local environment also make them highly tunable. As a result they are

often candidate components for newly designed metamaterials and devices [6]. They have

also received attention as natural models for testing quantum mechanics at low dimen-

sions [17] and for their ability to exhibit quantum behavior [18] on a macroscopic scale

where classical behavior would be expected. Carbon nanotubes in particular are intriguing

both as optically active and quasi- one-dimensional materials.

For my research, and for the photodetector described above, we are interested in the

tightly bound excitons that form in carbon nanotubes (CNTs) when optically excited. These

optical excitations have resonant energies that can be selected according to their chiralities

and tuned through changes in the surrounding dielectric environment. From an applications

point of view the energy from these excitons may then be harvested as a photocurrent —

if the excitons can be efficiently dissociated before they recombine. In addition, the nan-

otubes are very promising simply as passive components of organic solar cells due to their
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crystal, whereas 100 layers should be considered as a thin ! lm of a 
3D material. But how many layers are needed before the structure is 
regarded as 3D? For the case of graphene, the situation has recently 
become reasonably clear. It was shown that the electronic structure 
rapidly evolves with the number of layers, approaching the 3D limit 
of graphite at 10 layers20. Moreover, only graphene and, to a good 
approximation, its bilayer has simple electronic spectra: they are both 
zero-gap semiconductors (they can also be referred to as zero-overlap 
semimetals) with one type of electron and one type of hole. For three 
or more layers, the spectra become increasingly complicated: Several 
charge carriers appear7,21, and the conduction and valence bands 
start notably overlapping7,20. " is allows single-, double- and few- 
(3 to <10) layer graphene to be distinguished as three di# erent types 
of 2D crystals (‘graphenes’). " icker structures should be considered, 
to all intents and purposes, as thin ! lms of graphite. From the 
experimental point of view, such a de! nition is also sensible. " e 
screening length in graphite is only ≈5 Å (that is, less than two layers 
in thickness)21 and, hence, one must di# erentiate between the surface 
and the bulk even for ! lms as thin as ! ve layers21,22.

Earlier attempts to isolate graphene concentrated on chemical 
exfoliation. To this end, bulk graphite was ! rst intercalated23 so that 

graphene planes became separated by layers of intervening atoms or 
molecules. " is usually resulted in new 3D materials23. However, in 
certain cases, large molecules could be inserted between atomic planes, 
providing greater separation such that the resulting compounds 
could be considered as isolated graphene layers embedded in a 3D 
matrix. Furthermore, one can o$ en get rid of intercalating molecules 
in a chemical reaction to obtain a sludge consisting of restacked and 
scrolled graphene sheets24–26. Because of its uncontrollable character, 
graphitic sludge has so far attracted only limited interest.

" ere have also been a small number of attempts to grow 
graphene. " e same approach as generally used for the growth of 
carbon nanotubes so far only produced graphite ! lms thicker than 
≈100 layers27. On the other hand, single- and few-layer graphene 
have been grown epitaxially by chemical vapour deposition of 
hydrocarbons on metal substrates28,29 and by thermal decomposition 
of SiC (refs 30–34). Such ! lms were studied by surface science 
techniques, and their quality and continuity remained unknown. 
Only lately, few-layer graphene obtained on SiC was characterized 
with respect to its electronic properties, revealing high-mobility 
charge carriers32,33. Epitaxial growth of graphene o# ers probably the 
only viable route towards electronic applications and, with so much 

Figure 1 Mother of all graphitic forms. Graphene is a 2D building material for carbon materials of all other dimensionalities. It can be wrapped up into 0D buckyballs, rolled 
into 1D nanotubes or stacked into 3D graphite.

nmat1849 Geim Progress Article.i184   184nmat1849 Geim Progress Article.i184   184 8/2/07   16:22:278/2/07   16:22:27

Figure 2.1: From graphene to carbon nanotubes. Figure 1 from Geim & Novoselov’s 2007
review of research on graphene [23]. The figure demonstrates how graphene can be thought of
as the building block (building sheet, really) for buckyballs, carbon nanotubes, nanoribbons
and even graphite.

exceptional conductivity [19], mechanical strength [20, 21], and chemical stability [22].

2.1 Carbon Nanotubes Derived from Graphene

One of the advantages of studying carbon nanotubes is the degree to which they can be

accurately and more-or-less accessibly modeled from first principles. Much of this advan-

tage comes from the fact that single-walled carbon nanotubes can be thought of as rolled

up graphene sheets. And the bandstructure of graphene itself, one that CNTs inherit, can

be approximated analytically with only minimal simplifications.

Graphene can be thought of as the fundamental unit of graphite since the latter is com-

posed of many graphene sheets stacked one upon another. By itself graphene is a single-

atom-thick sheet of hexagonally arranged carbon atoms. Figure 2.1 from A. K. Geim and

K. S. Novoselov shows a piece of one of these sheets and the way in which nanotubes

and buckyballs can be thought of conceptually as products of graphene [23]. In practice
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buckyballs, nanotubes and graphene are all generated through different chemical and ma-

terial processes rather than deriving everything from graphene (although some research,

going in the other direction, has shown that one can generate graphene quantum dots from

buckyballs [24] and carbon fibers [25]). Geim, while famous for magnetically levitating

a frog [26], also managed to gain some notoriety with Novoselov when they successfully

parlayed an adept use of wrapping tape and a little science into isolating and characterizing

these single sheets of graphene from their multi-sheet graphite parent [8].1

The nanotube that appears as if cut from the graphene in Figure 2.1 is only one of many,

many possible configurations that can be derived from this ideal monolayer. To quantify

all of these configurations we have to take careful note of how the tube might be cut from

the graphene sheet. This more general description is demonstrated in Figure 2.2 where

the allowable tube configurations can be defined in terms of regions with self-consistent

boundaries. In the diagram the vector ~Ch represents the end or circumference of an un-

capped nanotube meeting this boundary condition. Defining ~Ch as the vector sum of the

graphene basis vectors ~a1 and ~a2 we get

~Ch = n · ~a1 +m · ~a2 (2.1)

As we will see this simple roll-up definition for ~Ch dominates the electronic properties

of CNTs to the extent that we refer to each of these tubes in terms of their chiral indices

(n,m). The transverse vector ~T (i.e., perpendicular to the chiral vector) corresponds to the

direction of the tube axis. The length of ~T is often chosen so that the area defined by ~Ch

and ~T , given by
���~Ch ⇥ ~T

���, represents the CNT unit cell [27]. Note, however, that real tube

lengths can easily be thousands of times longer than ~T . An important related index that

crops up on occasion is the number of hexagons per unit cell. Since we can describe the

elementary cell for graphene as |~a1 ⇥ ~a2| the hexagons per unit cell can be written as
1In 2010 Geim and Novoselov were awarded the Nobel prize in physics for their work on graphene and

ended up traveling to Stockholm because of it. I have no idea if the frog got to travel to Boston when he won
the Ig Nobel prize in 2000.
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N =

���~Ch ⇥ ~T
���

|~a1 ⇥ ~a2|
=

2 (n2
+ nm+m2

)

R
(2.2)

where R is defined as the least common denominator of 2n+m and 2m+ n [28].

Figure 2.2 shows the chiral vector ~Ch for (5, 1) nanotubes and its corresponding trans-

verse vector projected over an ideal graphene sheet. The dashed, light gray lines represent

two special cases: zigzag nanotubes with chiral indices (n, 0) and armchair nanotubes with

indices (n,n). Any chiral vector representing the translation from one hexagon to another

along or between these chiral vectors will correspond to a unique set of chiral indices (n,m).

Beyond the limiting cases of the zigzag or armchair roll-up vectors the pattern simply re-

peats itself resulting in a six-fold rotational symmetry within the graphene plane while the

inverted pattern also spans the plane through reflection.

Graphene Bandstructure

Given the description above of carbon nanotubes as an extension of graphene my earlier

statement that we can describe the band structure of nanotubes from the graphene band

structure may come as little surprise. In fact a rich qualitative understanding of the elec-

tronic properties of nanotubes can be inferred almost directly from graphene’s calculated

band structure as soon as we impose the self-consistency constraint of the chiral vector

(Eq. 2.1).

Graphene itself consists of a single atom thick sheet of carbon atoms each bound to

three coplanar atoms through its three hybrid 2sp2 orbitals. It is these three strong, copla-

nar sv-bonds that dictate the hexagonal lattice structure of graphene. Ignoring the two 1s

electrons which do not contribute to the relevant electronic structure, each atom has one

remaining 2p electron which results in unsaturated p orbitals perpendicular to the graphene

plane. In graphene as well as its fullerene derivatives these electrons form a delocalized p

network through p-p bonding that extends along the material surface and gives rise to its
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Ch


T θ

(n, n)

(n, 0)

(5, 1)

A
B

Figure 2.2: Carbon nanotubes “cut” from a graphene sheet. The chiral vector ~Ch (solid
black) is shown for (5, 1) nanotubes. Roll-up vectors (dashed dark gray) for zigzag, (n, 0),
and armchair, (n,n), nanotubes are the limiting cases. The transverse (axial) vector ~T is shown
with arbitrary length. The nanotube cutout would correspond to the light gray dotted lines.
The chiral angle 0  ✓  30

� is measured from the zigzag orientation. Graphene basis
vectors ~a1 and ~a2 are shown for reference while the diamond containing A and B represents
a typical choice for the primitive cell of graphene with its two atom basis. Figure inspired by
Odom, et al. [27].

electronic properties.

In calculating the dispersion relation for graphene the crystal-like periodicity can be

defined in terms of a two atom unit cell with the basis vectors ~a1 and ~a2 (See Fig. 2.2). The

calculations can then be simplified by assuming a Bloch expansion of the wave functions

for each sub-lattice corresponding to the two atoms in the unit cell and, without loss of

generality, that the z direction is perpendicular to the graphene sheet so that these unbound

orbitals can be realistically approximated as 2pz Hydrogen wavefunctions. The calcula-

tion is also greatly simplified by the use of a tight binding approximation in which only

the three nearest neighbors interact with the central atom. With these approximations a

single particle eigenvalue equation Ho = " with the free-carrier hamiltonian Ho and

eigenfunctions  can be analytically solved for the dispersion equation ".
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Figure 2.3: Graphene band structure. a) p (valance) and p* (conduction) bands joining at the
zero bandgap Dirac points K and K ˛. Some of the symmetry between the upper and lower
branches of this graph is lost when higher order corrections are included. b) Contour plot of
one branch with the G point at the center while the K, K ˛ points are alternately at the center
of the darkest regions. Diagrams inspired by a) Castro Neto, et al., [32] and b) Odom, et al.,
[27].

The explicit quantum mechanical derivation of graphene’s single particle dispersion

relation, first carried out by Wallace in 1947 [9], can be found in many papers and texts [6,

29, 30, 31] and will just be assumed here. The result for both bands E (k) =
��"±k

�� can be

expanded as

E/� = ±

vuut
1 + 4cos

✓
3

2

kya

◆
cos

 p
3

2

kxa

!
+ 4cos2

 p
3

2

kxa

!
(2.3)

where � ⇡ �2.7 eV is the carbon-carbon interaction energy [6], the variable a =

p
3aC�C = k~aik is the length of the lattice vector and aC�C is the nearest neighbor separa-

tion variably given as aC�C = 1.44Å [31] or aC�C = 1.42Å [6, 32]. A number of refine-

ments can be made to this result including a correction to � = �2.97 eV [33] to account

for the curvature of the tube [31] and the inclusion of next nearest-neighbor terms [32] but

the general form of the dispersion remains the same for the purpose of our discussion.

Figure 2.3 shows a three dimensional graph and contour representation of the graphene

band structure. The six high symmetry points where the valance and conduction bands
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meet are referred to successively as K and K ˛. The regions immediately surrounding these

points have a conical shape giving a linear dispersion analogous to massless relativistic

particles. As a result the electrons and holes can be modeled in quantum mechanics using

the massless Dirac equation [32]. With this analogy K and K ˛ are often referred to as Dirac

points and the region surrounding them as a Dirac cone.

Carbon Nanotube Bandstructure

While anyone studying graphene would understandably concentrate on the Dirac cones and

the zero bandgap at the K, K ˛ points, these corners of the hexagonal Brillouin zone may

and may not play a role in the electronic structure of a given carbon nanotube. The full 2D

Brillouin zone of graphene is not really accessible to CNTs since the conceptual roll-up of

graphene imposes an additional chirality dependent confinement in the circumferential ori-

entation of the nanotubes. This limits its band structure to a series of 1D slices through the

2D band structure. Mathematically this just means that we apply the cyclic constraint [30]

of the circumferential vector ~Ch on the wavefunction so that  
⇣
~r + ~Ch

⌘
=  (~r), i.e.,

 

⇣
~r + ~Ch

⌘
=  (~r) ei

~k· ~C
h which imposes the quantization

~k · ~Ch = 2⇡j where j 2 {[N/2 � 1,N/2] |N/2 2 Z} . (2.4)

The only unconstrained degree of freedom left is in the axial direction. The axial com-

ponent of the wave vector, ~kT (perpendicular to the circumferential component), becomes

the defining free parameter in the dispersion relation for a given cut j. Applying the quan-

tization condition and the dependence of ~kT on ~k and ~Ch = (Cx, Cy) to Equation 2.3 leads

to the 1D dispersion relation [6]
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Figure 2.4: CNT bandstructures. a) Red cutting lines represent the quantization constraint
~k · ~Ch = 2⇡j for (6, 2) CNTs relative to the underlying 2D dispersion of graphene. These
tubes are semiconducting. Adapted from Odom, et al., [27]. b) First few bands for (6, 6)
tubes showing the zero bandgap at the Dirac points. These tubes are metallic. c) Zone-folding
version of the bandstructure for the (6, 2) tubes shown in (a). Only a few of the 52 bands are
shown. The gap between upper and lower bands results in semiconducting nanotubes. Note
that the semiconducting tubes have direct band gaps.
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where C =

���~Ch

��� is the measure of the nanotube circumference and  =

���~kT
��� is the

projected length of the wave vector in the axial direction.2 Some of the resulting 1D band

structures of carbon nanotubes can be seen in Figure 2.4. The graphs demonstrate the

contrast between the case where one of the slices passes through a Dirac point representing

a conducting nanotube and the case where none of the slices pass through the Dirac point

resulting in a semiconducting nanotube.

Figure 2.4 (a) demonstrates the relationship between the 2D graphene bandstructure

and the 1D slices (red lines) corresponding to the quantization condition of Equation 2.4

2~kT is also often denoted ~kk or ~kz , particularly when emphasizing that light is polarized parallel to the
nanotube axis.
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for (6, 2) nanotubes. Close inspection reveals that none of the slices pass through a K or K ˛

point (darkest points). When the cutting lines are graphed together as in Figure 2.4 (c) we

can see that they represent the energy bands of the (6, 2) nanotubes. Since the valence and

conduction bands never cross nanotubes of this chirality are semiconducting. In contrast

the cutting lines for (6, 6) tubes (Fig. 2.4 (b)) do pass through Dirac points resulting in

CNTs with a metallic band structure. For semiconducting nanotubes the minima for the

lowest energy bands will correspond to the points at which the bands are closest to one

of the Dirac points. The two smallest bandgaps (which will correspond to the first two

excited states of the nanotubes) are found on the two slices nearest to and on either side of

a neighboring Dirac point. For more detail see Appendix B.

Metallic and semiconducting carbon nanotubes Despite the many possible chiralities

that a carbon nanotube can have, a number of generalizations can be made that catego-

rize nanotubes into various families. The most important may be the distinction between

metallic and semiconducting nanotubes which we’ve seen can be distinguished by whether

or not a band intersects a Dirac point. To see the origin of this mathematically consider

Figure 2.4 again where one of these Dirac points is K =

2⇡
3a (1,

1/
p
3). Assigning ~k to this

Dirac point in Equation 2.4 and expanding ~Ch according to Equation 2.1 the constraint

equation reduces to 3j = 2n + m. In other words, whenever 2n + m is a multiple of

3 the nanotube will be metallic. More generally, the constraint equation can be thought

of as cyclic with (2n + m)mod3 = p, p = {0, 1, 2}, breaking the result into three cate-

gories with p = 0 denoting metallic tubes and the other two semiconducting. In the general

literature the reader will also encounter (See Appendix A) the equivalent cyclic relation

(n � m)mod3 = q, q = {0, 1,�1} where (p)mod3 = �q. This is not a strictly defined

criterion in that large curvature affects (in tubes with diameters smaller than a nanome-

ter) can result in sv-p hybridization inducing bandgaps of a few tens of meV in metallic

nanotubes [6, 34] or conversely changing what would be a semiconducting nanotube into
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a metallic nanotube [35]. For typical laboratory generated nanotubes of ~1 nm, however,

the distinction between semiconducting and metallic tubes is a generally accepted guide-

line. There are several other family categorizations that can be made but they have limited

relevance to this discussion (See Appendix A).

Numerically we can see that 1/3 of the nanotubes should be metallic and in practice this

is roughly true in the initial manufacturing step [36]. In Chapter 3 I’ll mention some of

the reasons that the distribution of both metallic and semiconducting tubes may vary and

why we might (and might not) worry about their presence. For the most part, however, my

research considers only semiconducting tubes.

2.2 1D Density Of States: van Hove Singularities

In Figure 2.4 (c) we can see the signature of a semiconducting nanotube where the p and p*

bands are separated creating a characteristic band gap much like any bulk semiconductor.

Unlike a bulk semiconductor, however, the dimensions of a CNT suggest that the density

of states (DOS) for a nanotube should be more consistent with an ideal 1D material. This

is directly supported by strong confinement of the charge carriers leading to distinct energy

bands. Figure 2.4 (c) also suggests that it is reasonable to approximate the bandstructure as

parabolic, i.e. "�k = a�k2
+ "�0 , where a is just a parameter and � = v or c for the valence

and conduction bands respectively. Calculating a DOS for a semiconducting nanotube then

gives [30]

D (") =
8

2⇡

X

�

ˆ
dk˛

1��
2a�

�
k˛� k�

0

����
�
k� � k˛

�
=

8
>><

>>:

P
�

2
⇡
p
a�

1p
"��"�0

0

"� > "�0

otherwise

(2.6)

Notice that at the band minima, as "� ! "�0 , the density of states is unbounded forming

van Hove singularities in the DOS of this quasi-1D system.
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Figure 2.5: Density of states for (7, 5) carbon nanotubes. Left) Calculated DOS vs Energy
showing van Hove singularities [38, 39]. Since these are semiconducting tubes the DOS van-
ishes around the Fermi level. Right) Illustration of simplified excitation/relaxation process in
semiconducting nanotubes with dipole allowed transitions assuming van Hove singularities.
Transition energies are from an empirical fitting by Weisman, et al. [40].

Assuming a 1D system is not only consistent with the geometry but also the narrow res-

onances seen in absorption and emission measurements [10]. Experimental verification of

such 1D densities of state in which the characteristic van Hove singularities can be clearly

seen has been made using differential conductance measurements [37]. Figure 2.5 shows

the calculated multilevel 1D density of states for (7, 5) semiconducting nanotubes. An il-

lustration of the underlying DOS for the first few energy states of (7, 5) tubes exhibits the

presumed excitation and relaxation steps that followed from early absorption and photolu-

minescence excitation (PLE) measurements (see Chapter 3).

2.3 Optical signatures of Carbon Nanotubes

If we think of CNTs as typical semiconductors then we can make some reasonable esti-

mates of the optical bandgaps from the bandstructure demonstrated in Figure 2.4 (c) or,

equivalently, the band edge transitions suggested in Figure 2.5. These vi ! ci transitions

between the corresponding ith valence and conduction bands are referred to as Eii transi-
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tions.3 And, in fact, the values that have been calculated in this way agree reasonably well

with the optically measured values [40]. Again, the analogy with bulk semiconductors is

misleading. Excitation in a typical bulk semiconductor would lead to free charge carri-

ers or excitons with binding energies of only a few meV [41]. Experimentally, however,

CNT transitions appear as strong, narrow resonance peaks indicative of the strongly bound

excitons that theory predicts [11] for tightly confined charges. In addition, a breakdown

of this simple free carrier model was seen when the first two excited state transition ener-

gies were compared. That is, if the free-carrier description were adequate then the ratio of

second to first excited state energies E22/E11 would converge to 2 for large diameters [31].

What is seen instead is a bit more interesting (see Appendix B) with the ratio converging

instead to a value between ~1.7 according to O’Connell, et al. [10] and ~1.85 as seen by

Bachilo, et al. [42]. The origin of this error comes from the over simplified assumption

that excited states are generated as uncorrelated electron-hole pairs with simple excitation

energies equal to the band-to-band separations — the idea suggested above and in Fig-

ure 2.5. In materials with nanoscale spacial confinement, however, many body effects can

have a significant impact on the electronic properties in question and carbon nanotubes are

representative in this respect.

Confirmation that the unbound/weakly bound electron-hole model was, in fact, not the

best description of CNTs in an excited state was finally seen in 2005 in several experiments

concluding that the excited electron-hole pair states in carbon nanotubes must be tightly

bound excitons with binding energies of ~ 400 meV [43, 44, 45]. This large binding energy,

>> kBT at room temperature, has led to a general understanding of the energy profile of

carbon nanotube as an exciton manifold in which excited states are considered in analogy to

an atomic model. Further studies lent additional support to the dominant exciton manifold

picture in finding no signature of free electrons and holes [46, 47, 48].
3On occasion they are denoted as Sii or Mii to distinguish between transitions in semiconducting or metal-

lic nanotubes respectively. They may also be denoted as Eii
S or Eii

M respectively. Some authors have even
adopted the notation Si or Mi to be more consistent with the excitonic nature of these states and move away
from the independent electron picture that motivates the double indices.
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Since the excited states are separated by energies of ~1 eV [35] it is more realistic to

think of these nanotubes as having only one degree of freedom (the axial direction). For

this reason nanotubes are often referred to as quasi-one dimensional materials.

The Exciton Picture — Many Body Refinement

The entire description above, from the graphene band structure to the van Hove singular-

ities of the 1D DOS and the expected vi ! ci excitations is based on the single-particle

Hamiltonian that describes graphene. It has been incredibly successful in qualitatively

describing the transition energies of carbon nanotubes [42], especially when extended to

include additional neighbors [33] and nanotube curvature effects [34]. And from these

transition energies we can generally infer the optical excitations and excited state relax-

ation that takes place after excitation. In the pronounced confinement of a quasi-1D carbon

nanotube, however, this model doesn’t adequately account for the many-body effects lead-

ing to correlated electron-hole pair excitations and ignores the tightly bound nature of these

excitons in such an environment. In order to move beyond a qualitative understanding and

realistically model the electronic properties of CNTs a many-body formalism that accounts

for strong Coulomb interactions is necessary.

The general form of a Hamiltonian that takes into account the contributions of all inter-

acting particles, assuming no external field and ignoring spin, can be written [49, 50]

Hmb =

X

j

P2
j

2Mj

+

X

i

p2
i

2m
+

X

i,j

�Zje
2

|Rj � ri|
+

X

j<j0

ZjZj0e
2

|Rj � Rj0 |
+

X

i<i0

e2

|ri � ri0 |
(2.7)

where for a simple bulk crystal R = n1a1 + n2a2 + n3a3 represents the lattice positions of

the Bravais lattice and the ri are the electron positions. The first term in the Hamiltonian

represents the kinetic energy of the nuclei. On the assumption that the ions are fixed this

term vanishes. The second and third terms combined represent the single electron Hamilto-
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nian for each (ith) electron where the Zj factors represent the combined effect of the nuclei

and all but the valence electron. The fourth term defines the potential energy of the interact-

ing ions (combined nuclei and subvalence electrons). This term together with the third term

can be thought of as the generalized potential. The last term represents the interaction term

between all the valence electrons in the many-body system. Solving for the eigenvalues

and eigenfunctions of this many-body Hamiltonian is generally considered too compli-

cated or yielding solutions that are untenable [50]. A major simplification of this problem,

the Hartree-Fock approximation, results in an antisymmetrized wave function built from

one-electron solutions with all the remaining electrons averaged into a single field. With

the H-F approximation iterative improvements of the averaged electron field can be found

but the problem remains prohibitively complex [51].

Density Functional Theory Treatment

The general approach to refining and extending this model in order to take into account

the strong confinement and interaction of charge carriers in nanotubes is to retreat to an

ab initio computational model. These models have to take into account the fundamental

electronic structure of the carbon nanotubes, the many possible transitions and the dominant

Coulomb interactions of the tightly confined charge carriers. This approach is theoretical

and computational in nature and outside the focus of my research. To give some idea of the

underlying calculations a very brief outline of this approach is distilled here from Spataru,

et al. [35], with additional references when relevant.

In practice many-body problems are not realistically solvable without substantial sim-

plifications. Mean-field theories like the Hartree-Fock approximations can lead to approx-

imate solutions but only after a complex iterative process. Recent attempts at ab initio

modeling of the electronic properties of CNTs have instead begun with a density func-

tional theory (DFT) approach to determine their ground state properties [52, 53, 54, 55].

In this approach, following the treatment and notation of Louie, et al., [50] the electronic
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ground state energy EV is defined as a functional of the charge density ⇢ (r)

EV [⇢] =

ˆ
V (r) ⇢ (r) dr + Ts[⇢] +

1

2

ˆ
⇢ (r) ⇢ (r0

)

|r � r0| drdr0
+ Exc[⇢] (2.8)

for an external static potential V (r). The kinetic energy of the non-interacting electron sys-

tem is represented by Ts and an unknown exchange-correlation energy functional by Exc.

The advantage of this approach is that it can lead, in principle, to an exact determination

of the total energy and charge distribution of a given nanotube. The calculations mini-

mize the energy functional through the charge density determined by a set of one-electron

Kohn-Sham equations of the form


�}2r2

2m
+ Vion(r) + VH(r) + Vxc(r)

�
�j(r) = ✏j�j(r) (2.9)

where VH is the repulsive electrostatic field (Hartree field) due to the electron charge dis-

tribution while the exchange-correlation potential, Vxc , accounts for the quantum electron-

electron interactions. Solutions to these eigenvalue equations lead to the charge density

⇢ (r) =
P

|'i (r)|2 needed to minimize the energy functional. These solutions rely, how-

ever, on the description of the exchange-correlation potential as the variation of Exc with

respect to the electron charge density, Vxc =
�E

xc/�⇢(r). According to Louie the most com-

mon description of Exc takes the form [50]

Exc =

ˆ
⇢ (r) "xc (r) dr (2.10)

with the local exchange correlation energy density "xc (r). Since Exc is unknown this

equation describes it in terms of an approximation of "xc (r). According to Louie both

the local density approximation (LDA) and generalized gradient approximation (GGA)

have been successful in describing Exc [50]. These calculations are further simplified by

assuming pseudo-potentials combining the tightly bound core electrons with the binding

potential of the nuclei.
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Since DFT calculations by themselves can only determine the electronic ground state

for a single particle this method is not able to model the dynamics of nanotube excited

states. In order to model optical excitations — at least two particles — perturbations are

applied first in the form of a one-particle Green’s function providing the band energies

and wavefunctions for the addition or removal of an electron or hole. In practice this per-

turbation calculation may be carried out using the “GW” approximation (“G” for Green’s

function, “W” for Coulomb interaction) to account for screening in the self energy. In func-

tional form this means solving for the quasiparticle (electron or hole band) energies ✏j and

wavefunctions  j(r) in the Dyson equation,


�}2r2

2m
+ Vion(r) + VH(r)

�
 j(r) +

ˆ
dr0

X
XC (r, r0, ✏j) j (r

0
) = ✏j j(r) (2.11)

Here
P

XC (r, r0, ✏j) represents the self-energy so that the integral accounts for the

exchange-correlation potential an excited quasiparticle sees from the surrounding environ-

ment.

Since solving the Dyson equation only gets us the energies and amplitudes for adding

or removing uncorrelated quasi-particles an additional step is required to account for a

two-particle state. A second perturbation is needed in the form of a two-particle Green’s

function giving us the quantum amplitude �S and energy ⌦S for each exciton. The ampli-

tude is given by the Tamm-Dancoff approximation

�S (re, rh) =

D
0

���ˆ (re) , ˆ 
†
(rh)

���S
E
=

X

cv

AS
cv c(re) v(rh)

⇤ (2.12)

where the  were found from the Dyson equation above and the ˆ

 

† and ˆ

 are creation and

annihilation operators. The coefficients AS
cv account for the correlation and entanglement of

the electron and hole comprising the exciton. They can be found along with the formation

energies ⌦S from the Bethe-Salpeter equation
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(✏c � ✏v)A
S
cv +

X

c0v0

K (⌦S)cv,c0v0 A
S
c0v0 = ⌦SA

S
cv (2.13)

The K (⌦S) terms represent the interaction between the electron and hole by incorporat-

ing the long-range screened Coulomb interaction and the short-range repulsive exchange

interaction.

These approximations and models underlie the application of time-dependent density

functional theory calculations to the fundamental electronic structure of carbon nanotubes.

The calculations have been seen to be sensitive to the choice of model Hamiltonians, degree

of long-range Hartree-Fock exchange and basis sets [53] reflecting the intrinsic sensitivity

of nanomaterials to the energy profiles, many-body interactions and underlying geometry

at the nanometer scale.

Observations from DFT Calculations

Calculations employing either model conclude that the optical properties of CNTs are dom-

inated by tightly bound excitons [56, 35] as expected. In addition they explain why the

transition energies of these excitons are remarkably similar to what the excitation ener-

gies would be in the single-particle case. Figure 2.6 (a) demonstrates the difference in the

absorption properties for three different computational scenarios. The lowest energy ab-

sorption line represents the case for single, non-interacting quasi-particles and reproduces

the asymmetry of the van Hove singularities of the density-of-states. The highest energy

absorption line represents the case where the self-energy of electron repulsion is included

due to the tight confinement within nearly-1D nanotubes. Inclusion of the previously ne-

glected self-energy renormalizes the band gap. The result is a > 1 eV blue shift in the

excitation energy. For the third absorption band we can see that inclusion of the electron-

hole Coulomb attraction significantly reduces the excitation energy. Weak screening in the

one-dimensional geometry of nanotubes means that the binding energy of an exciton can
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and the subband index m. The Rabi frequency ( )tΩ  in 

Eqs. (1) and (2) describes the strength of the electron-light 

interaction including the influence of Coulomb effects. The 

band gap energy 
k

ω  contains the renormalization due to 

the electron–electron interaction [10, 11]. Contributions 

beyond the Hartree–Fock level describing scattering terms 

are considered by 
scat
|

k
p  and 

scat
|

k

λλ

ρ  [8]. They will be cru-

cial for the investigation of the relaxation dynamics dis-

cussed in Section 4.  

The time evolution is calculated via Heisenberg equa-

tion of motion ( ) [ ( ) ]
k k

i p t p t H!" = ,  with the Hamilton op-

erator  

0 el-light Coul
,H H H H= + +  (3) 

consisting of the free carrier contribution 
0

H , the carrier-

light coupling 
el-light

H , and the Coulomb interaction 
Coul

H  

[10]. The single-particle energy 
k

ε  entering in 
0

H  is calcu-

lated within the tight-binding (TB) approach [12, 13]. The 

optical and Coulomb matrix elements in 
el-light

H  and 
Coul

H , 

respectively, are determined analytically by applying the 

TB single-particle wave functions of carbon nanotubes 

within zone-folding approximation [1, 11, 14]. The periodic 

boundary conditions around the nanotube circumference 

are considered by restricting the allowed wave vectors  

k to lines in the graphene Brillouin zone [10, 14]. Infor-

mation about optical properties of a nanotube is given  

by the frequency-dependent optical susceptibility [9] 

( ) ( ) 1χ ω ε ω= - , where ( )ε ω  denotes the effective dielec-

tric function of the nanotube. The susceptibility ( )χ ω  is 

determined by the optical matrix element 
k

M  and the mi-

croscopic polarisation 
k

p  [14]:  

0

0 0

2

( ) Im ( ) Re ( ) ,

( )

z

k k

k

e

M p

m A

α ω ω χ ω

ε ω ω

!
µ = - Â   

 (4) 

with the vector potential ( )A ω , the electron mass 
0

m , and 

the elementary charge 
0
e . Only the z-component of the op-

tical matrix element 
z

k
M  is taken into account since we 

only consider z-polarized light (along the nanotube axis) 

accounting for the depolarization effect that strongly sup-

presses light polarized perpendicular to the nanotube axis 

[15]. The theory explicitly includes excitonic effects, 

which have been shown to crucially influence the optical 

properties of CNTs [16–21]. 

  

3 Linear optical spectra For investigations pre-

sented in this section, the Bloch equations (1) and (2) are 

solved on the Hartree–Fock level. We extend our previous 

investigations published in Ref. [10] by focusing on chiral-

ity and diameter dependence of linear absorption spectra. 

We also address the controversial questions whether higher 

transitions remain excitonic in CNTs. After having deter-

mined the microscopic polarization ,

k
p  it is straightfor-

ward to calculate the excitonic absorption coefficient 

( )α ω  for arbitrary CNTs. The inset of Fig. 1 shows the ab-

sorption spectrum of the exemplary semiconducting (8,4) 

tube illustrating the different Coulomb contributions. The 

free particle spectrum is characterized by Van Hove singu-

larities (red line). Including the repulsive electron–electron 

interaction leads to a renormalization of the band gap re-

sulting in a blue shift (green line), which corresponds to 

more than 100% of the free band gap. Including the attrac-

tive electron–hole coupling leads to a formation of bound 

electron-hole pairs. The spectral weight is almost com-

pletely transferred to the excitonic excitation. The exci-

tonic spectrum is characterized by symmetric Lorentzians 

(blue line) which are red-shifted according to the excitonic 

binding energy E
b
. The latter is found to be in the range of 

1 eV for the first transition E
11

 for CNTs in air or vacuum. 

This agrees well with ab initio calculations [19, 21]. 

Including screening of the Coulomb potential due to en-

vironmental effects reduces the binding energies to  

0.3–0.4 eV, which is in good agreement with experimental 

results [16, 17]. The large excitonic binding energies can 

be ascribed to the relatively weak screening in CNTs, 

which are hollow cylinders. Figure 1 shows E
b
 for the first 

two transitions for a variety of CNTs as a function of the 

diameter. In particular, the excitonic binding energies for 

higher transitions are still being controversially discussed 

in literature [22]. We find a general 1/d dependence. The 

larger the tube, the weaker is the Coulomb interaction, and 

the smaller is the excitonic binding energy. In addition, the 

figure exhibits specific V-shaped branches (Kataura 

branches) around the main 1/d line arising from the chiral-

ity dependence. The binding energy of the second transi-

tion E
22

 is shown to be clearly larger than for the first tran-

sition E
11

 for all considered tubes. Higher transitions are 

found to be characterized by excitons with binding ener-

gies similar to those of E
22

 (not shown).   
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Figure 1 (online colour at: www.pss-rapid.com) Excitonic bind-

ing energy of the first (E
11

) and the second transition (E
22

) for a 

variety of CNTs with different chiral angles and diameters 

(Kataura plot [1]). The figure exhibits V-shaped branches reflect-

ing the chirality dependence of the binding energy. The inset 

shows the absorption spectra for the exemplary (8,4) tube illus-

trating the self-energy and the excitonic shift for E
11

. Besides the 

excitonic ground state, also excited states appear around 2 eV, 

however, their intensity is very small. 

Adetailed theory on non-equilibrium dynamics in CNTs
is presented elsewhere [25].

3 Linear optical spectra After solving the Bloch
equations (7) and (8), absorption spectra of nanotubes of
arbitrary chiral angle and diameter can be calculated. The
limit of our model is only given by the first-neighbor tight
binding approximation. Figure 1 shows the absorption
spectrum of the exemplary (10,0) zigzag nanotube. The
three energetically lowest transitions E11, E22, and E33 are
shown. The dashed red line illustrates the free particle peaks
renormalized by the repulsive electron–electron interaction.
The occurring Van Hove singularities are typical for one-
dimensional structures. The full blue line shows the same
spectra, but including excitonic effects. Due to the attractive
electron–hole coupling, bound electron–hole pairs are
formed, which are characterized by symmetric Lorentzians.
The spectrum reveals besides the exciton ground state also a
series of excited states around the continuum edge. They
become more pronounced at higher transitions.

The excitonic binding energy Eb is in the range of 1 eV
and can be easily determined as the difference between the
excitonic Lorentzians and the corresponding free particle
Van Hove singularities (see arrows in Fig. 1). The large
binding energies are in good agreement with ab initio
calculations [22, 26]. They can be ascribed to the relatively
weak screening in CNTs, which are hollow cylinders. In
particular, the higher transitions E22 and E33 show larger
binding energies than E11. Furthermore, the spectral weight
is almost completely transferred from the continuum to the
excitonic excitation. The free band-edge can still be seen in
the excitonic spectrum, however, it is largely suppressed.

In addition to the established methods of optical
spectroscopy, Rayleigh scattering has emerged as a charac-
terization technique for individual single-walled CNTs [6,

27] offering rapid data collection for both semiconducting
and metallic tubes. Our approach also allows the calculation
of Rayleigh scattering cross-section sðvÞ / jxðvÞj2 for
arbitrary CNTs [28, 29]. In particular, since s(v) is given by
the full dielectric response, the real part of the optical
susceptibility has an influence on the peak shape leading to
characteristic features in Rayleigh spectra (not shown here).

3.1 Environmental influence The surrounding
medium created by solvents and adsorbed molecules has a
considerable influence on the optical properties of CNTs [7–
12]. Here, we focus on a simple, widely used method [9–11]
of considering the environmental effects by phenomenolo-
gically incorporating a dielectric background constant ebg
into the theory:

VðqÞ ! WðqÞ # VðqÞ
ebg

; (11)

which describes an effective screening of the Coulomb
potential. A more advanced study has been recently
published integrating also the diameter dependence into
ebg [12]. Our aim is to show the basic influence of the
surrounding material to semiconducting nanotubes. The
internal dynamical screening (cp. Lindhard equation [20]),
which is important for metallic nanotubes, is neglected. The
introduction of the screened Coulomb potential W(q) from
Eq. (11) leads to changes in both the renormalization of the
bandgap due to the repulsive electron–electron interaction
as well as in the formation of excitons due to the attractive
electron–hole coupling. As a result, the dielectric back-
ground constant has an influence on both the transition
energies Eii as well as on the excitonic binding energies Eb,ii.
Figure 2 illustrates the importance of the external screening
for the excitonic binding energies for the three lowest
transitions of the (10,0) tube. For a better insight into the
functional dependence for both small and large ebg, the plot
shows values up to ebg ¼ 10. Increasing ebg from 1 to 2
already leads to a considerable reduction of Eb,ii to 0.3–
0.5 eV, which is in good agreement with experimental
results performed on nanotubes in an SDS medium [30, 31].
However, the exact value for the dielectric background
constant in the SDSmedium is difficult to determine, since it
depends on the largely unknown coverage of the nanotube
with the surfactant [7, 32]. The considerable reduction of
Eb,ii is a sign for a strongly suppressed electron–hole
coupling due to the surrounding solvent. We also find a
simple scaling law for the binding energies in dependence
on ebg:

Eb;ii / Ae%b0
bg (12)

with b0& 1.3 for all considered transitions Eii, diameters d,
and chiral angles f. The scaling law is valid for all
nanotubes (n1,n2). The coefficient A varies with the
transition Eii and the diameter d. A similar scaling law
has also been found within the Bethe–Salpeter approach by
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Figure 1 (online color at: www.pss-b.com) Optical absorption
spectrum of the (10,0) zigzag nanotube. The energetically lowest
three transitions are shown. The blue solid line illustrates the
spectrum containing excitonic effects, while the dashed red line
shows the freeparticle spectrum,whichalready includes the renorm-
alization due to the electron–electron coupling. The arrows indicate
the corresponding excitonic binding energies.
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Figure 2.6: Many-body effects and absorption. a) Inset to Figure 1 from Malic, et al. [56].
Absorption spectra for (8, 4) nanotubes versus Coulomb interaction. Free-particle case (red)
is the lowest energy transition and exhibits a van Hove singularity line-shape. Bandgap
renormalization (green) due to electron-electron repulsion causes the absorption to blueshift
> 1 eV. Including Coulomb attraction (blue) between electron-hole pairs redshifts the absorp-
tion by the exciton binding energy and transforms the lineshape from van Hove singularity
to Lorentzian. b) Figure 1 from Malic, et al., [57]. Renormalized and excitonic absorption
spectra for first three excitons. Evidence of excited state excitons seen in the small peaks near
the band edges of the continuum energies.

be a large percentage of the transition energy. In addition to the large binding energy an

indication of exciton formation can be seen in the transformation of the line-shape into a

symmetric Lorentzian [30].

The continuum state, which we now know to be 300–500 meV above the bound exciton

state, does not cease to exist. However, with the emergence of strongly bound excitons due

to nanoscale confinement Malic, et al., found that the excitons capture most of the oscillator

strength — ~ 6 times that of the renormalized continuum [30]. PLE maps discussed in both

Chapters 3 and 4, which should be sensitive to absorption by the continuum states, do not

even indicate their presence which is likely drowning out in the noise floor.

Influence of the Local Environment

The large, roughly 1 eV, binding energy suggested in Figure 2.6 (a) is twice what is reported

in the literature [44, 45]. This is not surprising since the calculations assumed only a

vacuum for the surrounding environment. In the real world, however, the surrounding
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environment has a significant effect on transition energies, binding energies and more [58].

The influence of the local environment is partly a result of screening due to the local di-

electric. Coulomb induced screening due to this dielectric environment modifies the optical

absorption spectrum through both the renormalization and the electron-hole interaction. In

contrast to the significantly reduced screening provided by the one-dimensional nanotubes

themselves the dielectric of the surrounding medium significantly influences the exciton

binding energies, electron-hole correlation lengths, optical transition energies as well as

relaxation dynamics of CNTs [57]. There is evidence, as well, that modulation of the di-

electric screening of a polymer surrounding CNTs will modulate the exciton resonances of

the nanotubes [59].

In the ab initio models sensitivity to the local dielectric environment is accomplished

by introducing a momentum-dependent screened Coulomb interaction. In terms of the

transfer of momentum q = |k � k0| the screened Coulomb interaction becomes W (q) =

V (q) /"bkg" (q) where V (q) is the traditional Coulomb interaction, "bkg represents the

dielectric background constant and " (q) introduces the momentum-dependent dielectric

function. Calculations incorporating this modified Coulomb potential found reductions in

the binding energies to values consistent with those observed in the literature [30].

The computational analyses with the screened Coulomb interaction also validate a more

direct expression for the influence of the effective dielectric environment on the binding

energies of CNTs. Using a variational method Perebeinos, et. al., found that the lowest

exciton binding energies follow the effective dielectric as Eb / "�� where comparison to

measured values determined that � ⇡ 1.4 [60]. More recent work by Malic, et al., found

� ⇡ 1.3 [57]. Here the effective dielectric represents not only the polymer matrix but also

the conformational relationship it has with the nanotubes.
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2.4 The Exciton Manifold

Everything discussed to this point has assumed that each Eii transition represents a unique,

non-degenerate state. Forgive me if I have misled you, but this is physics and it’s never

that simple. Not only do the excitons themselves have excited states but the presence of

strongly interacting charged particles with spin as well as the degeneracy in the K valleys

of the graphene Brillouin zone lead to a number of subbands worth considering.

Hydrogenic Exciton States

Each excitonic state, Eii, represents the lowest energy exciton corresponding to the free

particle vi ! ci transition. And each of these excitons can be thought of as the ground state

of an hydrogenic system with its own set of excited states. As a result, each Eii exciton

has a series of excited states analogous to the Rydberg ladder of states leading to ionization

which, in this context, is the free carrier or continuum state [30]. The ground and excited

state excitons are denoted E1u
ii , E2g

ii , E2u
ii , E3g

ii , E3u
ii , ... where u (“ungerade”) denotes a

state with odd symmetry and g (“gerade”) denotes a state with even symmetry [61, 44]. The

study by Wang, et al., often credited with demonstrating that optical excitations of CNTs are

excitons, exploited the existence of these higher energy states to determine exciton binding

energies [45]. In their work they used single photon excitation to access the odd E1u
11 ground

state and two-photon excitation for the E2g
11 state. In calculations by Malic, et al., only the

first excited state of the E11 exciton could be distinguished from the continuum [30]. It can

be seen emerging near the band edges of the continuum states in Figure 2.6 (b).

Spin

The strong electron-electron and electron-hole Coulomb interactions that drive the band

renormalization and exciton formation discussed above also act to couple the electron and

hole spins of these excitons [62]. The exciton wavefunctions must therefore account for
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these coupled spins. Four possible symmetric and antisymmetric configurations are possi-

ble:

| si =
1p
2

(|"#i � |#"i) and | ti = |""i , 1p
2

(|"#i + |#"i) , |##i (2.14)

where  s is the spin singlet (antisymmetric with respect to spin exchange with total spin

S = 0) and  t represents the three possible spin triplet states (symmetric with total spin

S = 1). The even parity triplet states are optically dark since their generation would require

the creation of spin. In fact they are sufficiently independent of the singlet state due to

weak spin-orbit coupling, [63, 64, 65], that they can be completely neglected from con-

sideration when describing the excited states of a CNT.4 Measurements, for example, by

Seferyan, et al., noted that the 3 ps transfer time they observed from the bright exciton to a

lower energy state was much too fast to represent transfer to a triplet state given the weak

coupling [67].

Valley Degeneracy — Singlet State Splitting

Each spin state also represents multiple sublevels owing to the time reversal symmetry

of the graphene reciprocal lattice [32]. As a result of this symmetry the energy eigen-

values are degenerate (see Eq. 2.3) for the two valleys nearest the inequivalent K and K ˛

(Dirac) points. For chiral nanotubes this leads to a two-fold degeneracy in both the valence

and conduction bands depicted in Figure 2.4 (c). Electron-hole pair excitations formed

from these transitions therefore carry a four-fold degeneracy. The zone folding representa-
4Spin-orbit coupling has been found in a few nanotubes to induce splitting as high as 3.4 meV and at-

tributed this to the curvature of the nanotube [66]. The authors note that this is an order of magnitude larger
than previously seen, however, and its origin “. . . is not explained by existing theories.” Since this coupling
is typically an order of magnitude smaller than 3.4 meV and assumes the smallest diameter nanotubes, and
since all of the experiments I will discuss were carried out at room temperature (where kBT ~ 25 meV) any
linewidth broadening due to such coupling is expected to be well below the resolution of my measurements
and the other results discussed.
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tion, however, hides the fact that the single-particle momenta of these bands are different

owing to their proximity to the inequivalent K and K ˛ points in the underlying graphene

bandstructure. In the left-hand graph of Figure 2.7 the degenerate valleys are shown sepa-

rated by their crystal momenta (aka the “quasi-angular” momenta of the CNTs [68]). The

electron-hole pair transitions in this scenario can then be identified with these valleys as

|K,Ki, |K 0, K 0i, |K,K 0i, and |K 0, Ki.

The four-fold degeneracy is lifted slightly by the Coulombic interaction between the

electron and hole [15, 53], though one study attributes this to the weak spin-orbit cou-

pling instead [69]. The tightly bound excitons that are generated by these transitions are

then comprised of a doublet of opposite valley states, |K,K 0i, and |K 0, Ki, as well as

two coupled bonding, 1p
2
(|K,Ki + |K 0, K 0i), and anti-bonding, 1p

2
(|K,Ki � |K 0, K 0i),

states [62]. The right-hand graph of Figure 2.7 roughly approximates the resulting exciton

dispersion for each of these states. Three of these states are optically forbidden. The two

cross-valley states carry non-zero quasi-angular momenta (k = ±2ko). As a result these

states cannot be generated by optical excitation without an additional phonon contribution.

The anti-bonding case, which is antisymmetric, leads to an overall even symmetry for the

singlet state that cannot couple to light. The spin singlet bonding state, however, has overall

odd symmetry and is therefore the only state that is accessible to a dipole transition. Not

surprisingly this optically allowed singlet state is referred to as the bright state and is the

assumed state whenever “Eii” is written.

Bright vs Dark Excitons

The three remaining dipole forbidden states cannot be ignored as in the case of the triplet

states. Instead, they play an important role in the relaxation process of optically excited

nanotubes described below. Mixing of the singlet states follows from the many tube varia-

tions including defects, distribution of lengths and interactions with the environment [70].

The combined effect can result in both weakly active states and dark states with vanishing
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Figure 2.7: Valley degeneracy. Four-fold exciton degeneracy from inequivalent K and K ˛
valleys. Left) The lowest energy electron and hole bands for chiral nanotubes. Right) The
corresponding excitonic bands for chiral nanotubes. The anti-bonding (A1) dark state, bond-
ing (A2) bright state, and cross-valley (Eµ̃) non-zero momentum states. Reproduced from
Figure 1, Barros, et al. [68]. For a treatment of all tube types see Appendix C.

momenta [54, 71]. Theoretical [72] and experimental [67] results have both shown that

the mixing results in a ladder of states with the bright state having the highest energy and

the anti-bonding dark state having the lowest while one or two weakly active or dark states

may exist with intermediate energies.

Calculations by Spataru, et al., [73], using the DFT model described earlier concluded

that the lowest energy exciton would be dark, or optically inactive, followed by a single

bright exciton and then a degenerate pair of dark excitons of higher energy consistent with

the exciton manifold presented in Figure 2.7. Alternative semi-empirical calculations, how-

ever, have found the ordering of the excitons to differ with the lowest energy exciton still

dark, followed by a degenerate set of dark excitons as well as a weakly allowed state, all

below the highest and bright exciton [74, 75]. Common to all of these results is the observa-

tion that the lowest energy exciton is dark, a result that has been confirmed by experiment

through magnetic brightening [71].

More recent studies have refined the earlier calculations with careful attention to the

representative Hamiltonians and density functionals chosen to represent the physical sys-

tem of a nanotube. One extensive time-domain DFT study by Kilina, et al., determined

that the lowest energy exciton was dark, consistent with all of the earlier calculations, but

that the highest energy exciton would be the bright exciton and two dark or semi-dark exci-
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tons would lie in between, all within ~0.1 eV of the bright exciton [53, 54] consistent with

measured results from Zhao, et al., [75].

It is important to note that these exciton manifold models still suffer from an inability

to account for the many perturbations found in the real world. Variations in tube lengths,

local dielectric, defects and impurities can all cause deviations from these models and do.

Kilina calculated, for example, that the distribution of tube lengths alone in a practical sam-

ple can result in variations in exciton band mixing between the bright and dark states —

the origin of the semi-dark states. And time resolved photoluminescence measurements

noted an order of magnitude variation in lifetimes for different, isolated tubes of the same

chirality [76]. It would seem that an entire book could be written simply focusing on these

and many other variations. Despite the multitude of possible structural and environmen-

tal perturbations, however, ab initio calculations and measurements such as the magnetic

brightening experiment noted above have shown that at least one dark exciton will lie below

the bright exciton. In addition, ultrafast relaxation measurements have generally shown be-

havior consistent with Kilina’s observation of two semi-dark excitonic states between the

light and dark states [67].

2.5 Excitation and Relaxation from an Excited State

The exciton manifold described above provides a platform for understanding how an opti-

cally excited carbon nanotube will relax back to the ground state. The multi-level diagram

in Figure 2.8 ties the various levels together in the generally understood relaxation cascade

that can take place after excitation of the bright E22 excitonic state. Note that the nanotube

could just as easily be excited into the E11 state in a degenerate pump-probe measurement.

I will not consider this case since an E22 excitation and the subsequent relaxation paths are

representative of typical non-degenerate (two-color) pump-probe experiments on CNTs in-

cluding those of my research. Exciting a CNT into the E22 state instead of the E11 state also
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Figure 2.8: Excitation-relaxation in a carbon nanotube. Illustration of band edge excita-
tion/relaxation transitions for Eii excitons with rii relaxation rates. Initial excitation generates
E22 excitons (blue) which primarily relax into E11 bright states (black). For high E11 densities
exciton-exciton annihilation modifies the population distribution (orange). The E11 excitons
may also either radiatively decay to the ground state (red) or further relax into long lived dark
excitons (dark gray) at the bottom of the E11 ladder of singlet sub-states. Continuum states
for E11 and E22 not shown.

makes it possible to selectively monitor nanotubes of a specific chirality in a polymer/CNT

blend as will be discussed in more detail in later chapters (See Sections 3.4 and 4.1).

Figure 2.8 presents a simplified series of dispersionless band edge levels. From Fig-

ure 2.4 one could expect that such an energy level diagram for CNTs should be made up

of approximately parabolic bands. However, given that the joint density of states of an

exciton is significantly weighted to the band edge and that optical excitation does not con-

tribute momentum to the system, focusing on the bandedge transitions should not lead to

any confusion.

Populating the E11 State

In the initial step light resonant with the E22 transition (blue arrow) generates tightly bound

excitons ~300–500 meV below the continuum state (not shown). Relaxation from the E22

state then progresses rapidly with a lifetime of only ~ 40–50 fs [77, 78, 67, 79] due to

strong electron-phonon coupling (black arrow). The rapid relaxation is dominated by the
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E22 ! E11 (bright states) path at � 80% while some of the remaining population decays

radiatively or directly into dark excitonic states below the bright E11 state [80, 81]. Ad-

ditional weak pathways have been seen in phonon satellites [77, 82, 54] and transverse

excitations [83]. While Manzoni, et al., attributed the rapid and dominant relaxation path

to the narrow E22 excitonic state coupling with the E11 continuum (not shown) as a Fano

resonance [78], a number of studies noted the lack of an optical signature necessary to indi-

cate the presence of the free electron-hole pairs that would be generated by this relaxation

process [84, 47, 48, 85]. An early [86], as well as a more recent [87] study, however, was

able to electronically observe spontaneous dissociation of optically generated excitons into

free electron-hole pairs confirming that at least some of the E22 excitons couple into the

E11 continuum before re-condensing into the corresponding exciton. Despite evidence for

dissociation the vast majority of E22 excitons will not follow this path and instead relax

directly into excitonic states at a ratio of 10:1 [80].

Figure 2.8 also deliberately assumes that the top E11 state is the bright 1u singlet state.

Transient grating measurements, however, have identified the primary relaxation pathway

as coupling through at least one of the excited states of the E11 bright state [67]. The authors

assume without argument that this is the 2g state presumably because this is the only excited

state that can even be distinguished from the continuum in dynamical modeling [30]. With

or without this intermediate step the bright 1u singlet state is rapidly populated by the

relaxation of the E22 state.

Auger-like Exciton – Exciton Annihilation

The relaxation rate of the E22 state is rapid enough that it can outpace a relatively short

excitation pulse. If the E22 lifetime is ~ 40 fs and the pump pulse is 100 fs then the relaxation

will populate the E11 state almost as if it is being pumped directly — any delay due to

the relaxation step would be shorter than the pump pulse. The direct result of this rapid

population build-up can be the generation of a high density of excitons in the same state, in
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this case the E11 state. In Figure 2.8 the orange arrows depict the consequences of this high

exciton density. Confined to the quasi-one dimensional nanotube, the excitons will likely

interact with each other. This can lead to an “Auger-like” exciton-exciton annihilation

(EEA) process where one exciton decays transferring its energy to the other exciton.5

Several studies have observed that relaxation of the E11 state depends non-linearly on

the intensity of the excitation [47, 89], determining that this non-linear behavior can be

accounted for by the EEA depicted in Figure 2.8. For excitation intensities above ⇠ 3⇥10

14

photons/cm2 it was found that the Auger-like annihilation process may even dominate the

relaxation kinetics at early times [47]. Below some threshold, however, the process can

shut down [75]. This is intuitively due to a low density of excitons but the density may be

lower than expected. Xiao, et al., found that EEA can still be efficient for as few as 2–6

excitons in a CNT only a few microns long [90]. At only 8.20 ⇥ 10

12 photons/cm2 Ma,

et al., found that EEA finally becomes “minor” [91].

Populating the E11,Dark State

For those bright E11 excitons that do not transform through exciton-exciton annihilation,

many undergo radiative decay from the E11 bright state (see, for example, the resulting PLE

data described in Section 3.4). The vast majority of E11 excitons, however, will decay non-

radiatively by cascading through the dark or weakly dark, even parity E11 states described

above [76, 10, 67]. This cascading decay path takes place on the order of a few picoseconds

and results in populating the long lived lowest energy singlet dark exciton [67, 74].

Dipole-Forbidden Relaxation The significance of the lowest exciton being dark should

not be understated in the context of relaxation measurements and particularly for ultrafast

relaxation studies in this case. Once an exciton is in this dipole forbidden state it is unlikely
5Strictly speaking the Auger recombination process in a semiconductor involves three unbound quasi-

particle charge carriers, say two electrons and a hole (or vice-versa). Under collision one electron recombines
with the hole transferring its energy to the other electron [88].
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that it will obtain enough energy from the environment (where kBT is only ~ 25 meV at

room temperature) to overcome the ~ 100 meV needed to climb back into the radiatively

allowed state. The exciton then finds itself in an effective trap state with a very slow decay

rate compared to the radiative rate of the optically allowed bright state. Lifetimes of these

dark states are on the order of ~ 100–300 ps [92, 67]. As a result the dark state acts as a

population sink causing the radiative efficiency of the CNT to be quite low. Estimates of the

quantum yield for photoluminescence are on the order of 10�3 [10] to 10

�4 [76] — though

Lefebvre, et al., was able to measure quantum efficiencies as high as 7% for suspended

tubes essentially isolated from the environment [93].

References to the lowest energy dark state as a trap state, while common in the litera-

ture, may be misleading. Calling the dark state a trap is descriptive in the sense that it is

tightly bound well below the radiative state. But the lowest energy dark state should not be

thought of as a trap state in the sense of being bound to a defect site or unsaturated bond.

It remains a free, highly mobile, exciton. As a result it may be more descriptive to think of

the dark exciton as a metastable state instead. The fact that the excitons can be so mobile

leads to yet another decay process. Zhu, et al., [94] found that the ground state recovery

of nanotubes in an excited state followed a t�0.45 recovery. The authors attributed this to

sub-diffusive trapping of the dark excitons in a 1D system.

Non-Resonant Excitation

Excitations above the exciton resonances are still possible and can extend an absorption

linewidth considerably. Chou, et al., observed strong absorption in a broad range more than

20 meV above the E11 resonance for (6, 5) nanotubes with additional absorption extending

as far as 400 meV above [95]. The authors attributed a variety of multi-phonon processes

to this extended absorption and the subsequent rapid relaxation to the radiative E11 state.

Similar observations were also made by Htoon, et al., for a distribution of nanotubes where

they found evidence for strong electron-phonon coupling when exciting the E22 resonance
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leading to estimates of extremely rapid inter-exciton relaxation, as fast as ~ 20 fs, with cor-

respondingly larger linewidths [77]. Excitation well above either resonance is also possible

as can be seen in most fluorescence measurements. Nonetheless, the bright excitonic states

described earlier capture almost all of the oscillator strength and excitations on resonance

with an excitonic state dominate the absorption spectrum by orders of magnitude [46, 56].

Excited State Absorption

The relaxation steps suggested in Figure 2.8 all proceeded after an initial excitation tuned

to the E22 resonance. As soon as a nanotube’s excited state is populated, however, the ex-

citon(s) in question can be promoted through any allowed transition. Such excited state

absorption signatures were spotted in the earliest ultrafast excited state relaxation measure-

ments taken on carbon nanotubes [96]. Since that first observation a number of instances

of excited state absorption have been measured with almost as many different transitions to

account for their occurrences. An important early study showed that the induced absorption

tracked the resonant excitations of the nanotubes and were therefore a component of their

excited state dynamics [97]. In this particular study the authors saw three absorption bands

that they identified as excited state absorption within the exciton manifold: E11 ! E22,

E11 ! E33, and E22 ! E33. Support for this interpretation was seen shortly afterwards in

two studies that observed induced absorption in the visible after pumping nanotubes to the

first excited state, absorption consistent with the E11 ! E33 transition [98, 78]. Excited

state absorption has now been associated with transitions from the E11 or E22 state to higher

states as just noted [98, 84, 97, 78]; from E11 states into the E22 continuum [67]; as sig-

natures of bi-exciton formation [89, 85, 94]; and as intra-exciton transitions within an Eii

manifold, i. e. from the dark E11 state to the bright E11 state [46, 99, 100, 75]. Since these

excited state transitions are mostly seen as an emerging differential absorption signature

they are often referred to in the literature and below as photo-induced absorption (PA).
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2.6 Summary

The electronic structure of carbon nanotubes can be largely defined in terms of the band-

structure of graphene. By including the natural zone folding that occurs when graphene

is conceptually rolled-up into a nanotube a series of free carrier transitions emerge that

roughly track the optical resonances measured in the lab. The single carrier model, how-

ever, cannot account for the tightly bound excitons that dominate the optical spectra of

CNTs. To accurately model the optical properties of these nanotubes we need a many-body

treatment. In this way we can account for the strong Coulomb interactions that occur when

charge carriers are confined to a nanotube. Calculations based on density functional theory

confirm that the excited states of a CNT are made up of a series of tightly bound excitons

associated with the vi ! ci free carrier transitions. In addition to excited hydrogenic states

of the individual excitons the spin and valley degeneracies lead to level splitting with a lad-

der of bright and dark states. As a result a carbon nanotube that is optically excited can be

described in terms of the relaxation of an exciton as it radiatively decays or non-radiatively

relaxes through a series of inter- and intra-band band transitions.
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CHAPTER 3

Carbon Nanotubes in Organic Polymers

The initial motivation for my research had been the characterization of hybrid devices ex-

ploiting the different properties of polymers, nanotubes, C60 (Buckminsterfullerene), SnPc

(Tin-phthalocyanine) and more, combined to form a carefully designed set of heterojunc-

tions. The goal, as noted, was to maximize the potential energy harvested in a photovoltaic

device by characterizing the evolution — from absorption to exciton dissociation — nec-

essary for harvesting a photocurrent from sunlight. And the initial measurements, the same

measurements that are the foundation of this study, were intended to characterize the relax-

ation of photoexcited states in a thin, carbon nanotube/polymer blend film. This chapter is

focused on describing the steps taken to make and characterize the CNT/polymer films that

were used in my research.

3.1 Nanotube Production and Separation

Carbon nanotubes can be produced in a number of processes. The nanotubes used in the

experiments I will describe below were produced by the commercial company Unidym

using the high pressure carbon monoxide (HiPCO) method [101]. Unidym describes the

current version of this process as one in which a carbon monoxide gas in a high-pressure

chamber at high temperature is blended with a gaseous catalyst precursor such as iron

carbonyl. The catalyst precursor decomposes, and nanometer-sized metal particles form
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from the decomposition. These tiny metal particles, serving as a catalyst, drive the de-

composition of the carbon monoxide into carbon and carbon dioxide and facilitate the nu-

cleation of the remaining dissociated carbon into carbon nanotubes [102].1 The HiPCO

method is not the only method for growing the carbon nanotubes (CNTs) used in ultra-

fast measurements. The cobalt-molybdenum catalyst (CoMoCAT) method in which CO

is exposed to a cobalt-molybdenum catalyst on a silica support [104, 105] is also quite

common. And pulsed laser ablation in which powerful (~ 500 mJ/27 mm2) pulses alter-

nating between 532 nm and 1064 nm ablate a carbon/nickel/cobalt target in an inert Ar-

gon atmosphere [106, 107] has been used often. There has been a focus on HiPCO and

CoMoCAT growth in part due to the method’s ability to selectively enhance the growth of

larger (CoMoCAT) or smaller (HiPCO) diameter nanotubes primarily through control of

the catalyst particle sizes [104, 105], a control parameter that is not available using laser

ablation.

Unfortunately, these nanotube generating processes are a bit chaotic. All of these meth-

ods produce a jumble of carbon nanotubes, both single- and multi-walled. And the single-

walled nanotubes are distributed across varying (n,m) chiralities comprising ~ 1/3 metallic

and ~ 2/3 semiconducting tubes [36]. In addition to nanotubes all these methods generate

miscellaneous carbonaceous junk as well as residual particles from catalysts including iron

(HiPCO) [10], cobalt and nickel (laser ablation) [106, 107], or cobalt and molybdenum

(CoMoCAT) [104, 105]. Most of these nanotubes aggregate into tightly bound ropes with

some of the residual junk swept along for the ride. This is a manifestation of the enormous

surface-to-volume ratio of nanotubes and nanomaterials in general. By representing CNTs

as smooth sided tubes Girifalco, et al., found that nanotubes around 1 nm in diameter had a

cohesive energy of ~ 0.5 eV/Å leading to the tendency to form parallel bundles (aka ropes)

that are not easily separated and dispersed [108].
1As of 2/15/15 the website for Unidym has gone missing, reappeared and now appears to have been

usurped. The interested reader may find information of value at the SouthWest NanoTechnologies website.
SouthWest NanoTechnologies is an alternative commercial source for carbon nanotubes generated by the
CoMoCAT method [103].
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Both the bundling and contamination have a significant impact on optical measurements

of CNTs. The presence of metallic tubes and residual metallic contaminants tightly bundled

with the semiconducting nanotubes can lead to the rapid loss of excited states through

quenching [109]. In addition, the close proximity of bundled nanotubes enables redshifting

of the fluorescence as energy is transferred from higher to lower bandgap tubes [110, 111]

and broadening [112].

In early research on carbon nanotubes one of the biggest challenges was to measure the

intrinsic properties of individual tubes without the contaminant and bundling perturbations.

In 2002 O’Connell, et al. described a complete process in which bundled nanotubes could

be effectively separated into individual tubes [10, 113]. Employing their separation process

they observed “dramatically reduced” photoluminescence for samples containing bundled

nanotubes relative to dispersed tubes consistent with the expected quenching in bundles.

They also observed that the absorption spectra of unprocessed CNTs showed consider-

able broadening around individual nanotube resonances. After separating the nanotubes

using a process described below they saw strong photoluminescence from narrow peaks

(~ 200 cm-1) with minimal (~ 45 cm-1) redshift relative to the absorption spectrum indicat-

ing that energy had not been lost through quenching or transferred to lower bandgap tubes.

The presence of mostly individual nanotubes can be confirmed, then, by a strong, highly

structured photoluminescence signal.

The separation process described by O’Connell first took the raw CNT material with

all its bundles, extra carbonaceous junk and residual catalyst and sonicated it in a solution

of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS). The SDS acted as a surfactant that would coat individual

nanotubes while they were briefly separated from the other tubes by the pressure of the

sonicator. They then further processed the solution by ultracentrifugation to separate the

individual nanotubes from the remaining (heavier) bundles and miscellaneous junk. An

additional step was to add the polymer poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP) which competed with

the SDS surfactant to wrap the individual nanotubes. This general process is now the
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standard technique for producing polymer wrapped individual nanotubes. Variations on this

process can involve the use of nanotubes generated by different processes as noted above,

the use of various surfactants (even including DNA [114]) and their solvents, processing

times, polymers, etc. but the basic idea remains the same. The results, however, can be

surprisingly and deliberately different. In O’Connell’s 2002 work, for example, they found

that by varying the reactor pressure between 30 and 50 atm they could selectively enhance

the populations of larger and smaller diameter tubes respectively [10]. And Fantini, et al.,

was able to exploit the DNA surfactant method to dramatically reduce the presence of

metallic nanotubes [115].2

3.2 Host Polymers and Photoactivity

The polymers incorporated in the CNT separation processes described above were ini-

tially chosen for their chain-like conformations and ability to wrap along and around the

extended lengths of these nanotubes [116]. And further research determined that mod-

ifications to the dispersing process can have a significant effect on the final nanotube

populations. Nish, for example, showed that by dispersing carbon nanotubes in differ-

ent polymers - poly(9,90-dioctylfluorene) (PFO) and functionalized derivatives as well as

poly[9,9-dihexylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl] (PFH) and poly[2-methoxy-5-(20-ethyl-hexyloxy)-1,4-

phenylene vinylene] (MEH-PPV) - the final nanotube distribution could be altered dramat-

ically [116, 117]. Another study by the same group showed dramatic variation in both

the selective dispersion and photoluminescence intensity with changes in the dispersing

solvent [118].

If all one wanted to do was to select and disperse nanotubes then that would be pretty

much the end of our polymer story. For devices like photo-detectors and solar cells, how-
2A slightly different purification method described by Kymakis, et al. has been shown to reduce the pres-

ence of metallic tubes. The authors measured a distribution of 90% semiconducting tubes before dispersing
them in a polymer [19].
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ever, there is the additional consideration of photosensitivity. In fact the nanotubes in such

devices have come late to the game. Considerable and ongoing research is being carried

out on photoactive polymers themselves and their incorporation into multi-junction organic

solar cells.3 Photo-excitation of these polymers results in strongly bound excitons. If these

excitons can be dissociated into free charge carriers they can be harvested as a photocurrent.

In typical photoactive organic polymers such as PVP and its derivatives, however, these ex-

citons may have binding energies of over 400 meV [120]. With such high binding energies

an exciton cannot dissociate until it finds an energetically favorable interface [121]. Unfor-

tunately the exciton diffusion length in these polymers — the distance over which excitons

can migrate before being lost to decay — is limited to only 5 – 10 nm [122, 123]. This

severely limits the functional thickness of polymer layers in organic solar cells significantly

reducing their total absorption. And this is despite considerable attention being given to op-

timizing the nanoscale morphology of these polymers [119]. Enter semiconducting carbon

nanotubes with their exceptional electron mobility in excess of 100,000 cm2 /V·s [13].

Carbon Nanotubes — Mobility for Organic Polymers

As early as 2001 Kymakis and Amaratunga blended carbon nanotubes in poly(3-

octylthiophene) (P3OT) to increase the short circuit current in the polymer layer of a po-

tential new composite photovoltaic device [121]. If the nanotubes are defect-free they can

act as molecular wires in the photoactive polymer host and efficiently transport charge

carriers through the material [124]. They can also play an important role here as elec-

tron [121, 125, 126] or hole [127] acceptors where excitons in the polymer can efficiently

dissociate at the nanotube interface. In the device investigated by Arnold that motivated

this research the nanotubes certainly played the role of high mobility molecular wires. In

their device the CNTs accepted electrons from the excitons generated in the polymer matrix
3See for example the recent second edition of Organic Photovoltaics by Brabec, Scherf and

Dyakonov [119].
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as well as aided in the transfer of un-dissociated excitons. But they also played a role as

light harvesters themselves where the excited states were neutral excitons. Mobility in this

scenario is also important but transport is diffusive rather than driven by a potential gradi-

ent. An analysis of exciton diffusion in a one-dimensional system leads to the descriptive

relation L = 2

p
D ⌧ where L is the effective exciton diffusion length, ⌧ is the exciton

lifetime and D is the diffusion coefficient [128]. The exciton length, L, can be interpreted

here as the length an exciton can travel during its lifetime. The longer the ideal diffusion

length, however, the more likely the exciton will encounter a process dependent quenching

site. Conversely, the more prevalent the quenching sites, the shorter the effective diffusion

length will be. As a result measurements of this length have been seen to vary signifi-

cantly with Luer, et al., finding a diffusion length of only 6 nm [129], Cognet, et al., finding

90 nm [130], and Siitonen, et al., achieving a range of 190 – 370 nm [131] where the latter

took pains to minimize all possible defects that could facilitate quenching of the exciton

(for a diffusion length of ~ 100 nm they observed that the exciton would be exposed to up-

wards of 104 carbon atoms — and possible defect sites — along the nanotube). Thus while

the diffusional mobility of the excitons may facilitate transport to a desired dissociation site

it is just as efficient at facilitating transport to a quenching site.

If there is a consistent message in the results of the previous paragraph, it is that the

diffusion length is highly process dependent and will vary with every sample. In a re-

cent study by Ishii, et al. nanotubes were suspended over empty troughs in order to min-

imize such environmental effects. As expected they found even longer diffusion lengths

(~ 470 nm – 1.1 mm) but, despite careful isolation, defects and end quenching could not be

ignored [132].

Host Polymer Selection (Polymer/CNT Blends of Interest)

Three photoactive polymers being studied are of interest to us: poly[2-methoxy-5-

(30,70-dimethyloctyloxy)-1,4-phenylene vinylene] (MDMO-PPV), poly(3-hexylthiophene)
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studied extensively. The PCBM does not increase the vibronic
absorption of P3HT by simple mixing. However, the vibronic
absorption of P3HT in the P3HT/PCBM composite can be enhanced
by thermal annealing [30] or solvent annealing [31] as reported
previously.

In order to understand the transport of carrier in the system, we
employed KFM to investigate the work function of the film. For the
purpose of comparison, we performed the work function mapping
for P3HT/PCBM and P3HT/MWNTs systems, respectively. The KFM
images for the P3HT/PCBM system are shown in Fig. 3. In a dark
environment, the average value of the work function for P3HT-rich
domain is 4.39 eV (light color regions in Fig. 3b), and for PCBM-rich
domain is 4.44 eV (dark color regions in Fig. 3b). On the other hand,
when the sample is measured under light illumination with halo-
gen lamp, the measured work function values decrease for both
of P3HT-rich domain (4.32 eV) and PCBM-rich domain (4.39 eV).
Shifting to a lower work function value implies a growing electron
cloud and relatively, decreasing in hole density. The negative
behavior of PCBM induces a layer of hole around the clusters and
results in a relatively small drop in the work function for PCBM-
rich domain as compared to the P3HT-rich domain after light illu-
mination [25].

Fig. 4 shows Kelvin probe force microscopy images of 0.10 wt%
MWNTs doped P3HT film in the dark or under illumination. The
Kelvin probe studies of pristine P3HT and MWNTs have shown
their work function to be 4.64 and 4.91, respectively (The Kelvin
probe microscope images of pristine P3HT and MWNTs and the
discussion of the images are in the section of Supporting informa-
tion.) Thus, the low work function of the light color regions in the
KFM image is P3HT rich domain whereas the high work function of
the dark color regions in the images is MWNTs rich domain. In the
dark environment, the average value of work function for P3HT
rich domain (light color regions in Fig. 4b) is 4.39 eV, and that for
the MWNTs rich domain is 4.43 eV (dark color regions in Fig. 4b).
When P3HT and MWNTs are mixed together, p–n junctions are
formed in the film of the blend. The work function can be mea-
sured from the effective surface voltage of the sample by adjusting
the voltage on the tip as the tip senses a minimum electric force
from the sample. The sample contains the two components of
P3HT and MWNTs that will show contrast due to differences in
contact potential of each component. In the MWNTs/P3HT blend
system, the decrease in work function of P3HT domain (fromFig. 1. AFM topographic images of P3HT with various concentration MWNTs

doping. (a) 0.01 wt% MWNTs doped P3HT, (b) 0.05 wt% MWNTs doped P3HT, (c)
0.10 wt% MWNTs doped P3HT, (d) 0.50 wt% MWNTs doped P3HT, and (e) 1.00 wt%
MWNTs doped P3HT. The scale bar is 200 nm.

Fig. 2. UV–vis absorption spectra of P3HT with various doping concentration of
multi-wall carbon nanotubes.

Fig. 3. Topography and work function of a blend film of P3HT/PCBM with a weight
ratio of 1.0:0.8, measured in the dark and under illumination with halogen lamp.
(a,b) are the topographic image and work function mapping image, respectively,
taken in dark environment; (c,d) are the topographic image and work function
mapping image, respectively, taken under illumination.
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from a complex competition between several non-equilibrium
processes, such as solvent evaporation, phase separation and
subsequent phase coarsening,and possibly local ordering.Even for well-
characterized ‘classical’ polymers, our understanding of the origins of
thin-film morphology is incomplete10, so for conjugated polymers, for
which basic physical properties are only imperfectly characterized, the
task is all the more challenging.

In this paper, we report our use of a combination of
techniques to characterize a blend of the conjugated polymers
poly(9,9′-dioctylfluorene) (PFO) and poly(9,9′-dioctylfluorene-alt-
benzothiadiazole) (F8BT). Blends of PFO and F8BT have been

successfully used in LEDs3,4, with blends of 95% PFO and 5% F8BT
having optimal performance in devices. F8BT has also been used
widely in polyfluorene-blend PV devices8,11,14–16. The chemical
structures,absorption and fluorescence of PFO and F8BT are shown in
Fig. 1a and b respectively. PFO emits blue fluorescence following
ultraviolet excitation with a quantum efficiency17 exceeding 50%.
It also has a high hole-mobility18.F8BT emits green fluorescence with a
quantum yield of ~50% following excitation using blue light19.
F8BT has been shown to block hole transport and has a large but
dispersive electron mobility20. Time-resolved spectroscopic
measurements show that excitons photogenerated on PFO molecules
can rapidly transfer to F8BT molecules over distances of ~5 nm by
Förster transfer (dipole–dipole coupling)21.

To characterize the micro- and nanostructure of the polymer
blend,we have used a range of surface and bulk-sensitive techniques,
each of which provides a complementary set of structural
information. To characterize surface topography we have used
scanning force microscopy (SFM). Although SFM provides a 
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Figure 1 The absorption and fluorescence of PFO,F8BT and a (1:1) blend of PFO 
and F8BT.a,Absorption (circles) and photoluminescence emission (solid line) of poly(9,9′-
dioctylfluorene) (PFO).b,Absorption (circles) and photoluminescence emission (solid line)
of poly(dioctylfluorene-alt-benzothiadiazole) (F8BT).The chemical structure of PFO and
F8BT are shown as insets (where R = C8H17).c,Absorbance and fluorescence (following
far-field excitation at 362 nm) of a 1:1 blend film of PFO and F8BT.
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Figure 2 Scanning near-field optical micrographs of the transmission and
fluorescence from a PFO/F8BT blend. a,b,The topography of a (1:1) PFO/F8BT blend (a)
and the ultraviolet transmission of the film collected simultaneously (b).Arrow A indicates
an F8BT-rich domain,and arrow B a PFO-rich domain.c,d,The film topography taken from
a different point (c),and its respective F8BT fluorescence (d).Arrow C indicates an F8BT-
rich domain,and arrow D a PFO-rich domain.e,f,The film topography from another point
(e) and its respective PFO fluorescence (f).Arrow E indicates the brighter PFO emission that
is observed at the PFO/F8BT boundary.
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Figure 3.1: Absorption spectra for MDMO, P3HT and PFO. Left) MDMO absorption spec-
trum (solid line), from Brabec, et al., [133]. Center) P3HT absorption (black line — difficult
to distinguish from blue line), from Wu, et al., [127]. Right) PFO absorption spectra (circles)
from Chapell, et al., [134].

(P3HT) and poly(9,90-dioctylfluorene) (PFO). The MDMO-PPV and P3HT were of par-

ticular interest in my earliest measurements as they were key components in the nan-

otube/organic heterojunction photodetector developed by Arnold, et al., [16]. The data of

interest, however, was almost all taken on samples based on the polymer PFO. Absorption

spectra for all three can be seen in Figure 3.1.

When we measure the absorption spectra of these polymers blended with carbon nan-

otubes we find that all three polymers absorb to the blue end of the typical CNT absorption

lines of the first two excited states. Unfortunately, in the cases of the MDMO-PPV and

P3HT polymers their absorption spectra also extend far enough into the red that they over-

lap with many of the E22 nanotube resonances in the visible. The absorption spectrum of

P3HT blended with nanotubes can be seen in Figure 3.2. The inset shows the general range

of the E11 resonances but the E22 resonances are indistinguishable from the P3HT absorp-

tion shoulder in the visible. As a result of this overlap, pumping one of these blends in the

visible can simultaneously excite both the polymer and the nanotubes. In addition, excita-

tion of these polymers can result in the transfer of energy to the embedded nanotubes [117].

The original motivation for this research was to improve the performance of hybrid

CNT/polymer devices. In order to investigate the interaction, dissociation and diffusion of

free charge carriers and excitons within both the host polymer and dispersed carbon nan-

otubes some baselines were needed. In particular, in order to distinguish between any con-
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Figure 3.2: Absorption spectrum of P3HT/carbon nanotube blend. Dominant P3HT peak
with 1000 nm tail attributed to the CNT ensemble. Contributions from the CNTs in the visible
range are obscured by the P3HT absorption. Inset: Near IR region of the same spectrum with
enhanced vertical scale. The structure results from the complex underlying contributions
from many different nanotube chiralities. The squiggles near 850 nm are an artifact from the
spectrometer switching visible and NIR gratings. Spectrum measured by Celia Cunningham.

tributions from the polymer or carbon nanotubes I needed to establish a baseline contribu-

tion from the nanotubes themselves. For reasons related to the expected nanotube distribu-

tion the pump pulse was tuned to ~ 650 nm. Around this wavelength neither MDMO-PPV

nor P3HT could be used since the tails of their absorption spectra extend past 650 nm. In

order to excite only the CNTs and avoid exciting the host polymer the PFO polymer was

used instead. From Figure 3.1 it can be seen that the higher bandgap of this polymer puts

the absorption peak out below 400nm and more importantly the red limit of the absorption

is weak or nonexistent above 500 nm. By exciting CNTs in PFO then I could accurately

measure the photo-response of the nanotubes themselves in a similar polymer that would

not be excited by the pump beam.

The surprise was that all the interesting results appeared in the measurements taken us-

ing PFO/CNT blends. As a result, most of the research discussed in the following chapters

will focus on samples made with PFO instead of the polymers used in the original device

designs.
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3.3 Sample Preparation

The samples used in all of my measurements were created by Celia Cunningham and Jer-

amy Zimmerman as part of a collaboration with the University of Michigan research group

led by Professor Stephen Forrest. The processing generally followed the earlier description

of O’Connell’s research (see Section 3.1) and the published version of the sample produc-

tion provided by Dr. Zimmerman is included in Appendix D. After processing, the dis-

persed nanotube/polymer solution was spread with a film casting knife to a roughly 100 nm

thick film on quartz slides. The film was then dried before the slides were unceremoni-

ously broken into small slivers that could be placed in the narrow confines of a cryostat

(See Section 4.3).

3.4 Characterization

The sensitivity of any distribution of carbon nanotubes to every step in the process – from

creation to dispersion in a polymer – necessitates that the final samples are characterized.

The resulting samples will contain a distinct distribution of nanotubes together with varia-

tions in their densities.

Absorption

Characterization of a polymer/carbon nanotube blend begins with an absorption spectrum.

In Figure 3.2 we can see the advantage of adding a broad distribution of carbon nan-

otubes to the P3HT polymer. Comparing this figure with the earlier figures (Fig. 3.1) of

MDMO-PPV, P3HT and PFO without nanotubes the absorption range has been extended

from 650 nm to almost 1600 nm. The manner in which the carbon nanotubes contribute to

the broad absorption shoulder can be inferred from the inset of Figure 3.2 showing only

the near-IR region. The narrower amplitude range in the inset hints at a complex under-

lying structure. The individual absorption linewidth of a single CNT has been measured
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transitions to the second and third lowest excited states, re-
spectively. These transitions have often been labeled E22 and
E33, denoting the excitation of an electron from the second
!third" highest van Hove singularity !vHS" in the valence
band to the second !third" lowest vHS in the conduction
band. Recent calculations29 of the density of single particle
states for !8,0" SWNTs has demonstrated that this simple
arrangement of vHSs does not always hold and the lowest
energy optically allowed transition may not necessarily occur
between !1 and c1. Following Spataru et al.,

29 excited states
will be denoted, in order of increasing energy, as A0, B0, and
C0.
Two streaks associated with Raman lines are clearly vis-

ible in the upper right corner of the image !b" in Fig. 1; these
are 200 and 325 meV !1613 and 2621 cm−1" from the exci-
tation line and their intensities can be fitted to Lorentzian
functions with widths at half maximum of 18±0.5 and
23±0.5 meV, respectively. They represent34,35 the tangential
C-C SWNT stretching G modes and the first overtone, G!,
of the disorder !D" modes. When the data are plotted with a
logarithmic intensity scale another Raman line can be iden-
tified at 523 meV !4218 cm−1", which corresponds to the
G!+G combination mode.
Two typical PL slices from the 2D data in Fig. 1 are

replotted for further analysis in Fig. 2. The upper spectrum
was produced by resonant excitation of the B0 exciton in

!6,5" tubes at 565 nm, and the lower spectrum shows a typi-
cal nonresonant spectrum after 600 nm excitation. Neither
Lorentzian nor Gaussian profiles gave convincing fits to the
recorded PL data, indicating that homogeneous and inhomo-
geneous broadening mechanisms, which would contribute
Lorentzian and Gaussian character, respectively, to the PL
peaks, are of roughly the same magnitude. Purely Lorentzian
line shapes have been observed in previous PL studies on
single nanotubes at 4 K16 and at room temperature,17 and, in
both cases, multiple peaks appeared over a spectral range
where bands had previously been observed and assigned to
nanotubes with common chirality. It therefore seems likely
that, in addition to room-temperature broadening, the Gauss-
ian components that appear in our SWNT PL data arise be-
cause of local variations in the solvent and/or surfactant en-
vironment experienced by tubes with a given !n ,m"
assignment.!See e.g. Ref 34".
The shape of the SWNT PL from each SWNT species was

modeled using Voigt profiles,36,37 which allowed the relative
contributions of Lorentzian and Gaussian components to be
estimated. The Voigt profile is given by

P!x,y" =
1

"G

# ln 2

#
K!x,y" , !1"

where K!x ,y", called the “Voigt function,” is given by

FIG. 2. Resonant !upper" and
nonresonant !lower" PL spectra

from an aqueous suspension of

HiPco SWNTs. Both spectra con-

tain transitions from eight SWNT

species, each of which have been

fitted with Voigt profiles !shaded"
to illustrate the individual SWNT

PL components.

ANALYSIS OF PHOTOLUMINESCENCE FROM… PHYSICAL REVIEW B 71, 115426 !2005"

115426-3

Figure 3.3: Assigning (n,m) chiralities. Left) Photoluminescence spectra showing underly-
ing Voigt profiles of contributing chiral species from Figure 2 of Jones, et al. [135]. Right)
Visible-NIR focus on photoresponsivity of prototype device from Figure 2(B) of Arnold,
et al., [16]. A qualitative assignment is made of the many chiralities that collectively con-
tribute to the 1000 nm extension.

in several studies to an average of ~ 25 meV (ranging from ~ 10-40 meV) [10, 112, 77]

though sample heterogeneities can easily broaden these to 100meV [112]. The result then

is a broad distribution of nanotubes of widely varying linewidths combining to form this

roughly 1000 nm extension to the host polymer’s absorption range. An example of the un-

derlying contributions can be seen in the results from Jones, et al., [135] shown in the left

hand diagram of Figure 3.3. The right hand diagram qualitatively identifies the nanotube

chiralities underlying the absorption spectrum from the photodetector described in Chap-

ter 1 [16]. Such a qualitative assignment of the contributing nanotubes can be carried- out

directly by comparing the various peaks in the absorption spectrum to predicted values.

By referring to the published empirically derived values determined by Bachilo, et al., the

presence and relative positions of both the E11 and E22 resonances can be unraveled and the

chiralities contributing to the extended absorption shoulder can generally be identified [42].

Appendix E contains a similar tabulation of E11 and E22 resonances determined by

fitting the shoulder of the absorption profile from my samples with a series of absorption

lines after the fits by Jones (Fig 3.3) and Hertel, et al., [80]. I’ll describe this fitting in more

detail in Section 4.1.

Beyond the intrinsic homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening of the exciton
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linewidths, several issues can influence the nanotube absorption spectrum. Nanotubes in

undispersed bundles show significant broadening due to tube-tube interactions [112] con-

sistent with inter-tube electronic dispersion [33]. While in a follow-up to their experiment

determining absorption linewidths for dispersed nanotubes Hagen, et al. found that the

linewidth for a particular chirality could vary from tube to tube due to sample dependent

variations (Perhaps not surprisingly they also found that the relaxation time also varied).

In addition to residual bundling these “extrinsic” perturbations were attributed to structural

heterogeneities and length dispersions [76]. Other studies have shown that local variations

in the structural and chemical environments of a nanotube [136, 84] as well as a susceptibil-

ity to unintentional doping [137] can influence the optical response of individual nanotubes.

Bundling was already discussed (Sec 3.1) as the reason ultra-sonication is needed to

disperse the nanotubes. The importance of this step can be seen indirectly in Figure 3.4

from a study by Arnold, et al., that observed a significant sharpening of the absorption

lines after centrifugation due to the removal of heavier bundles and contaminants [138].

Ironically sonicating to reduce bundling can also result in damaging and shortening the

nanotubes. As a result, complete dispersion of the nanotubes can actually increase the

heterogeneous broadening of the absorption linewidths.

Taken together the impact of process variations and sample heterogeneities suggests

that the characteristics of each nanotube absorption line may vary from sample to sample

and can only be compared qualitatively to the literature. Despite the potential for variation

a sample of dispersed nanotubes with many different absorption resonances can combine

to extend the absorption range of the host polymer by hundreds of nanometers.

Photoluminescence Excitation

There are at least two drawbacks to characterizing a polymer-CNT blend through its ab-

sorption spectrum. We can see, for example, from Figure 3.3 above that there is significant

overlap in the exciton resonances making it difficult to identify the amplitude and mean
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amorphous carbon impurities and 1.0 wt % sodium dodecyl

sulfate (SDS, Fisher Scientific, >99%) in 10-18 mL heavy
water (deuterium oxide, D2O, Cambridge Isotopes, 99%) by

bath ultrasonication (Bransonics 3510) for 20-25 min.
Aggregations of nanotubes were then disrupted by horn

ultrasonication (Fisher Scientific, Sonic Dismembrator 550)

for 10-15 min using a tapered microtip extension coupled
to a 1/2 in. horn. Remaining aggregations and isolated

nanotubes were then separated by ultracentrifugation (48

krpm, 75 min, Beckman-Coulter TLA100.3 rotor). This

procedure for isolating SWNTs in aqueous solutions of

surfactant is based on one recently developed by O’Connell

and co-workers.7 Figure 1 depicts the progression of the

absorbance spectrum of a SWNT solution as aggregates are

removed by ultracentrifugation. Control solutions of ag-

gregated nanotubes were prepared for comparison with

isolated nanotubes by heating solutions of isolated SWNTs

or by lyophilization and resuspension. In the heating treat-

ment, slight aggregation was induced by heating samples to

99 °C for 93 min. In the lyophilization treatment, overnight

lyophilization was followed by nanotube resuspension at the

original concentration. Both control solutions appeared

visibly homogeneous.

To optically excite SWNTs, a 76 MHz pulsed mode-locked

Ti:sapphire laser (Coherent, Inc.) tunable from 700 to 1000

nm (spectral full-width at half-maximum of 1.6 nm and

temporal full-width at half-maximum of 0.3 ps at 740 nm)

was used (Figure 2), and photobleaching was monitored with

one of three continuous wave (CW) probe laser wavelengths

(1047, 1053, or 1064 nm). A local maximum in photo-

bleaching intensity was observed near a probe wavelength

of 1053 nm (corresponding to the E11 transition) and for a

pump wavelength of 740 nm (corresponding to the E22
transition). In previous absorption and spontaneous emission

measurements, this pair of transitions has been assigned to

either (10, 2) or (11, 0) chirality nanotubes.8,10 Both the pump

and probe beams were collinearly polarized, separately

focused, and combined using a dichroic beam splitter. The

pump and probe beams were aligned in a collinear geometry

to pass through a square 10.00 mm path-length quartz cuvette

at the probe beam waist (Figure 2a, d). The probe beam

measured 80-254 µm in diameter at the cuvette depending
on the focusing optic, and the probe beam was always

characterized by a confocal length that was greater than the

Figure 1. Normalized absorbance spectrum of SWNTs as a
function of centrifugation time. The absorbance cross-sections of
isolated SWNTs are sharper and more significant with respect to
the background absorbance. The ‘*’ and ‘#’ symbols mark the E22
and E11 transitions, respectively, of the nanotube chirality under
study.

Figure 2. Measurement of band gap photobleaching. (A) Illustration of pump-probe technique. The pump beam excites SWNTs solubilized
by SDS in D2O at a driving frequency of 76 MHz, and the intensity of a collinear probe beam is modulated at the driving frequency. (An
angle between pump and probe is depicted for clarity.) (B) Schematic of band structure depicting optical absorption. (C) Schematic of band
structure depicting stimulated emission. A pulsed pump tuned to the E22 transition excites electron-hole pairs, which relax to the band
edges, decreasing optical absorption and contributing to coherent stimulated emission in the presence of a probe beam. (D) Experimental
setup. Both the pump and probe beams are spatially overlapped and collinearly pass through the sample. The modulated probe beam is
incident to an InGaAs photodiode.

1550 Nano Lett., Vol. 3, No. 11, 2003

Figure 3.4: Effect of ultra-centrifugation on CNT/surfactant blends. Dispersed
CNT/surfactant blends from Arnold, et al., [138]. Normalized traces show improved opti-
cal differentiation of nanotubes with longer ultra-centrifugation times. Longer times result in
more complete removal of bundles and contaminants reducing background and overlap.

of the various absorption lines. Another drawback involves bundling. An absorption mea-

surement can only confirm the presence of a given nanotube chirality. But we know from

the discussion above that the presence of undispersed bundles can lead to quenching. If

the nanotube is bound to other nanotubes any absorption is likely to be almost immedi-

ately quenched. In the context of harvesting light to generate photocurrent this would be a

complete loss and highlights the need to know if residual bundling is present. The ease of

measuring the absorption spectrum, then, is offset by the absence of this additional infor-

mation. Figure 3.5 exhibits two, high-resolution photoluminescence excitation (PLE) maps

from Hwang, et al., [118] that address these limitations. Conveniently, these PLE maps are

for nanotubes dispersed in PFO, samples comparable to those used in my research. The

excitation and fluorescence ranges in Figure 3.5 are also representative of the nanotube res-

onances we typically encounter. The graphs represent excitation along the vertical axis and

photoluminescence along the horizontal axis. A PLE map is really just a series of fluores-
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Figure 3.5: PLE maps of CNTs in PFO. Photoluminescence excitation maps showing selec-
tivity of different nanotubes when dispersed in the polymers PFO (left) and closely related
PFO-P (right) from Hwang, et al., [118]. Excitation wavelengths are recorded along the
vertical axis. The resulting luminescence (dipole allowed fluorescence) at each excitation
wavelength is recorded along the horizontal axis. Chiral species, (n,m) can be identified by
comparing results to theory and further validated using Raman data [42]. Figure only avail-
able online.

cence scans as the excitation is stepped through a range of wavelengths. The spectral ranges

for both excitation and fluorescence are chosen to overlap the E22 and E11 resonances re-

spectively of the CNTs in a given sample. The localized blobs dotted across the PLE maps

represent resonant absorption by a set of nanotubes followed by their radiative decay at

lower energy. A nanotube is resonantly excited whenever the excitation wavelength over-

laps the absorption line of its E22 excitonic state. From Section 2.5 we know that a majority

of the E22 excitons then rapidly and non-radiatively relax into the E11 state. For each ex-

citation wavelength a spectrometer then sweeps through the emission range in question

measuring the resulting fluorescence from the radiative decay of these E11 excitons. This

process repeats across the entire excitation range of interest and the combined scans are

our PLE maps. One advantage to such a PLE measurement over absorption is immediately

apparent if we consider the (7, 5) and (7, 6) nanotubes in the left-hand graph (The right

hand graph will show the same thing, just not as clearly). Both of these nanotube chiralities

have E22 resonances – corresponding to ~ 650 nm for this sample – that would be difficult

to distinguish in an absorption measurement. When the resulting fluorescence is measured,

however, the two chiralities emit at distinct wavelengths. In the resulting PLE map the
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(7, 5) and (7, 6) nanotubes no longer overlap and can be clearly distinguished. Similarly,

if somewhat conversely, the right hand graph makes it clear that the (8, 4), (7, 6) and (9, 4)

nanotubes will all fluoresce at around 1130 nm but that we can distinguish between them

since each chirality has a distinct E22 excitation resonance. The 2D characteristic of PLE

measurements like this allows us to distinguish between most of the contributing chirali-

ties. Another advantage of PLE measurements is their sensitivity to bundling. If a nanotube

is still bound to other tubes we can expect a significant reduction in the photoluminescent

signal due to quenching [118, 135]. Thus PLE measurements with a strong signal-to-

background ratio can be an indication of effectively dispersed individual nanotubes. In the

absence of any metallic tubes or residual metallic particles, however, absorption by bundled

nanotubes can still lead to significant changes in the PLE maps. Bundling has been found

to facilitate efficient energy transfer from tube to tube resulting in excitons moving to and

decaying in lower bandgap CNTs [139, 140, 141, 142]. This transfer-relaxation process

is likely to be the source of the unassigned faint blobs at around 650 nm excitation and

1200 nm emission in both of the PLE maps of Figure 3.5. There are no nanotube chirali-

ties that correspond to this excitation/emission pair. We can speculate4 that one or more of

the nanotubes with higher energy E22 states is contributing indirectly to this fluorescence.

Let’s assume for illustration purposes that these are the (7, 6) tubes excited at 650 nm. The

E22 excitons of the (7, 6) nanotubes may then take any number of alternative paths to the

lower E22 and/or E11 states in any neighborly (8, 6) tubes. The resulting E11 fluorescence

would be consistent with emission from the (8, 6) nanotubes but appears to have been ex-

cited at 650 nm, well above the E22 resonance of these CNTs. While PLE measurements

might be ideal in comparison to a simple absorption spectrum they are not necessarily the

measurement of choice. In practice such a measurement requires a triple-monochromator

for adequate resolution and an actively cooled photodetector to capture weak fluorescence

in the near-IR. In addition, since the entire emission spectrum must be measured for each
4The authors did not address this.
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II. EXPERIMENT

The SWNTs used in this study were produced by the arc
discharge method !Carbolex" using a Ni-Y catalyst with a
purity of 60%, as estimated by transmission and scanning
electron microscopies.16,17 The arc prepared single-walled
nanotubes !ASWNTs" consist of single-walled, closed-
ended, carbon nanotubes. These nanotubes have a diameter
of 1.4 nm and are bundled together, forming 1–3 !m long
ropes, with diameters in the range of 10–20 nm. Impurities
include approximately 30 wt % residual catalyst metal nano-
particles, which are encapsulated in carbon shells and amor-
phous carbon typically found on the outer surfaces of the
ropes.

Efficient purification of this material was performed us-
ing the hydrothermal !HIDE" method.18 The first step in-
volves refluxing 100 mg of the raw soot in distilled water for
12 h, followed by filtering and drying. This treatment re-
moved some of the graphitic particles and amorphous car-
bon. Next, the soot was heated at 470 °C in air for 20 min,
with the aim of oxidizing more of the amorphous carbon and
removing the graphitic covering from the metal particles.
Finally, the remaining soot was suspended in hydrochloric
acid and sonicated for several hours in order to dissolve all
the metal particles. The excess acid was then removed by
centrifuging, while the resulting soot was dried at 100 °C
inside a nitrogen glove box. This procedure leads to 90% of
SWNTs with respect to metal content, as confirmed by trans-
mission electron microscopy.

The purified SWNTs were then solubilized in chloroform
with poly!3-octylthiophene" !P3OT, from Sigma-Aldrich"
along with vigorous shaking and short bath sonication. The
SWNT powder was added to a chloroform solution and a
high power ultrasonic probe was used to disperse the nano-
tubes. Then, the dispersed nanotubes were blended with a
P3OT solution and sonicated for 2 h. After sonication, the
solution was left to settle for 48 h to allow any remaining
impurities to sediment out. Uniform polymer-nanotube com-
posite films were prepared from this solution on a 15
"5 mm2 glass slide by spin coating. The samples were then
heated at 70 °C inside a nitrogen filled glove box in order to
remove any residual solvent. The thickness of the composite
films was 100–500 nm. A series of P3OT-SWNTs composite
films were prepared with SWNT concentration ranging from
0 to 35 wt %, according to the above procedure. The electri-
cal conductivity and its temperature dependence were mea-
sured using a standard two-probe method with parallel plati-
num or aluminum contacts. Contact was made to the
electrodes using conductive silver paint. For all the samples
the contacts showed a perfect Ohmic behavior.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The high quality of the purification method performed
can be clearly demonstrated by previous transmission elec-
tron microscopy investigations16 and the Raman spectrum of
the SWNT mat before and after the purification procedure, as
shown in Fig. 1. The two main features in the Raman spectra
are the D and G peaks at approximately 1350 and
1581 cm−1, respectively. The G band originates from the

splitting of the E2g in graphitelike materials and is a charac-
teristic mode of the SWNTs. While the D band corresponds
to disordered carbon structures, and its intensity is roughly
proportional to the amount of amorphous carbon in the
sample. Therefore, the peak intensity ratio of the G band to
the D band is a measure of the quality of the purification.
The G /D value increased from 13 for the as prepared soot to
35 for the purified SWNTs, indicating that the SWNT purity
is significantly increased by removing of the amorphous car-
bon and the metal nanoparticles.

In the low frequency region !164 cm−1", there is a mode
characteristic of the radial breathing of the nanotubes. Sev-
eral previous studies have indicated that the radial breathing
mode !RBM" spectrum strongly depends on the diameter of
the nanotube. The frequency of the RBM #r !in cm−1" di-
rectly reflects the diameter of the SWNT !d, in nanometers",
through #r=223.5/d+12.5, as recently proposed by Bachilo
et al.19 The Raman spectra recorded in the low frequency
part !inset of Fig. 1" is Lorentzian fitted and four main fea-
tures appear in the nanotube spectra at 148, 163, 172, and
182 cm−1. Using the above equation, the diameter range of
SWNTs has been calculated from 1.23 to 1.5 nm.

In order to understand the conduction mechanisms in-
volved in the polymer-nanotube composites, it is essential to
know how the nanotubes are organized and dispersed in the
polymer matrix. Figure 2!a" shows a scanning electron mi-
croscope !SEM" image of the surface of the P3OT/SWNT
composite film spin coated on a silicon substrate. The nano-
tubes are seen to be very well dispersed in the film. Figure
2!b" shows a closeup on the edge of the film, bundles of
nanotubes with a 7 nm diameter are sticking out of the poly-
mer film. Their length is between 15 and 70 nm, while the
distance between individual bundles varies between 2 and
20 nm, indicating that the nanotubes are randomly dispersed
in the polymer. We can then propose that there are two con-
duction processes present, conduction between tube-tube
within a nanotube bundle and between bundle-bundle. This
observation is vital for analyzing the electrical properties of
the composite.

Electrical conductivity is the most important property of

FIG. 1. Raman spectrum of the surface of a spin-casted purified !solid line"
SWNT film and !dashed line" ASWNT film.

084302-2 E. Kymakis and G. A. J. Amaratunga J. Appl. Phys. 99, 084302 !2006"
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Figure 3.6: Raman spectra of CNTs. “Figure 1 Raman spectrum of the surface of a spin-
casted purified (solid line) SWNT film and (dashed line) ASWNT film.” From Kymakis,
et al., [19]. The G0 mode at 2!D is outside the range of the graph.

excitation wavelength, these measurements can take days to complete.

Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy has also been used to characterize carbon nanotubes. Before methods

for dispersing nanotubes were developed PLE could not be used for characterization due

to quenching within the tightly packed bundles. Since Raman scattering isn’t as sensitive

to quenching much of the early characterization of CNTs is due to Raman spectroscopy.

While it does not have the intuitive advantage of distinguishing between multiple chiral-

ities that PLE does, it can bring additional tools to the table (or lab bench in this case).

Figure 3.6 from Kymakis, et al., shows a representative Raman spectrum exhibiting three

characteristic modes – the radial breathing mode (RBM), disorder or defect (D) band and

graphite like (G) bands [19]. Since I did not carry out any Raman measurements this sub-

ject is outside the scope of my research. However, it is at least worth mentioning these

modes as typical results are relevant to any sample with a blend of tubes.

Radial Breathing Mode The bumpy little band seen just below 200 cm-1 represents the

radial breathing modes (RBMs) of the nanotubes. The frequencies of these modes are in-

versely proportional to the tube diameter and as such can be used to distinguish between

different chirality tubes [143]. Just as with an absorption measurement, however, we can
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see from the inset that the linewidths and proximity of these resonances conspire to produce

a broad structured peak that requires careful fitting to extract the contributing chiralities.

Some of this overlap ambiguity can be eliminated by varying the excitation energy in the

process known as resonance Raman spectroscopy generating data that closely resembles

PLE data. If the excitation corresponds to an exciton resonance the RBM is enhanced. Of

course this can mean exciting multiple chiralities with overlapping resonances but, taken

together with theoretical predictions, differences in tube diameter and variations in popu-

lation distributions the resonant excitation has been used to distinguish between many of

the exciton resonance energies [42, 143, 144]. Unlike PLE measurements this method has

the advantage (or disadvantage if you like) of being able to identify resonant excitation of

metallic carbon nanotubes since there is no quenching mechanism.

Nanotubes of a single chirality would exhibit a comparatively sharp peak for the RBM

band – an observation that has been used recently to verify the purity of specially fabricated

nanotubes. In one experiment nanotubes were generated using tungsten-based bimetallic

alloy nanocrystals as catalysts to generate (12, 6) CNTs [145]. In a second experiment nan-

otubes were generated from designer graphene precursors resulting in (6, 6) CNTs [146].

In both experiments the Raman spectrum showed a very narrow RBM peak from which the

authors could verify that their experiment yielded nanotubes of a unique or predominant

chirality.

G Band The G band is a function of the highest-frequency optical phonon modes in

a nanotube, modes also associated with the G band of graphene. For both materials these

modes originate from vibrations in the carbon-carbon bond of the two-atom graphene basis.

Following Saito, et al., the G band is really two bands, the G+ and G- bands corresponding

to the LO phonons (vibrations in the axial direction) and TO phonons (vibrations in the

circumferential direction) respectively for semiconducting tubes [147]. Variations in the

frequency and lineshape of the G- band have been particularly helpful in understanding
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CNTs. They have been found to shift with structural variations in the tubes; metallic vs

semiconducting cases; and a number of studies have focused on the G- band as a way of

measuring electron-phonon coupling observing evidence of a Kohn anomaly leading to a

“softening” of the LO phonon and a reversal of the LO and TO roles with respect to the G+

and G- bands [148, 149].

D Band The D band is useful for a very different reason. This band results from a dou-

ble resonance process incorporating scattering by both a phonon and a defect. It can be

facilitated by residual carbonaceous junk, molecular bonding between the nanotube and

the surrounding dielectric or other symmetry breaking defects [147]. As a result it can be

used as a qualitative measure of the final nanotube blend. Observation of a D band in the

Raman spectrum can be an indication of an insufficiently processed sample. But a lack of a

D band does not guarantee a quality sample. There is a catch that comes with “adequately”

dispersing the nanotubes with high power sonication. Under-sonication results in consid-

erable residual bundling and the correspondingly limited nanotube dispersion will produce

a stronger D band. Sonication in general, however, often causes tube cutting resulting in a

better quality distribution but one containing many shortened nanotube lengths [10]. Kilina,

et al. showed theoretically that this has a direct impact on the effective absorption cross-

section and by extension the signal strength from samples containing heavily sonicated

CNTs. Shorter tubes result in reduced, blue-shifted absorption spectra [53]. As a result

there is a trade-off during the sonication process between separation yield and excessive

shortening of the tubes that the D band does not account for. On the positive side, Raman

measurements of ultra-sonicated carbon nanotubes showed strong radial breathing modes

with a D band that was nearly absent indicating little or no damage to the tube surfaces [10].

G0 mode One additional band, out of range in Fig. 3.6, is referred to as the G0 mode. It

is a second-order Raman process like the D band and, at 2!D, is the D band overtone. This

band differs from the D band in that it represents the double resonance process of scattering
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by two phonons [147].

3.5 Summary

Despite the chaotic processes used to generate carbon nanotubes and all the carbonaceous

and metallic junk that comes with it a reasonably straight-forward methodology for dis-

persing and filtering nanotubes has been developed. The use of various solvents and host

polymers that selectively influence the chiral distribution of nanotubes in the final blend

also contributes to a degree of control over generating nanotube/polymer films. The re-

sulting films can be comprised of various polymers with a highly enhanced chirality or

a broad distribution of nanotube species all having unique optical properties that can be

tailored to an experiment or device. Absorption and photoluminescence excitation spectra

of CNT/polymer blends can give us qualitative descriptions of each concoction. And the

quality of the blends can also be observed through Raman scattering if needed.
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CHAPTER 4

Characterization and Ultrafast Spectroscopy of

Carbon Nanotubes

This chapter focuses on describing the general pump-probe methods used to measure the

ultrafast relaxation of excited states in carbon nanotubes (CNTs). Exciton and free carrier

dynamics in carbon nanotubes predominantly take place within a few picoseconds after

excitation while many relaxation steps following the initial excitation can have lifetimes of

only a few tens of femtoseconds. In order to observe the dynamics of a system that evolves

on such a short time scale this research incorporated ultrafast pump-probe spectroscopy.

Time domain spectroscopy in this case exploits the high temporal resolution of near trans-

form limited broadband pulses and femtosecond scale time steps to follow these extremely

rapid dynamics.

In order to target nanotubes of a single chirality the method requires an accurate char-

acterization of the polymer/nanotube films we want to study. Before exciting or measuring

a resonant transition we need to know where it is. And since the bandstructure of isolated

nanotubes is particularly susceptible to process variations and the local environment each

new blended film should be characterized.

Reliable pump-probe data also requires an understanding of the limitations of any given

sample. Issues like exposure to the environment, the potential for optical damage, and

others are discussed here since they all have to be taken into account in order to ensure

accurate results.
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4.1 Characterization of Polymer/Nanotube Films

The samples used in my measurements were the result of a collaboration with the research

group lead by Stephen Forrest at the University of Michigan. Unless noted otherwise all

of these samples were fabricated by Celia Cunningham as part of this collaboration. The

samples were all thin polymer films of roughly ~ 100 nm thickness on quartz slides. After

fabrication the films were isolated from the environment in a cryostat as described in Chap-

ter 3. The films on some slides were limited to the basic polymer in order to identify the

polymer’s contribution to the total signal. For the majority of samples, however, the poly-

mers were blended with a broad distribution of CNTs then extracted from the supernatant

after ultracentrifugation (For the specific details see Appendix D). Streaking in the films

was overcome by scanning across the sample and selecting regions at the low end of the to-

tal absorption. Regions with this character made up broad islands of consistent absorption

and were distinct from regions where residual bundles could be visibly observed.

The blended polymer/nanotube films were also checked for any anisotropic sensitiv-

ity to the polarization of the pump or probe and none was seen. The orientations of the

nanotubes throughout the polymer films could therefore be assumed random in all mea-

surements.

Linear Absorption Spectra

The challenge in understanding any measurement on a heterogeneous distribution of CNTs

is knowing which nanotubes are contributing to the overall signal. And while the previous

statement may seem obvious, determining which nanotubes are contributing to a measure-

ment and why requires some care. This care takes on added importance if the objective

is to target a specific chirality. To do so an accurate knowledge of both the E11 and E22

resonances in necessary.

In a broad distribution of CNTs each chirality will contribute its own set of absorp-
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tion resonances. Combined there will be frequent overlaps of the absorption lines (recall

Fig. 3.3) as well as a likely interaction with the host polymer. You may have also noticed in

Chapters 2 & 3 that process variations and environment contribute to substantial variations

in the nanotube energy profile and dynamics as well.

In order to correctly interpret the dynamics of an ultrafast measurement then, we need a

full characterization of the excitation properties of the polymer/CNT film being measured.

This includes ruling out indirect excitation of the CNTs by the host polymer, fitting absorp-

tion spectra for exciton resonances and validating the chiral distribution in the pump-probe

neighborhood with photoluminescence excitation (PLE).

Resonant Transitions — Identifying Chiral Distributions.

The most direct characterization of a polymer/CNT blend is given by a linear absorption

spectrum. Figure 4.1 exhibits the absorption spectrum of the PFO/CNT blend film on which

this dissertation is based. The dominant poly(9,90-dioctylfluorene) (PFO) absorption can

be seen in the large peak to the left covering ~ 300 nm – 450 nm. Beyond 450 nm the con-

tribution from a broad distribution of CNTs extends as far as 1500 nm, limited here by the

spectrometer’s range. The inset focuses on the broad shoulder (with the background re-

moved) in order to emphasize the underlying complexity of the CNT absorption spectrum.

This spectrum is built up as demonstrated in Fig. 3.3 (a) from many individual nanotubes of

varying chirality. If one is playing fast and loose and only needs to show that many chiral-

ities are likely present a good first approximation can be made quickly from this spectrum.

This was demonstrated in part (b) of the same figure. To generate a similar figure one need

only compare the structure in the absorption to empirical tables[42, 40] and make some

good guesses. Specific resonances and linewidths can be distilled from the absorption

spectrum but require a little more effort. A quantitative fit to the spectrum must account for

the background signal, nanotube distribution and substantial overlap of the many different

absorption lines.
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Figure 4.1: CNT/PFO absorption spectrum. Raw absorption spectrum of carbon nanotubes
blended in PFO. Inset shows detailed shoulder structure after background subtraction.

Absorption Background

The spectrum we are looking for rests on a broad absorption shoulder variously as-

cribed to residual metallic catalyst [109], residual carbonaceous junk (plasmonic absorp-

tion [150, 96]) and residual bundling [10], all due to the generation method along with

under-sonication and under-centrifugation. The shoulder will also include contributions

from the long underlying absorption tail of metallic nanotubes that extends well into the

near IR [151]. Ironically, this background signal can be exacerbated by over-sonicating a

sample resulting in unintended chemical changes including induced chemical functional-

ization [130, 137] and nanotube cutting [76, 10]. Both changes can lead to inhomogeneous

broadening of the individual nanotube absorption lines and augment the background. The

broad range of the shoulder allows us to estimate this background fairly accurately as a

simple linear offset with a well defined slope. Determining the best amplitude, or even a

more representative mathematical form, of the offset would have required additional char-

acterization of the sample during processing (see Naumov, et al., 2011 for specifics [151]).

Despite this, errors in estimating the amplitude of the linear offset are likely small and will

systematically effect all tubes.
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Figure 4.2: Substructure of complex absorption spectrum. Many individual nanotube ab-
sorption lines combined result in the structured variation of the absorption spectrum. Some
nanotube chiralities may be missing - see text for details.

Extracting Resonant Absorption Lines

After subtracting the background the remaining absorption spectrum represents the com-

bined contribution of many carbon nanotubes. There will be absorption lines for each of

the many chiralities present. And for each such chirality this line will represent both homo-

geneous and inhomogeneous broadening, the later a result of the many perturbations noted

above. Jones, et al., 2005 determined that the two broadening mechanisms contributed

roughly equally to the linewidths so that in order to accurately fit the absorption spectrum

of a specific chirality one would need to assume it has a Voigt profile combining both its

Lorentzian and Gaussian characteristics [135]. In this case, due to the potential error in

estimating the absorption background noted earlier and knowing in advance that residual

bundling is present (See 4.1) we must assume that the lineshape leans heavily towards the

inhomogeneous limit. As a result the best fit is calculated using only a simple Gaussian

profile. Figure 4.2 shows the result of fitting the absorption resonances of 25 CNTs to the

absorption shoulder seen in Fig. 4.1.

The collection of nanotubes chosen for fitting the absorption spectrum were selected

according to several criteria: They were well represented in the photoluminescence excita-

tion spectrum described in Section 4.1; They were typically present in similarly processed
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Table 4.1: Target excitation neighborhood. Transition energies and linewidth estimates for
select chiralities.

Chirality (n,m)
E11 Resonances E22 Resonances

lc E11 (eV) DE11 (meV) lc E22 (eV) DE22 (meV)

(6, 5) 993 1.25 35 574 2.16 77

(8, 4) 1123 1.10 26 604 2.05 67

(7, 5) 1046 1.18 34 650 1.91 63

(7, 6) 1142 1.09 22 662 1.87 61

(8, 3) 971 1.28 34 678 1.83 59

samples discussed in the literature [118, 116, 117]; After initial attempts to fit the spectrum

there were evident gaps that indicated the presence of nanotubes not simply assumed to

be in the original collection. The final collection was not meant to identify every single

CNT chirality contained in the polymer film. It was only needed to capture the resonant

excitation wavelengths of those tubes that might contribute to the dynamics seen in my

differential transmission measurements. As a result, additional tubes were chosen if they

bracketed the resonant tubes to limit lateral drift errors in the fitting. Tubes were also

deliberately not included if there was no indication of their presence so that they would

not compete with known tubes. A summary of the most relevant results can be found in

Table 4.1. The full set of the resulting nanotube parameters can be seen in Appendix E.

Several results listed in Tables 4.1 & E.1 are worth noting. First, the absorption

linewidths for both resonances are consistent with those of Bachilo, et al., finding the av-

erage linewidth for the E11 transition to be ~ 25 meV and for the E22 transition to be in the

range 50 – 100 meV [42]. Second, the extracted linewidths for the E22 transitions are 2 – 3

times those of the E11 transitions consistent with the much shorter lifetimes observed for

the E22 states [152].

In terms of the pump-probe measurements analyzed here the 650 nm pump (16 – 20 nm

full width at half maximum (FWHM)) primarily drives the E22 transition of the (7, 5) tubes

but should also weakly couple with the E22 transition of the (7, 6) tubes. On the other hand
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the probe, with center wavelengths in the range ~ 1020 – 1060 nm (22 – 28 nm FWHM), is

only resonant with the E11 transition of the (7, 5)’s.

Estimating Excited State Absorption

The excited state absorption discussed in Chapter 2 and corresponding to the E11 ! E22

transitions can only take place if the probe interacts with the (7, 5) or (7, 6) nanotubes. That

is, since the excited state transitions depend on populating the E11 state by first populating

the E22 state, only the nanotubes excited by the pump need be considered. In Table 4.2

estimates of the excited state transition energies are listed for these two nanotubes. Two

possible transitions are listed for consideration. The first transition energy (E22 - E11) is for

the direct transition from bright E11 exciton to bright E22 exciton. The second (D22 - E11)

relaxes the assumption that the excited exciton remains in a bound state and instead allows

for its excitation into the unbound continuum above the E22 exciton at �22. The resonant

transition energies and corresponding binding energies that comprise the transition energies

are also listed in the table for completeness.

The fact that excitation into the continuum above the second excitonic state of the

(7, 6)’s corresponds almost exactly to the probe energy (1.17 eV) is encouraging but also

possibly misleading. Calculations of the E11 exciton binding energies involved the analyti-

cal approximation

Eb =
1

d

✓
A+

B

d
+ C⇠ +D⇠2

◆
(4.1)

of Capaz, et al. [153]. Here the nanotube diameter is d (nm) and ⇠ = (�1)

⌫
(cos 3✓) /d

with ⌫ = (n�m)mod3 encodes the influence of the chirality on the binding energy. Capaz

determined that for the effective dielectric " = 1.846 (vacuum) the binding energies can

be best fit if A = 0.6724 eV nm, B = �4.910 ⇥ 10

�2 eV nm2, C = 4.577 ⇥ 10

�2 eV nm2,

and D = �8.325⇥ 10

�3 eV nm3. To determine the E22 exciton binding energies the model

has to be extended somewhat. Perebeinos, et al., determined that Eb2 = Eb1 (
m1/m2)

↵�1
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where m1 and m2 are the effective masses from their respective bands and ↵ = 1.40 is an

empirically determined parameter [60]. The effective masses in this case are derived by the

authors to be

m1 =

}2�11
3a2t2

�
1 + ⌫�11

2t

��1

m2 =

}2�22
3a2t2

�
1 � ⌫�22

2t

��1
(4.2)

where �ii are the free-carrier band gaps, ⌫ as given above, a the graphene lattice constant

and t = 3.0 eV is inherited from Perebeinos’ underlying assumption of the tight-binding

Hamiltonian. In Table 4.2 the binding energies were calculated using the free-carrier band

gaps derived from interband optical matrix elements developed by Malic & Knorr using

a density matrix formalism applied to the tight-binding model [30]. These values then

had to be modified to reflect the local dielectric environment after the dependence Eb /

"�� derived by Perebeinos, et al., [60] as noted in Chapter 2. For the effective dielectric

I assumed only that "eff ⇡ 3.049 after observations by Capaz, et al. [154], that found

this value was the best fit for a “polymeric matrix.” In other words, while the overlap

of the probe energy with the calculated transition energies of Table 4.2 is amazing, the

calculations are just approximate. To verify the second transition energy results a two-

photon excitation measurement after Wang, et al. [45], would be necessary. The importance

of this overlap, however, will be revisited in Chapter 5 when excited state absorption is seen

as an important component of the pump-probe signal.

Photoluminescence Excitation

An attempt was made to generate a photoluminescence excitation map from the samples

studied in order to validate the assignments derived from the absorption measurements. Un-

fortunately, the thin films created for the differential transmission measurements also had,

by design, a fairly low nanotube density. The resulting low nanotube count compounded by

the low intensity of the narrow excitation bandwidth and small illumination field resulted
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Table 4.2: Lowest binding and transition energies for (7, 5) and (7, 6) nanotubes. The 650 nm
pump (1.91 eV) selectively excites these tubes only. Eii values are from the absorption data
listed in Table 4.1. Binding energies E11,b are approximated from Equation 4.1 and extended
to E22,b by approximations described by Equation 4.2. The underlying interband transition
energies, Dii used in the binding energy calculations, are derived from the tight-binding dis-
persion relations described in Chapter 2. Note that the (1062 nm) probe energy is 1.17eV. See
text for discussion.

Chirality

(n,m)

E11 Resonances E22 Resonances Transition Energies

E11(eV) E11,b (meV) E22(eV) E22,b (meV) E22 - E11(eV) D22 - E11(eV)

(7, 5) 1.18 355 1.91 503 0.73 1.23

(7, 6) 1.09 316 1.87 398 0.78 1.18

in a signal that was too weak to measure with available equipment. To generate a PLE

map a new sample was cooked up by Jeramy Zimmerman using Celia Cunningham’s lab

notes to reproduce the sample blend as best as possible. A PLE map was then taken on this

new blend in solution and can be seen in Figure 4.3. Both the excitation and photolumi-

nescence ranges were restricted to focus on the neighborhood of interest in the differential

transmission (DT) measurements and to reduce the acquisition time. The chiralities of the

prominent peaks (blobs really) were easy to identify by their relative positions and by com-

paring their values to the empirically derived values published by Weisman, et al., [40].

The excitation wavelengths, however, differ from the expected wavelengths by a ~ 50 nm

blue shift suggesting a significant underlying calibration issue. The stronger peaks against

the dark blue background indicate that the sample is dominated by individual nanotubes

made up of mostly (6, 5), (7, 5), (7, 6), and (8, 4) tubes. Weaker blobs indicate the presence

of small populations of (9, 4), (8, 6), (8, 3), and (10, 2) tubes as well as an unknown identi-

fied only by the tag “(?, ?)” with an E11 emission ~ 50 nm longer than the (6, 5) emission.

From the absorption measurement (See Section 4.1) we also know that plenty of additional

nanotube chiralities are present in the sample but do not appear in the PLE map simply

because their (E11 (l), E22 (l)) coordinates are outside the measured range.

The weak peak with the “(?, ?)” tag is an indication that the sample is not entirely
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Figure 4.3: Photoluminescence excitation map of a PFO/CNT blend. PLE of poly-
mer/nanotube blend in solution is based on the samples discussed in Chapter 5. Chiralities
are assigned by relative positions and comparison with empirical data from Weisman, et al.,
[40]. The chirality tagged with “(?, ?)” does not exist and likely appears through indirect
excitation (see text). Excitation wavelengths differ from expected values by ~50 nm. Blend
and measurement provided by Jeramy Zimmerman.

bundle free. A nanotube species does not exist with this relative resonance peak (even

after a 50 nm correction) but its appearance can be explained by residual bundling. The

arrows indicate one likely path within an unquenched bundle beginning with the excitation

of (6, 5) nanotubes to the E22 state, followed by the transfer of excitons to lower bandgap

(7, 5) nanotubes, and then relaxation to bright E11 excitons before they radiatively decay.

Charge transfer of this sort has been observed in under 10 fs though the efficiency was

highly dependent on the individual bundles measured [155].

It should be noted that even without the unfortunate 50 nm mystery shift the PLE map

of Figure 4.3 could not be relied upon to accurately determine the resonant energies of

the nanotubes in the final sample. The transition from solution to thin films involves crys-

tallization of the matrix polymer and evaporation of solvent both of which have a direct

impact on the local dielectric environment and thus the band structure.

The reproducibility from sample to sample is a challenge in its own right. Thin poly-
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mer/nanotube films are made by removing a small drop of the supernatant from the cen-

trifuged solution requiring admirable laboratory skills to realistically reproduce a sample

blend from drop to drop. Add to this local variations in the crystallization of the polymer

and the finished products are more likely than not to vary from film to film. The only way

to be sure one has an accurate characterization of a sample is if that specific sample has

been characterized.

4.2 Ultrafast Spectroscopy

The absorption and fluorescence measurements discussed above provide us with a detailed

look at a few of the fundamental energy levels that CNTs exhibit. Recalling Figure 2.8,

however, the evolution from excitation to radiative relaxation leaves many other transitions

and the efficiency with which they take place wholly unaccounted for. The multiple paths

excitons can follow through inter- and intra-band transitions can also take place both si-

multaneously and very rapidly — recall that the lifetimes of many of these excited states

are on the order of a few hundred femtoseconds. Observing changes in the electronic

states of carbon nanotubes therefore requires femtosecond to picosecond scale, “ultrafast,”

measurements and a way to isolate specific relaxation paths. In the laboratory this means

exciting (aka pumping) and measuring (often probing) the electronic transitions of interest

using laser pulses with pulsewidths that are, whenever possible, shorter than the transi-

tion lifetimes. Figure 4.4 depicts the most general idea behind these pump-probe experi-

ments: A pump pulse first excites the sample in question; A short time later a probe pulse

passes through the sample. Any change in the transmitted probe’s intensity between the un-

pumped and pumped cases, becomes a proxy for changes in the absorption by the sample.

As the delay, �t, between pump and probe increases the effect on the probe diminishes

with the sample returning to the ground state.
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Figure 4.4: Pump – probe measurement in transmission. a) Two beams intersect passing
through a thin film. The pump (red) first prepares the sample in the desired excited state. The
probe (gray), arriving �t later, is modified by its pump-dependent transmission. b) Typical
differential transmission profile showing a pump-induced transmission that increases rapidly
with the arrival of the pump pulse, fixed in time, then decays with increasing time as measured
by the transmission of the probe pulse at progressively larger delay times.

Time Dependent Differential Transmission

The self-normalized differential transmission spectrum of Figure 4.4 is described by

�T/T =

T (!, t) � To

To

(4.3)

representing the fractional change in the transmitted intensity over time. Here To =

T (!, t�) refers to the transmission of the probe through the sample in the absence of a

pump, i.e. at negative times as t� ! �1, relative to the arrival of the pump. The transmis-

sion itself is typically described in terms of the normalized intensity T (!, t) = I (!, t) /Io

where Io is the intensity incident on the material being tested.

In general we can assume the Beer-Lambert law to describe the amplitude of the inten-

sity as it passes through a uniform material with finite thickness z and absorption coeffi-

cient ↵ giving I (z) = Ioe
�↵ z. For discrete absorbers like carbon nanotubes distributed in

a transparent polymer film this will also be density dependent with nanotube density ⇢. If

the polymer/nanotube film is illuminated with spot size A and field polarized along ˆk the

transmitted intensity becomes
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I (z) = Ioe
�
(

A
´
~⇢·k̂ d⌦

)

↵ z (4.4)

where ↵ = ↵ (!, t) is now a nanotube specific absorption coefficient for light oriented

parallel to the tube axis. The nanotube density ~⇢ = ~⇢ (⌦) has been written as a vector

to account for the random orientations of dispersed CNTs. The projection of the field

polarization onto the randomly oriented nanotubes accounts for the large depolarization

effect [156] this has on the net absorption. Also note that aside from the absorption all

of the contributions from the sample (nanotube density, orientation, film uniformity and

thickness, etc.) are constant.

For the 100 nm films with a low density of dispersed nanotubes studied in this research

the exponents will be quite small. Taking advantage of a Taylor expansion of the exponent

the DT is proportional to the change in absorption

�T/T (!, ⌧) = e�(A
´
~⇢·k̂ d⌦

)

(↵
p

�↵
o

)z � 1 / � (↵p (!, ⌧) � ↵o) (4.5)

where ↵p (!, ⌧) is the nanotube absorption at time delay ⌧ after the pump and ↵o =

↵ (!, t�) is the absorption seen by the probe in the absence of a pump. The key idea

here being that the differential transmission relates directly to dynamical changes in the

absorption of the CNTs. This relation can also be extended to state populations [30] as

�T/T (!, ⌧) / ⇢p (⌧) � ⇢
�
t�
�

(4.6)

If the carbon nanotubes are now pumped at a resonant frequency a transient exciton popu-

lation is generated that fundamentally alters the corresponding absorption through phase-

space filling. As the excitons relax back to equilibrium absorption by the nanotubes will

evolve concurrently.

Comparing the theoretical description of ↵ or ⇢ with differential absorption or trans-

mission measurements on CNTs allows us to confirm (or question) our understanding of
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Figure 4.5: Two-color pump-probe layout. The OPA signal (red) is recompressed and acts
as the pump. The signal is modulated by a chopper before passing through a delay stage.
The stage determines the time delay�t between pump and probe. The OPA idler (gray) acts
as the probe. It is filtered through a monochromator before generating a photocurrent in the
photodiode. Finally the DT signal is filtered from the background through lock-in detection.

the nanotube’s fundamental electronic properties.

Pump – Probe Measurements

Figure 4.5 depicts the essential components of the pump-probe experimental setup used

in my research. A visible optical parametric amplifier (OPA) is pumped by nearly trans-

form limited pulses, with ~ 55 fs pulsewidths, produced by a regenerative amplifier (regen).

The high fluence of the amplifier pulses are necessary for the parametric conversion in the

OPA and help compensate for inevitable losses in the experimental setup. The 250 kHz

pulse train is centered around 800 nm and is used to generate a white light seed and a fre-

quency doubled pump. The parametric amplification of the white light seed then generates

two ultrafast pulse trains, a tunable visible “signal” and corresponding near-IR “idler” that

become the pump and probe, respectively.

After the OPA the two prisms in the signal path represent a folded prism compres-
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sor [157]. The compressor compensates the material dispersion acquired by the signal

passing through the OPA. With optimized compression the signal pulsewidth is typically

~ 80 fs while the uncompressed idler is estimated at ~ 120 fs — the longer idler pulsewidth

puts a lower limit on the temporal resolution of the data but could be similarly recom-

pressed if higher resolution were needed. The signal is then reflected through a delay stage

that varies the optical pathlength of the beam. Varying the pathlength changes the relative

time delay between the arrival of the pump and probe pulses at the sample. At a minimum

of 1 mm per step the delay stage can alter the time delay by as little as 6 fs. The pump and

probe are then tightly focused co-concentrically through the sample which, in this case, is

one of the CNT/polymer films. As the delay between pump and probe increases the probe

measures the temporal evolution of the sample state after its excitation by the pump.

The last step in Figure 4.5 is the tunable detection of the phase modulated differen-

tial transmission. At this point the transmitted probe is first spectrally filtered through a

monochromator. For broadband, wavelength dependent DT scans the monochromator can

be used to scan across the full spectrum of the probe or select the wavelength of a partic-

ular transition. The spectrally filtered light is then focused onto a silicon photodiode with

a responsivity just far enough into the near infrared (350 – 1100 nm) to measure the idler

spectra of this research.

The signal from the photodiode is then sent to a lock-in detector. By modulating the

pump (in this case with a beam chopper running at a fixed frequency) the photocurrent gen-

erated by the probe will vary with the modulation frequency by a factor proportional to�↵

(Equation 4.5). The phase sensitive detection of the lock-in allows us to measure minute

changes in the absorption by filtering the photocurrent signal at the chopping frequency.

Non-Degenerate Pump – Probe on CNT Ensembles

Many pump-probe experiments are carried out with both pulse trains tuned to the same

wavelength — often referred to as degenerate pump-probe — with the two pulse trains
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simply split from a common source. Often it is more interesting to follow the dynamics

of one transition as it evolves in response to a different excitation energy. This will mean

pumping at one wavelength and probing at another — in this case a non-degenerate pump-

probe measurement as depicted in Figure 4.5. Two-color time domain spectroscopy of a

distribution of carbon nanotubes, as in the nanotube/polymer blends studied here, is moti-

vated by the PLE spectra of CNTs shown in Figures 3.5 & 4.3. Isolating the response of

a particular chiral species can be accomplished by pumping its E22 transition and probing

at the energy of its E11 transition. Since the combination of the two transition energies is

effectively unique the ultrafast dynamics of a particular chirality can be observed despite

the presence of many other nanotube species in the same polymer.

Quite a few of the ultrafast dynamics studies on CNTs emphasize results focused on

(6, 5) tubes only [158, 159, 160, 161, 129, 162, 100, 163]. These nanotubes have two dis-

tinct advantages over the other chiralities. First, creating nanotubes using the CoMoCAT

process generates a majority of (6, 5) CNTs. The resulting nanotube distributions can con-

tain 40% (6, 5) tubes significantly increasing the signal from this chirality over any others

[164]. And second, from Figures 3.5 & 4.3 we can see that these tubes are spectrally more

isolated from their neighbors than the others. This unique nanotube species approach is

helpful if the researcher is focused on the properties of a single chirality. But the selective

approach is not representative of multi-chiral devices like the Arnold device [16]. For such

devices, designed to take advantage of broad distributions of CNT’s and their correspond-

ing sensitivity to a broad spectrum of light, this strategy will not help us understand how

multiple chiralities can simultaneously contribute to the overall performance. Part of the

motivation for using an OPA in this research was to be able to target as many different

nanotubes as possible, not just the (6, 5)’s.

The non-degenerate measurements in this dissertation used the signal and idler from the

OPA as the respective pump and probe. Conservation of energy restricts the two output fre-

quencies to the relation } (2!regen) = }!signal + }!idler. Figure 4.6 depicts the correlation
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Figure 4.6: OPA range with PLE data. Signal and idler vs the absorption and fluorescence
of (n,m) chiral tubes. Colored traces follow the relation between the signal (pump) and idler
(probe) generated by the OPA. Multiple traces acknowledge variation from the regenerative
amplifier pumping the OPA. (n,m) chiralities are located by their E22 absorption and E11
fluorescence. PLE data is reproduced from Weisman, et al. [40].

between the signal and idler together with a PLE-like map of the nanotube resonances in

the same spectral region. The three curves in the figure are included to call attention to vari-

ations in the signal and idler due to observed changes over time in the center wavelength of

the regeneratively amplified source.

The proximity of the curves to the (7, 5)’s, (7, 6)’s and possibly the (8, 3)’s or (8, 4)’s

suggest that these nanotubes can be easily targeted by my experimental setup. Note, how-

ever, that the (E11, E22) coordinates depicted in Figure 4.6 were determined by Weisman,

et al. [40] for surfactant suspended nanotubes. Their results do not guarantee the pres-

ence of any particular chirality after dispersion in a polymer. Their values will also differ

from the coordinates seen in my samples. Despite this the measured resonances for my

CNT/polymer blends (refer to Table 4.1) were consistent with targeting the E22 and E11

resonances of the (7, 5) and (7, 6) nanotubes. With the signal and idler tuned to these re-

spective resonances pump – probe experiments can isolate the relaxation dynamics of these
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particular nanotubes. In Chapter 5 I will discuss non-degenerate pump – probe measure-

ments of this sort on both (7, 5) and (7, 6) nanotubes. In the context of the energy ladder for

CNTs and its many sub-bands described in Section 2.5 the measurements will help unravel

the relaxation cascade that takes place after excitation.

4.3 Energy Density and the Nanotube Environment

Special care must be taken when ultrafast measurements are taken on polymer/nanotube

films. The unique character of carbon nanotubes as long, thread-like molecules, for exam-

ple, results in their chaotic distribution and orientation within the host polymer. Given the

sensitivity of nanotubes to the depolarization effect pump and probe polarization cannot be

ignored.

The unique data that is the focus of my research also shows a sensitive and significant

dependence on the fluences of both the pump and probe. As a result it is important to con-

sider some of the typical power-dependent responses nanotube/polymer films may exhibit.

In particular these include photo-damage and saturation at higher powers. At low powers

we can expect the onset of both exciton-exciton annihilation and excited state absorption.

Diffusion Driven Depolarization

The ease with which excitons can diffuse along CNTs, added to the exceptional lengths

these nanotubes can reach, leads to a curious twist in any polarization dependent ultrafast

measurement. Once generated an exciton is free to travel — a process that is exacerbated

by scattering from a dense population of excitons — and could then rapidly travel outside

the region being probed. This potential problem is mostly avoided by pumping a much

larger region than is accessed by the probe balancing outflow with inflow. However, with

CNTs randomly mixed like floppy threads in a polymer, this diffusion leads to what appears

to be an additional relaxation channel. Excitons that have diffused to a nanotube region
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that is perpendicular to the probe polarization will no longer be susceptible to excited state

absorption. As a result of this diffusion Korovyanko, et al., observed that the relaxation will

see an accelerated, polarization-dependent relaxation representing only the redistribution

of the excitons [97]. This behavior is directly analogous to the rapid rotations that take

place in solution when the interaction of the probe with some molecular suspension is

polarization sensitive. In order to compensate for this loss of polarization one strategy is

to probe the sample at the “magic angle” of 54.7�, a technique that is particularly relevant

to nanotubes suspended in a solvent [165, 166]. The magic angle scheme was not in place

for the measurements discussed in this study. As a result the polarization anisotropy in the

relaxation measurements is not accounted for. This introduces an underlying monotonic

relaxation that manifests itself as a small increase in all of the transition specific relaxation

rates measured. Generally it does not effect lifetimes restricted to ground state bleaching.

The crazy loopy nature of nanotubes distributed in a polymer also introduces the pos-

sibility of pumping nanotubes perpendicular to their axes. This kind of cross-polarized

excitation has been shown to lead to weak excitation of E12 or E21 transverse exci-

tons [167, 168, 83]. These excitations relax to E11 excitons so the process introduces yet

another relaxation path. In terms of most time-dependent measurements, however, trans-

verse excitation will have only a tiny influence, rarely seen — cross-polarized pumping has

been shown to generate a population of transverse excitons that is at most 10% as much as

the corresponding direct E22 excitons despite the strong depolarization effect suppressing

direct excitation [167].

Null-Effect of a C60 Cap Layer

The original device architecture for Arnold’s prototype photodetector included a layer of

C60 (Chapter 1). The layer primarily acted as an electron acceptor with excitons efficiently

dissociated at the interfaces between the nanotubes and C60. As a preliminary step towards

studying the evolution of charge states in a similar device some data was taken on thin films
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Figure 4.7: Null influence of C60 cap. Comparison of ultra-fast pump-probe scans on re-
gions with and without a C60 cap. Cap thickness was ~ 30 nm deposited on a ~ 100 nm
nanotube/polymer film. Spot 3 deviation due to sample variation.

similarly capped with ~30 nm of C60. This is specifically relevant to the data presented in

this dissertation since much of the data presented here was acquired on C60 capped films.

Comparison of DT scans on polymer/nanotube films with and without a C60 cap was

surprisingly boring. Aside from small spot-to-spot variations the results were essentially

identical. Figure 4.7 shows four peak-normalized scans on films with and without a C60

cap. All scans show the same relaxation. The slight offset for Spot 3 with the C60 cap

was also seen in traces (not shown) for spots in uncapped films. It is not clear why we see

such a null result. One hypothesis is that few of the generated excitons could reach the C60

layer given the nanotube’s isolation. These were thicker polymer films than Arnold used

with the same very limited diffusion length through the polymer itself. Bindl et al., [169]

noted in related research that device efficiency would be determined by the effective length

scale for exciton migration. Differences in morphology due to process variations may have

contributed as well. Regardless of the reasons behind the undifferentiated results I have

assumed throughout this dissertation that a distinction cannot be made between data taken

on capped or uncapped films. An outstanding problem is to determine why no difference

was observed and what structural changes must be made to correct this.
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Photo-Oxidation and Vacuum Isolation

Polymer based films are not nearly as robust as traditional bulk semiconducting or metallic

materials on which the vast majority of ultrafast pump-probe research has been conducted.

As a result, illumination of polymer based samples with focused, laser sourced beams can

cause unintended photoprocessing and outright destruction of the sample.

The finished samples described in Section 3.3 had to be isolated in vacuum through-

out the experiment to avoid photo-oxidation and any other possible external environmental

influences. The challenge with these samples lies in their organic makeup. The photoac-

tive polymers used to disperse and encapsulate the nanotubes are inherently susceptible to

oxidation, and worse, photo-oxidation [170] which is certainly enhanced under laser illu-

mination. The result was a rapidly decaying signal and signal data that appeared to vary

with time. Early samples were initially stored in weak vacuum packs before being exposed

to the air during the measurement process. But once exposed to air during a pump-probe

measurement the degradation accelerated rapidly. Figure 4.8 shows the dramatic and irre-

versible effect of photo-oxidation and processing that can take place on the time scale of a

single set of scans.1

Since this degradation and loss of signal could actually take place on the order of my

scan times the sample had to be protected throughout the measurement — and longer if I

were to even hope to take additional measurements on the sample later that day or week.

The solution was to enclose the film in a cryostat. While the sample did not need to be

cooled, let alone to cryogenic temperatures, the cryostat made it possible to store the sam-

ple in a consistently high vacuum — no temperature dependent measurements were ever

taken. Initially the samples were loaded into a cryostat inside the nitrogen isolation box

in which the slides were processed, completely isolating them from the air. While solv-

ing the degradation issue the loading and transportation process was annoying at best and
1Oxidation is not limited to the host polymer. Nish, et al. found that this redox process could also quench

the fluorescence intensity of the carbon nanotubes [171]. In this case, however, the authors showed that the
oxidation process is reversible.
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Figure 4.8: Photo-oxidation. Evidence of irreversible damage to P3HT/CNT blend thin film
exposed to air during scans. The pump and probe powers were fixed for all scans so variation
in DT signal is due to sample degradation only. Both graphs have been clipped to emphasize
the more dramatic change in dynamics during the first 2 ps of each scan. a) 10 ps scans
~ 8 min/scan. b) 30 ps scans ~ 14-15 min/scan. Scans were looped forward then backward
in delay resulting in the peak-to-peak jitter and what appears to be pairs of scans. Pump:
1.5 mW at 640 nm. Probe: 435 µW at 1080 nm.

conducive of any number of very expensive accidents. It was eventually determined that

the samples could be stored temporarily in a pure nitrogen environment until transferred

into the cryostat in air then promptly isolated in the cryostat vacuum. The vacuum was

maintained at ~ 10-4- 10-5 Torr (typically observed around 0.5 x 10-5 Torr) through frequent

re-pumping. It should be noted, however, that the vacuum level was established by ion

gauge using an inherited Varian Multi-Gauge which had not been recalibrated since 1995.

As a result the presumed vacuum was only used as a relative value to establish that the

vacuum had been consistently maintained. Maintaining the vacuum was sufficient. Once

isolated in vacuum the samples appeared to be stable over a month or more.

Indirect Excitation by Host Polymer — Exciton Transfer

In Chapter 3 I noted that the selection of PFO as the host polymer was made to avoid indi-

rectly exciting the CNTs since it has been observed that photo-excited polymers can readily

transfer excitons to embedded carbon nanotubes [117, 172]. PFO, with a band edge below

⇠ 450 nm (See Fig. 3.1), should be largely insensitive to pumping at the red end of the visi-

ble and probing out in the near IR. If the polymer underwent two-photon absorption (TPA),
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however, indirect excitation of the nanotubes would still be a possibility. Since the pump

wavelengths were all in the neighborhood of 650 nm two-photon excitation of the PFO,

while near the high energy limit of its absorption range, could not be immediately ruled

out2. Assuming that the pump is in fact driving TPA in the polymer, the indirect exciton

population would follow as the square of the pump power. And the exciton population that

then crossed to the embedded CNTs would be directly proportional to this polymer exciton

population. As a result the probe would then measure the total population of excitons that

would also include a contribution following the statistics of TPA. In practice, since the

pump excites the nanotubes directly, the total exciton population should show only a small

nonlinear deviation from the expected linear response.

Refuting a TPA contribution (or confirming it) would require measuring the exciton

population as a function of pump power. If the dynamical response of the system could be

entirely determined by phase-space filling in the EG ! E11 transition the DT signal would

be in direct proportion to the exciton population. Unfortunately, since the data indicate

a strong induced absorption as well, this assumption cannot be made. At later delays,

however, the majority of the exciton population is expected to pool into the longer lived

dark exciton state of the E11 manifold or a trap state (recall Section 2.5). The resulting DT
2A differential transmission measurement on PFO free of nanotubes gave a null result — suggestive of

negligible absorption of any order but not conclusive.
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signal would then be entirely due to ground state depletion and directly proportional to the

total exciton population. Ignoring, at our peril, the non-linear effects of high initial exciton

populations, the DT signal at long delay times is a proxy for the total exciton population.

Figure 4.9 (a) shows qualitatively how the DT amplitude at a long delay time can be

independent of the competing effects of induced absorption and photobleaching at earlier

delays. The figure also demonstrates that after 2 – 3 ps the relaxation is dominated by a long

slow decay with a lifetime that is 10’s to 100’s of picoseconds — a signature of dark and/or

trap state excitons. In Chapter 5 we will see that all the relevant data sets evolve into a long

lived positive signal in a manner independent of pump power. From this perspective the

differential transmission at long delay vs pump power can be used as the proxy for exciton

population vs pump power we are looking for.

Figure 4.9 (b) shows the increase in the DT signal versus pump power with a linear fit to

the data. Excitation directly proportional to the pump power would be linear whereas exci-

tation due exclusively to TPA would result in a quadratic increase with power. As a result,

if the excitation is due to both direct absorption and two-photon absorption of the pump,

we would expect a small but non-linear increase in the DT signal with power. Comparison

of the data to the linear fit suggests that the data lacks a convincing quadratic component.

In fact the data may be increasing sub-linearly suggesting the onset of saturation or that

more complicated dynamics are at play. The choice of PFO as the host polymer therefore

allows me to ignore the possibility of exciton transfer driving the excited state dynamics of

the carbon nanotubes.3

Low Power Relaxation and Threshold Behavior

While the isolation of the polymer/CNT blend films in vacuum provided significant protec-

tion against photo-oxidation, the samples were still vulnerable to damage from the energy
3I have not considered the probe in this scenario since all probe wavelengths are beyond 1 mm and could

only excite the polymer through an even less probable three-photon or higher order process.
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of the pump and probe beams alone. Measurements on MDMO blended with CNTs showed

that even at the relatively low pump power of 400 µW the DT signal would slowly degrade.

Luckily, in samples of PFO blended with CNTs pump powers as high as 1.18 mW could

be used without noticeable signal decay suggesting no sample destruction — the likely ad-

vantage for PFO being that its band edge is significantly higher in energy than the pump so

that any energy absorbed would be restricted to the nanotubes.

Staying below the damage threshold, while critical to generating reproducible results,

is necessary but not sufficient. Figure 4.10 shows two sets of DT traces at relatively low

pump powers on MDMO/CNT-blend films4. Both graphs have been normalized to their

signal peaks to emphasize the differences in their relaxation behavior. Figure 4.10 (a) shows

traces recorded for pump powers of up to 800 µW and shows the curious onset of a trough

in the signal at around 270 fs after the pump. Figure 4.10 (b) focuses on pump powers

below 400 µW where it can be seen that subtle changes in behavior are already emerging

from the simple exponential relaxation of a multi-level system. This deviation from simple

relaxation, even at low pump powers, is a strong indication that the system is being driven

out of the linear regime.

A number of studies have observed relaxation behavior in carbon nanotubes that deviate

from the expected simple relaxation of a multi-level system as a function of power [173,

99, 162]. But the data in Figure 4.8 suggest that non-linear behavior may already contribute

significantly at fairly low excitation. This interpretation is supported by observations from

Xiao, et al., who observed that for CNTs resonantly pumped at low intensity saturation

occurred for only 2 – 6 excitons [90]. Understanding the evolution and source of the trough

and its dependence on the pump and probe powers has been the primary focus of this

research.
4Despite the fact that degradation in the DT signal can be seen at these pump powers for MDMO/CNT-

blend films these traces are representative of the general polymer/nanotube behavior vs. pump power. A
strong signal-to-noise ratio allowed for rapid acquisition of the data limiting the exposure time and minimiz-
ing degradation across these particular data sets.
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Figure 4.10: Threshold behavior in low power relaxation. Onset of complex behavior in the
ultrafast relaxation dynamics of isolated (7, 5) single-walled carbon nanotubes at low pump
powers. a) Onset of atypical trough contradicting the expected simple exponential relaxation.
b) Low-power threshold of complex relaxation. All traces were peak-normalized to empha-
size variation in relaxation behavior. Both data sets were measured on a CNT/MDMO-PPV
blend film in N2 isolation.

Saturation

It should be noted here that the onset of the behavior seen in Figure 4.10 is not due to any

direct population saturation. Measurements of pump fluence driving CNTs have found that

the onset of saturation occurs around ~ 2 x 1015 photons/pulse cm2 as measured by peak

induced transmission [163]. At lower fluences on the order of ~ 1012 – 1014, evidence is al-

ready seen for high exciton densities leading to the nonlinear behavior attributed to Auger-

like exciton-exciton annihilation [112, 47, 174]. These values are worth noting since my

measurements involved pump photon densities ranging from 3 – 9 x 1014 photons/pulse cm2

and probe densities ranging from 4 x 1014 – 2 x 1015 photons/pulse cm2. Since both the

pump and probe densities are above 1012 photons/pulse cm2 any assumptions on ultrafast

relaxation have to take into account contributions from exciton-exciton annihilation. On

the other hand, although the photon density of the probe reaches the onset of saturation

at the highest powers, most of the pump and probe powers translate to densities that are

below this threshold. The potential for saturation will be revisited in Section 5.3 when rate

equations are proposed to describe the dynamical response of optically excited nanotubes.
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4.4 Summary

Ultrafast pump-probe spectroscopy is an extremely sensitive technique for measuring the

rapid evolution of excited states in carbon nanotubes. By tuning the pump and probe wave-

lengths of a time domain scan to predetermined E22 and E11 transition energies the relax-

ation dynamics of a specific nanotube species can be isolated and followed. Selection of

a specific chirality in an ensemble of CNTs, however, requires an accurate map of the res-

onant transitions. This can be determined by fitting a series of Voigt (or more practically,

Gaussian) profiles to the broad absorption profile of a polymer/nanotube blend. Identifica-

tion of the first two bright excitons of a particular nanotube chirality can be further verified

with the help of photoluminescence excitation. A bright PLE measurement has the concur-

rent advantage of verifying that the nanotubes have been thoroughly dispersed with most

bundles stripped from the blend.

Before examining the ultrafast relaxation data over a range of pump and probe powers

it was necessary to identify some of the limitations involved in testing these films. Most

importantly, perhaps, was the susceptibility to damage from the pump and probe pulses

themselves. Damage due to photo-oxidation necessitated isolating the films from the envi-

ronment in high vacuum where even seemingly low powers were found to cause progressive

damage in polymers other than PFO. The potential for saturation also had to be considered

since the pulse fluences used in this research pushed the limits of linear excitation. This

limiting behavior, however, and the unusually high probe fluences have led to some striking

behavior in the excited state dynamics, hinted at in figures 4.9 & 4.10, that will be the focus

of Chapter 5.

With the pump and probe tuned to the transition energies of a specific nanotube the

temporal evolution of the excited states of a CNT can be followed as the system returns

to its ground state. As states are variously depleted or populated changes in absorption

by the nanotubes will be reflected in changes in the differential transmission. For pulses

on the order of 100 fs and time steps that can be as short as 6 fs the typical pump-probe
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setup described above allows us to measure very rapid changes in the electronic states of a

nanotube. In the following chapter the evolution will be used to unwrap the excited state

dynamics of CNTs under changing power scenarios. But there is a twist. Despite carefully

extracting the resonant transitions of nanotubes in my samples the tuning constraints of

the OPA and the broadband nature of ultrafast pulses limit my ability to selectively target

specific chiralities. Because of this we will see in the following chapter that both the (7, 5)

and (7, 6) nanotubes have to be considered.
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CHAPTER 5

Excitation, Relaxation and Scattering Dynamics

The pump-probe experiment described in Chapter 4 was expected to yield straight-forward

relaxation lifetimes. These were to have been used to simply validate the experimental

setup. Then the same measurements were to have been applied to a solar cell design much

like the device prototype developed by the Forrest group (Chapter 1). Such a measurement

strategy was sheer elegance in its simplicity.1 Ultrafast measurements, however, come with

advantages and disadvantages in that they are both spectrally broadband and, of course,

take place on very short time scales. This can and does result in measurements that record

multiple transitions. The broadband pulses may, for example, spectrally overlap several

resonances at once. And on ultrafast time scales intermediate excited states are often sus-

ceptible to secondary pumping or probing pulses. In the spectrally congested region of the

dispersed nanotubes being targeted this is particularly relevant. I have already shown in

Section 4.1, for example, that even with a two-color pump and probe strategy my measure-

ments may interrogate both the (7, 5) and (7, 6) nanotubes. In the same section I also noted

that the probe could easily be in resonance with one or more of the excited state transitions

of these tubes.

In what follows I will explore the very non-monotonic differential transmission (DT)

patterns excitons in nanotubes can exhibit and how my ultrafast non-degenerate pump-

probe experiments revealed far more complex behavior than expected. In an attempt to
1With apologies to the writers and villains of The Middleman [175].
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quantify this behavior a relaxation model will be proposed. Based on our existing under-

standing of excited state dynamics in carbon nanotubes (CNTs) a system of rate equations

will be proposed and fit to the data across a series of results covering variations in both

pump and probe power. This model of relaxation as a cascade down discrete energy levels

meets with some success in quantifying the dynamics of a two-chiral system. But we will

see that the model cannot completely describe the unusual relaxation behavior in the data

and an alternative explanation is needed.

The most likely interpretation of our missing dynamics is the coherent interaction of

the nanotube system with the pump and probe fields. Evidence for coherent interaction can

be seen both in the dependence of the population on the field strength and in calculations

of the pulse areas relative to the nanotube resonances. In order to understand the impact

of coherent interaction on the relaxation data a density matrix approach will be considered

that adds depth to our general understanding of nanotube dynamics.

5.1 Competing Dynamics in PFO/CNT Relaxation

Evidence for distinctly non-monotonic relaxation in my carbon nanotube/polymer blend

films can be seen in Figure 5.1. The early and dominant onset of a negative DT sig-

nal, i.e. induced absorption, can be clearly seen around 130 femtoseconds after time zero.

Around one picosecond later the absorption behavior vanishes as a long lived photo-bleach

takes over. Induced absorption in ultrafast DT measurements of CNTs has been seen in

many experiments to date. Credit for these absorption signatures has been assigned mostly

to inter- [84, 97, 78] and intra-exciton transitions [46, 99, 100, 75] as well as bi-exciton for-

mation [89, 85, 94] and Hydrogen-like excited exciton states [99, 100] including exciton

ionization [67]. But in all of these experiments none of them observed the dramatic double

crossing behavior seen in the DT signal of Figure 5.1 suggesting a multistage process that

has not been fully accounted for.
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Figure 5.1: Transient photo-induced absorption. Ultrafast relaxation of CNT/PFO blend
showing short-lived photo-induced absorption and extended recovery of long-lived dark state.
Pump pulses were centered at 650 nm (1.91 eV). Probe pulses were centered at 1062 nm
(1.17eV) and fixed at ~ 43 mJ/cm2. Data has not been normalized (See text).

Background absorption We don’t have to fully understand these results to make

some reasonable assumptions about this dynamic relaxation based on previous results in

the literature. Below I will revisit these observations with quantitative models in an attempt

to confirm or refute them. Let me first rule out contributions from anything other than the

carbon nanotubes themselves. In Chapter 3 I described the general method of dispersing

carbon nanotubes in a surfactant or polymer. Once dispersed differential transmission ex-

periments could be reliably designed to focus on nanotubes of a single chirality. Despite

these methods of purification and separation the process is not perfect and linear absorp-

tion spectra will show a broad background for these samples (See Figures 3.2 & 3.4). By

pumping residual contaminants and tubes that are only indirectly probed we have to ex-

pect at least a small contribution from this junk will creep into our differential transmission

measurements. Fortunately, by comparing the first excited state kinetics of (6, 5) tubes with

fluorescence up-conversion measurements — when pumped along either the E22 or E11 res-

onances — background contributions have been determined to be negligible [89]. Thus any

dominant dynamical response seen in a DT measurement on dispersed carbon nanotubes

can be attributed to the nanotubes themselves.
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The long tail Working backwards, consider the decay at long delay times. After the

DT trace returns to positive we can see a long slow decay consistent with the stable dark

excitonic state. The long lifetime is expected since relaxation from a dark state to the

ground state is a dipole forbidden transition. Published observations put the lifetimes for

this dark state at 20 to 200 ps [76] providing a rather large sample-dependent acceptance

window for the apparent 20 – 30 ps lifetimes seen in these traces. Since the probe doesn’t

couple directly to the dipole forbidden dark state this tail is a signature of ground state

depletion impeding absorption of the probe.

The negative trough Next, consider the short-lived negative DT signal. In Table 4.2 I

showed that the E11 ! E22 transition energies for the (7, 5) and (7, 6) tubes where consistent

with the probe energy. The negative DT signal therefore suggests that for about 1 ps there

is a large enough population of bright E11 excitons that the probe can be efficiently and

dominantly absorbed through the excited state transition. It should be noted that many of

the induced absorption signatures identified in the literature can be ruled out in this case

as representing transitions with energies that differ significantly from the probe used in

this experiment. All of the intraband transitions, for example, are out in the infrared and

terahertz regions [46, 99, 100, 75] while excited state transitions to higher energy excitons,

E33 and beyond, require energies much greater than the probe [97, 78]. In this experiment,

however, the broadband probe t E22 � E11 and covers multiple possible excited state

interband transitions for the (7, 5) and (7, 6) nanotubes. The overlap allows for excited

state absorption of the probe as E11 excitons are re-excited into the E22 manifold leading

to the negative DT component in the total signal. Induced photo-absorption would then

be directly dependent on the transient population of the bright E11 excitons. As soon as a

sizable percentage of bright E11 excitons has decayed to the ground state or drained into

the dark excitonic states the contribution from induced photo-absorption can no longer

dominate — any remaining negative DT signal would be overwhelmed by the ground state
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bleaching due to the long-lived dark excitons that remain.
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Figure 5.2: Peak amplitudes versus pump power. a) Direct correlation between photo-induced
absorption strength and pump power. b) Positive (initial) peak amplitude largely invariant
with pump power.

Photo-induced absorption is further supported by the direct correlation between pump

power and absorption amplitude seen in Figure 5.2. Since ~ 80% of the E22 excitons decay

nonradiatively into the E11 state [81], and do so on a time scale shorter than the pump pulse,

the E11 excitons act as an almost immediate proxy for the photo-generated E22 excitons. As

long as the system remains below saturation the pump will almost directly drive the bright

E11 population higher facilitating the induced absorption. As a result the photo-induced

absorption (PA) amplitude should increase directly with the pump power as observed.

Bi-exciton formation An alternative interpretation of photo-induced absorption con-

siders that in the tightly confined environment of a nanotube the formation of complex

multi-particle excitations like bi-excitons is energetically favorable [176]. Estimates from

the theory show that bi-excitons would have a binding energy Exx t 0.195 eV Å/r , where r

is the tube radius in Angstroms. This would result in an absorption signature red-shifted

roughly 50 meV from the corresponding E11 resonance. Observations supporting this the-

ory have been made by one team [89] while subsequent measurements by another lab did

not see evidence for this result [94] though their pump fluences (roughly the same as in

Fig. 5.1) may have been too low to see this effect. Still more recent measurements at-

tributed their photo-induced absorption to bi-exciton formation in small bundles of nan-

otubes [85]. Since my measurements were carried out on samples that were processed in
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order to eliminate bundling it is unlikely that the rather dominant PA in my results is due

to the weak signal from optically induced bi-exciton formation. In addition, all of the mea-

sured transition energies corresponding to absorption are around the lower end of the probe

energy. Since these transitions are already at the edge of the probe band a 50 meV redshift

for bi-exciton formation would mean it was further out of resonance. Nonetheless residual

bundles within the polymer/CNT films were not ruled out and cannot be completely dis-

counted. In addition, some of the kinetics observed by Ma, et al. [89] are consistent with

the relaxation data shown in Figure 5.1 and will be discussed in more detail below.

The initial positive peak The initial peak in the data also deviates from expected be-

havior. Since the generation of E22 excitons correspondingly depletes the ground state a DT

measurement of the probe will show a corresponding increase in transmission. This ground

state depletion acts as a proxy for the E22 population. Since the initial peak occurs as the

E22 excitonic state is populated there should be at least some correlation between the popu-

lation and the pump power. What is seen instead (Figure 5.2) is a nearly constant amplitude

for the range of pump powers despite the fact that this data has not been normalized.

Competing dynamics The most likely reason behind the unexpectedly flat amplitude

of the first peak is competition between induced transmission and absorption. The initial

positive DT, attributed to populating the E22 state, is short-lived given its rapid decay.

But the rapid decay is also responsible for rapidly populating the E11 state. Consequently

the induced absorption arising from the excited state transition increases as rapidly as the

E22 state decays. The data suggest that the induced absorption grows so rapidly that it

overwhelms the induced transmission. And increasing the pump power simply increases

the strength of both competing processes — any expected increase in the positive peak

amplitude with pump power is balanced by, and then overrun by, the increase in absorption.

This competition between temporally overlapping transitions is also likely present

throughout the evolution of the induced absorption trough. As the population of E11 ex-
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citons increases, phase-space filling in the E11 transition will lead to higher transmission

of the probe. In the absence of excited state absorption then one would expect the 1 – 3 ps

range of the relaxation traces to be strictly positive. Since both the E11 transition and excited

state transition depend directly on the E11 population they must be present and contribute at

the same time. As a result the negative trough seen in Figure 5.1 must be completely mask-

ing the expected induced transmission until the E11 dark state is sufficiently populated.

5.2 Disrupted Induced Absorption

The dominant induced absorption seen in the data above (Fig. 5.1) appears as a response to

the pump power. And yet the pump can only indirectly drive the bright exciton population

that underlies the excited state absorption. A more direct measure of this transition and

the ground-to-E11 transition would be its response to variations in the probe. In Figure 5.3

several traces are shown corresponding to DT scans at a range of probe powers. The low-

est amplitude trace corresponds closely with the lowest amplitude trace in Figure 5.1. In

contrast, however, the new figure represents changes in the dynamical response of the nan-

otubes for a fixed pump power as the probe power is increased. These measurements run

counter to the traditional notion of a low power probe that only weakly interacts with the

system it measures. But the DT scans also add considerably more information about the

dynamics of CNTs than would be available if only the pump power were allowed to vary.

Loss of induced absorption signature The differences between relaxation behaviors

seen in the two data sets is striking. The only behavior that is consistent between the two

sets is the slow relaxation at long delay times. In contrast, the initial positive peak now

appears to increase with power. This is not a direct comparison, however, since it is now

tracking with the probe power instead of the pump represented in the previous data set.

Instead of measuring an expected increase in the induced absorption response, to which

the probe is assumed to couple, the increase in power appears to aggressively counteract the
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Figure 5.3: Disrupted induced absorption. Ultrafast relaxation of PFO/CNT blend showing
the induced absorption trough impeded with increasing probe power. Pump pulses were
centered at 650 nm (1.91 eV) and fixed at ~ 40 mJ/cm2. Probe pulses were centered at 1062 nm
(1.17eV). Data has not been normalized (See text).

absorption process. Given the uncharacteristically high power of the probe one possibility

is that the excited state transition is simply saturated by the probe. This in turn would allow

the weaker (and unsaturated) induced transmission component to increasingly dominate

with higher probe power. While the probe powers reach the threshold of observed satura-

tion we will see in the quantitative analysis below that this does not adequately explain the

observed relaxation behavior.

5.3 Quantifying CNT Relaxation Dynamics

General observations of the relaxation seen in Figures 5.1 & 5.3 assumed that the CNT

energy levels contributing to this behavior can be thought of as discrete and relatively dis-

persionless. Figure 2.8 illustrated this description as a ladder of excitonic states. The

assumption is based on our understanding of the optically excited states of CNTs as tightly

bound excitons. Given that the joint density of states approximates van Hove singularities

and that the optical matrix elements suppress absorption away from band minima [30] it

is reasonable to expect that these transitions have narrowly defined energies. Experimen-

tally we see that the optical properties of CNTs are indeed dominated by their excitonic
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states [89] with relatively narrow linewidths (Table E.1). All of which is to say that it is

reasonable to consider the excited states of a carbon nanotube as a discrete series of disper-

sionless energy levels.

The dynamic excitation and relaxation process should therefore be fully quantifiable

as a set of coupled differential equations representing these discrete levels. Equations 5.1

represent all of the relevant energy levels of an ensemble of CNTs from excitation of the

E22 state through return to the ground state. For completeness the equations must also

account for the non-linear exciton-exciton annihilation dynamic.

n0
22 = �r22 n22 +

1
2� n

2
11 + A12IbPb (t � ⌧) (n11 � n22)

+AG2IpPp (t) (nG � n22)

n0
11 = c21 r22 n22 � r11 n11 � � n2

11 � A12IbPb (t � ⌧) (n11 � n22)

+ AG1IbPb (t � ⌧) (nG � n11)

n0
D = + c1D r11 n11 � rD nD

n0
G = c2G r22 n22 + c1G r11 n11 + rD nD +

1
2� n

2
11 � AG1IbPb (t � ⌧) (nG � n11)

�AG2IpPp (t) (nG � n22)

(5.1)

Following the energy level cascade depicted in Figure 2.8 the nii variables represent

the populations of the Eii bright singlet excitons, nD represents the lowest energy E11 dark

singlet exciton and nG the ground state population.2 Each of the time-dependent variables,

ns = ns[t], is a relative population with ns[t] = ⌘
s

[t]/N. Here ⌘s[t] is the number of excitons

in a given state s and N = nG[t
� ! �1] is the total number of excitons that can be

generated. In this sense the exciton population is effectively normalized since
P

ns = 1.

The three E11 dark and weakly dark states (Section 2.4) have been lumped together as nD.

Since the probe can only interact with dark states through ground state depletion there is
2Note that nG represents the relative population of the ground state for the carbon nanotube and should

not be confused with the ground state of an exciton as discussed in Section 2.4.
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no way to distinguish between the different sublevels in this experiment. As a result the

total recovery rate is limited by the combined effect of relaxation through the ladder of dark

states.

Similarly the relaxation rates, rs, of each of the ns exciton populations represent the

effective relaxation rates since the excitons may follow several decay paths. To compensate

for this lack of information I have introduced branching coefficients cij to quantify the

fraction of ni excitons decaying into nj excitons. Each transition specific rate can then be

determined through the branching coefficients since rij = cijrii.

Auger-like exciton-exciton annihilation is included in the dynamical equations through

the non-linear � n2
s terms. As described earlier exciton-exciton annihilation (EEA) involves

the interaction of two excitons in the same state — in this case the E11 bright state — where

one is annihilated and its energy transfers to the other exciton. This energy is roughly

equal to the E11 ! E22 transition energy for both the (7, 5) and (7, 6) tubes so that in these

experiments the re-excited excitons repopulate the E22 state.

The driving terms Aij(!) I P (t) quantify the coupling of the field to the nanotubes

for both the pump (p) and the probe (b) pulses with absorption coefficients Aij(!), inten-

sity I and pulse envelope P (t). Unlike typical pump-probe experiments with a weakly

interacting probe the measurements in this research used probe intensities capable of sig-

nificantly changing exciton populations. As noted earlier, the probe also overlaps with

both the ground, EG ! E11, and excited state, E11 ! E22, transitions. Probe excitations

are therefore included for both cases. In both the pump and probe driving terms the in-

tensity term, I , is included separately as a known parameter. It is useful to separate the

field intensities since the variations in relaxation behavior are compared/contrasted to their

changing values. The frequency dependent absorption coefficients Aij(!) account for spec-

tral overlap of the pump or probe with the frequency dependent absorption cross-section

of each transition and its oscillator strength. The Aij(!) also take into account sample

dependent absorption parameters including, for example, nanotube density, chiral distribu-
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tion and orientation, and process history (polymer annealing, nanotube lengths, etc. See

Chapter 3). For the time delay experiments all of these factors are considered constant

so that the combined Aij(!) term is constant in turn. The corresponding pulse profiles,

P (t � ⌧) = e�
(t�⌧)2

�2 , are simple gaussian pulses centered at times ⌧ . For the pump fixed

in time (⌧ = to) the probe delay relative to the pump will be �t = ⌧ � to. The pulsewidth,

full-width at half-max (FWHM), then corresponds to its experimentally determined value

with � = FWHM/2
p
ln 2. Since the pump and probe intensities are on the threshold of

driving the system into saturation (See Section 4.3) these driving terms also include the

population differences �n = nj � ni.

In the absence of saturation, non-linear Auger-like exciton-exciton annihilation and ex-

cited state absorption this system of equations would represent a simple relaxation problem

reducible to a multi-exponential decay. The presence of these driving terms, however, is

necessary if we are going to account for the decidedly more complex behavior seen in

Figures 5.1 & 5.3.

Differential Transmission with Competing Transitions

The basic form of a differential transmission measurement described in Chapter 4 assumes

that the probe interacts with a single transition. The results from the absorption measure-

ments (Table 4.2) and use of a broadband probe, however, have dictated that Equations 5.1

account for at least two transitions interacting with the probe. Extending this observation

to calculations of the differential transmission signal in terms of the absorption coefficients

of Equations 5.1 the DT amplitude becomes

�T (t) = �C (t) {A12 [n11 (t) � n22 (t)] + AG1 [nG (t) � n11 (t)]} + T 0 (5.2)

= C (t) {A12n22 (t) + [AG1 � A12]n11 (t) � AG1nG (t)} + T 0
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Figure 5.4: Differential transmission with competing transitions. Model differential transmis-
sion traces with contributions from both induced transmission and absorption. �T decays
smoothly when the ground state transition dominates (AG1 > A12). For roughly balanced
contributions (AG1 ⇠ A12) a bend appears in �T shortly after the peak. When the excited
state transition dominates (A12 > AG1) the bend in �T evolves into a kink or deepening
trough.

where C (t) = Ib Pb (t) captures the probe intensity (Ib) and pulse envelope Pb (t), while

T 0 just consolidates all constant background terms. Due to the very rapid variation in

transmission relative to the probe pulsewidth calculations of�T have to be integrated over

the full width of the probe in order to realistically capture these changes. For the simplest

term representing the background this means the full expression should be

T 0
= AG1Ib

ˆ
Pb

�
t � t�

�
nG

�
t�
�
dt (5.3)

by assuming n11 (t
�
) = 0 and n11 ⌧ nG 8 t.

Equation 5.2 was restated on the second line to emphasize the competition that results

between the induced transmission for the EG ! E11 transition and the induced absorption

of the E11 ! E22 transition. The competition appears in the second term comparing the

two absorption coefficients AG1 and A12. Figure 5.4 demonstrates how the differential

transmission evolves under the competing influence of these transitions. There are three

possible regimes. For the case in which induced transmission dominates over induced ab-

sorption, i.e. AG1 > A12, the system will always be positive and relax monotonically.

The multi-exponential decay in this case will simply reflect the individual lifetimes of the

energy levels. If the contributions are balanced with AG1 ⇠ A12 — effectively ignoring

the n11 contribution — the combined effect will still lead to monotonic relaxation in the

DT signal. In this case, however, the contribution from induced absorption can already be

seen for AG1 & A12 with the emergence of a kink very early in the relaxation. The early
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appearance of this kink is consistent with a rapid increase in the n11 population facilitating

excited state absorption. Finally, if A12 > AG1 an increasing n11 population will substan-

tially alter the measured transmission since the induced absorption can briefly dominate the

DT signal.

Also note that the induced absorption is independent of the background and ground

state depletion contributions. The combination of background and ground state terms (the

third and last terms of Equation 5.2) is always positive following

T 0 � C (t)AG1nG (t) = AG1Ib

ˆ
Pb (t � ⌧)

⇥
nG

�
t�
�

� nG (t � ⌧)
⇤
dt (5.4)

and (nG (t�) � nG (t � ⌧)) > 0, 8 t.

Rate Equation Mismatch with Data

Figure 5.5 shows the optimized fits of the discrete relaxation model (Equations 5.1 & 5.2)

to two DT scans. Both were taken in the middle of the pump (left) and probe (right)

energy ranges and test the model’s ability to reproduce the most representative behaviors

observed. For the lower energy (fixed) probe and higher pump power — the typical regime

for a pump-probe measurement — the model can reproduce the experimental results fairly

accurately. For the reverse case, however, the model as described fails to account for the

narrow trough occurring ~ 150 fs after the initial peak. Note that if the probe had been

restricted to the low power regime this failure of the rate equations to fully account for the

nanotube dynamics would have been missed.

Two-Chiral Extension

Comparison of the DT scans across multiple pump and probe powers (see Fig.s 5.1 & 5.3)

suggests that the kink originates from the same dynamics that produce the deep troughs at

high pump powers. For this to be true increasing the probe power should correspond to

an increase in the induced absorption. Instead the trough appears to get washed out by an
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Figure 5.5: Single-chiral fit with mismatch. Optimized fits of rate equation model to differen-
tial transmission data. (Left) Model accurately reproduces deep trough that appears as pump
energy densities increase. (Right) Model cannot reproduce the kink that remains at higher
probe energy densities.
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Figure 5.6: Two-chiral transitions. Multiple transitions interact with the pump and probe for
(7, 5) and (7, 6) nanotubes.

increasing positive DT component that is apparently not accounted for by the relaxation

model. This strongly suggests that there is an additional transition that can couple to the

probe and that its contribution to the DT signal increases more rapidly with probe power

than the contributions from the other transitions.

One likely source of this missing transition was strongly suggested in Figure 4.3 and

Table 4.2 where both the (7, 5) and (7, 6) nanotubes are seen to be efficiently excited by

the pump. Measured and calculated transition energies recorded in Table 4.2 also indicate

that both nanotube species have transitions that overlap with the probe. The close relation-

ship between the transition energies and the pump and probe are shown schematically in
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Figure 5.6. Given the approximate transition energies of Table 4.2 it is likely that both the

(7, 5) and (7, 6) nanotubes contributed to the measured differential transmission.

If the two nanotube species are assumed to be independent (as would have to be the case

if the nanotube/polymer film has few or no bundles) the rate equation model can be directly

extended by including a separate, identical system of equations for a second chirality. The

transmission is then a function of the total contribution from both species independently.

That is, the differential transmission now takes the extended form

�T (t) = �CA (t) {A12n22,A (t) + [AG1 � A12]n11,A (t) � AG1nG,A (t)}

� CB (t) {B12n22,B (t) + [BG1 � B12]n11,B (t) � BG1nG,B (t)} + T 0 (5.5)

Two-Chiral Model and Data

Early attempts to fit the data used the full two-chiral model assuming that both species con-

tributed significantly to the induced absorption as well as the induced transmission (Equa-

tion 5.5). The results, however, were noisy and inconsistent as parameter values oscillated

between the two species indicating an overdetermined system. This attempt also ignored

the results seen in the left panel of Figure 5.5 showing that assuming a single chirality

adequately described the induced absorption driven by the pump. The data fits shown in

Figure 5.7 have therefore been calculated without the second induced absorption term, i.e.,

for B12 = 0. In this configuration one chiral species can reproduce the behavior seen in

Figure 5.4 with both transmission and absorption terms while the second chiral species

accounts for the induced transmission that washes out the absorption signature with rising

probe power.

Figure 5.7 shows the combined differential transmission fits (red traces) for both the

(7, 5) and (7, 6) nanotubes against the raw data (blue dots) for the same two data sets shown

in Figure 5.5. The green trace represents the DT contribution from the nanotube species
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Figure 5.7: Two-chiral fit. Optimized fits for the rate equation model assuming two nanotube
species with the differential transmission accounting for both. (Blue) Differential transmis-
sion data. (Green) Both ground and excited state transitions couple to probe. (Orange) Only
ground state transition couples to probe. (Red) Total DT contribution from both chiralities.

exhibiting both induced transmission and absorption. The orange trace represents the con-

tribution from the second nanotube species that only contributes induced transmission to

the DT signal. Unlike the single chiral assumption (Eq. 5.2) seen to fail in Figure 5.5 the

two fits shown in Figure 5.7 now reproduce the general relaxation behavior including the

more distinctive cases in the data. Of particular note is that the rate equation model can ac-

count for the rapid changes in behavior a few hundred femtoseconds after the initial peak.

For both data sets the deep trough seen in the high pump regime and the remnant kink of

the washed out trough of the higher probe regime can be fit.

At early times the green and orange traces demonstrate the impact of the underlying

competition between the induced absorption and transmission. In the first picosecond the

induced absorption completely negates the net transmission of the combined DT signal. At

later times the green trace shows a very weak positive DT suggesting only weak coupling

to the first transition.

The fit is not ideal. In both cases, as well as the fits to all the other data sets not

shown, the total optimized DT calculation exhibits an overshoot around one picosecond

after the trough or kink. It is unlikely that the overshoot can be attributed to the minimal

inclusion of saturation terms in Equation 5.5 since the behavior occurs after excited state

absorption has mostly ceased. Rather, the deviation takes place at time scales where the

dominant populations are shifting from primarily bright n11 excitons to dark nD excitons.
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It is also dominated by the contribution from the second chiral species that couples only

to the ground state transition. This may suggest that there is a bottleneck in the transition

to dark excitons that has not been accounted for by the rate equations. Such a bottleneck

supports the underlying idea of a stable population of n11 excitons available for excited

state absorption. On the other hand we would expect to see this balanced by an increase in

exciton-exciton annihilation — not seen in the data or the literature — and a corresponding

increase in the lifetime of the bright E11 excitons. The later is seen in the data but is not

consistent with the literature.

The distinction between the two contributing nanotube chiralities is irrelevant to the

fitting process. But we can make some reasonable assumptions based on the transitions

listed in Table 4.2. Given that the probe was 1.17 eV with a linewidth of ~ 24 meV it should

be expected to interact differently with the (7, 5) and (7, 6) nanotubes. For the (7, 6) tubes

the probe should overlap efficiently with the excited state transition and only very weakly

with the EG ! E11 transition. This is consistent with the deep trough of the green trace

representing case A of Equation 5.5 with nearly zero contribution at later times. In contrast,

for the (7, 5) tubes the probe should overlap efficiently with the EG ! E11 transition and

weakly with the E11 ! E22 transition consistent with the dominant induced transmission of

the orange trace approximating case B with B12 = 0.

Coefficient Values from Optimized Fits

Table 5.1 shows the coefficient values determined by optimizing the fit of Equa-

tions 5.1 & 5.5 to the data. All of the parameters showed some variation from data set

to data set, as expected, given experimental fluctuations between the data sets themselves.

Most had standard deviations below 20% across all data sets. Of these the ⌧11,A lifetime,

the dark state lifetimes, the exciton-exciton annihilation rates and the c21,B branching co-

efficient from the E22,B state into the E11,B state are all consistent with the literature (See

Appendix F for previously observed lifetimes).
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Table 5.1: Rate equation fitting parameters. Optimized fitting parameters for the discrete rate
equation model with two chiral species. Case B represents a second, independent nanotube
species that only couples to the probe through the ground state transition. All parameters
given in mean values except for c21,A and ⌧11,B where ranges have been included for increas-
ing pump (pp) and probe (pb) power in the data sets.

Case A Case B

EG ! E11 & E11 ! E22 EG ! E11

Lifetimes (1/rii )

⌧22,A 34 (fs) ⌧22,B 22 (fs)

⌧11,A 175 (fs) ⌧11,B
119pp(fs) /

154-1041pb(fs)

⌧D,A 30 (ps) ⌧D,B 24 (ps)

Exciton-Exciton Annihilation Rates �
�
ps�1

�

�A 0.12 �B 0.19

Coupling Coefficients Aij & Bij
�
W�1

�

AG2 25 BG2 94

AG1 0.67 BG1 2.3

A12 50 B12 ~ 0

Branching Coefficients cij (%)

c21,A 37-73pp / 40-18pb c21,B 83

c1D,A 23 c1D,B 50

The coupling coefficients, on the other hand, are simply too sample and experiment

dependent to compare with other results. Similarly the c1D branching coefficients depend

critically on the presence of defects, traps and perturbations in the local dielectric which

can significantly alter the evolution of bright E11 excitons (See section 4.3) and therefore

the effective values of the branching coefficients. The ⌧22 lifetimes, while consistent with

observations in the literature [77], are shorter than generally reported (also listed in Ap-

pendix F). Since they are well below the resolution of the pump-probe experiment they are
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Figure 5.8: E11,B lifetime variation. Increasing probe power results in increasing E11,B exci-
ton lifetime.

accepted as is or, alternatively, assumed to be free parameters necessary for solving the

complete model.

branching coefficients depend critically on the presence of defects, traps and perturba-

tions in the local dielectric which can significantly alter the evolution of bright E11 excitons

(See section 4.3) and therefore the effective values of the branching coefficients.

Limitations of the Rate Equation Model

Despite the beautiful fits in Figure 5.7 the rate equation model presented has two troubling

failures. Of the other fitting parameters the ⌧11,B lifetime and the c21,A branching coeffi-

cient showed substantial variation: In addition to being uncharacteristically small [80, 81]

the branching coefficient values diverged, increasing 50% as the pump power increased

while decreasing 50% as the probe power increased; The variation in the ⌧11,B lifetime was

restricted to the increasing probe power results and was much worse as it increased by al-

most 700% over the range of the probe power (See Figure 5.8). Significantly, and unlike

the results for the other parameters, the average values of these parameters determined for

the pump variation and probe variation data sets separately were also not statistically close.

We can imagine that the large variation of the c21,A branching coefficient with pulse

power is an indication of an increased phonon population preferentially driving the E22

state to the E11 state at the expense of radiative decay to the ground state. The phonon
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population will certainly increase with the pump power since nonradiative relaxation from

the E22 to the E11 state must generate phonons. An increase in phonon population due

to relaxation, however, would have to be much different in the case of increasing probe

power. Here, since the phonon population is still generated by relaxation from the E22

state, it would also be a function of both the excited state absorption and exciton-exciton

annihilation repopulating the E22 state. These indirect driving mechanisms would result in a

smaller phonon distribution and as a result any variation in the branching coefficient would

be expected to be smaller. In this scenario the increased contribution from phonons would

be expected to contribute to an increase in the value of the c21,A branching coefficient.

The observation that the coefficient values instead diverge with increasing pump and probe

powers, however, essentially refutes this hypothesis.

Variation in the ⌧11,B lifetime appears to be unprecedented. Manzoni, et al., did find

slowing ⌧22 lifetimes for higher excitation densities [78], but this is in contrast to many

observations by Ma, et al., [173] and Valkunas, et al., [162] among others who observed

faster decays driven by EEA. Manzoni attributed the change in relaxation rate to a phonon

bottleneck where a large phonon population could quench the phonon emission rate from

the E22 relaxation. A similar argument could be made here for the E11,B lifetime increasing

due to a phonon blockade. But the change in lifetime only occurs in the probe power

variation case where an increase in phonon population should be less dramatic than the

pump power variation case. This also rules out a possible contribution from saturation as

this would also have to be driven by the pump.

The changes in value for two ostensibly constant parameters point to a failure in the rate

equation model as conceived. One likely scenario could be a missing piece to the puzzle.

Perhaps the rate equations do not account for all of the relevant dynamical changes seen in

the electronic states of the nanotubes. But this contradicts the fact that the rate equations

representing the two-chiral system were built from our current understanding of the relax-

ation cascade that takes place in a single chiral species. The restriction to low probe power
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in earlier research, however, means that we may have arrived at the conclusion that the rate

equation model captures everything, when in fact it does not. If the model captures all of

the relevant physics, then the entire range of pump and probe powers — even atypically

high probe powers — could be fit with the same set of parameters. Instead, excellent fits

to the dynamics are found but only if the parameters are allowed to vary with intensity.

The rate equation models based on the literature must therefore carry limitations as they

fail to include key processes in the carrier dynamics and exciton interactions. As a result,

we are left to conclude that this interpretation is simply not adequate for understanding the

dynamics of a two-chiral system when a strong probe interacts with the system.
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Figure 5.9: Rebound amplitude versus pump power. Log scale shows that the rebound ampli-
tude varies with the square root of the pump power. The rebound amplitude acts as a proxy
for the total E22 population (Section 4.3).

5.4 Coherent Dynamics in a Two-Chiral System

One possible explanation for the rate equation failure is hinted at in the results of Figure 5.3.

The washout of the absorption signature when an increase would be expected suggests

instead that the behavior should be interpreted in terms of Rabi oscillations. If the pump and

probe are interacting coherently with the nanotubes, we might expect the total population

to follow the field. And, in fact, in Figure 5.9 the data has been re-plotted (originally

Figure 4.9) on a Log-Log scale. The result indicates that total population follows the field

amplitude (square root of the intensity) rather than the intensity itself. While a similar
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result was observed by Ma, et al., [89] for peak fluorescence values3 their results cannot

be directly compared to the amplitudes in Figure 5.9 measured at later times when EEA no

longer dominates. We are left with the likely scenario that coherent interaction between the

nanotubes and the fields may be contributing to the overall dynamics of the system. And

there are other indications of coherent interaction. Both Rabi frequencies and pulse areas

also strongly suggest that the data represents nanotube dynamics in a coherent regime.

Rabi frequencies Estimates of the Rabi frequencies, ⌦ =

µ·E/}, can be made from the

interband optical matrix elements. Following the approach by Malic and Knorr [30] the

Rabi frequency for a specific transition can be expressed within the A · p Hamiltonian as

⌦

vc
z (k, t) = i

eo
mo

M vc
z (k) · A (t) (5.6)

by assuming the incident light is polarized in the axial (z) direction of the nanotube. The

M vc
z (k) in the expression represent the general interband optical matrix elements and can

be derived as

M vc
z (k) =

Mo

2

p
N |e (k)|

[(n1 � n2) cos 3 � (2n1 + n2) cos 1 + (n1 + 2n2) cos 2]

(5.7)

for a CNT with chiral indices (n1, n2). The other indices signify that the transition is

between the valence (v) and conduction (c) bands. In this expression N is the number

of hexagons per unit cell (Eq. 2.2) and e (k) =

3P
j=1

ei
~k·~b

j where the bj are the connecting

vectors between a given atom and its three nearest neighbors. The factor Mo represents the

expectation value coming from the momentum operator so that by setting any bj = bêx

we get Mo = h� (r0
) |@x0 |� (r0

+ bex0
)i where the � (r0

) are 2pz orbital functions. Based

on calculations by Malic and Knorr, and including a Coulomb correction to account for
3Ma, et al., modeled relaxation kinetics for early delay times finding evidence of the significant contribu-

tion the exciton-exciton annihilation process can have on exciton relaxation dynamics [89].
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exciton binding, the factor has been approximated as Mo
⇠
=

�3.5 nm�1.

The cosine functions,  i , encode much of the dependence of the matrix elements on the

quasi-angular (m) and transverse (kz) components of the electron momentum and are de-

fined by4

 1 = ⇡m2n1+n2
N

� an2
q
kz

 2 = ⇡mn1+2n2
N

+ an1
q
kz

 3 = ⇡mn1�n2
N

� an1+n2
q

kz

(5.8)

where the wave vectors k = (m, kz) are described in terms of these discrete and continuous

components respectively. Here a = |~a| is the translational period — the natural length of
�!
T

for a nanotube’s unit cell (See Fig. 2.2) — and q is the number of hexagons in a nanotube

unit cell with the ratio a/q reducing to a/q = (

1/2) ao
p

3/N .

Calculated Rabi frequencies for the pump are in the range 0.07 – 0.12 fs-1 while for the

probe they are in the range 0.05 – 0.11 fs-1. For both cases this puts ⌦�1  20 fs while

Fleming, et al., observed dephasing in nanotubes to be much larger at 205 fs [159].

Pulse areas Based on the Rabi frequency calculations the pulse areas

✓ =

ˆ
⌦ (t) dt (5.9)

assuming integration over the full Gaussian pulse envelopes of these experiments. Fig-

ure 5.10 shows the growth of the pulse areas with fluence for both the pump and probe.

Pulse areas are found to range from ~ ⇡/2 to ⇡ for the 80 fs pump resonant with the E22

transition and ⇡ to 2⇡ for the 120 fs probe resonant with the E11 transition. In this range

the pulse areas are a strong indication that the rapid shifts in behavior may be due to pulses

inverting populations or driving them into superpositions of states, i.e. coherences.
4These  i differ slightly from Malic and Knorr based on a recalculation.
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Figure 5.10: Pump and probe pulse areas. Both the pump (left) and probe (right) pulse areas,
✓, approximate p-pulses in the range of fluences seen in the data.

Density Matrix Description of Nanotube Dynamics

The general idea behind the following coherent representation of the collective carbon nan-

otube dynamics is that they can be defined in terms of the discrete energy levels described

in Equations 5.1 while accounting for the pump and probe fields interacting resonantly with

the primary transitions. See Figure 5.11 for an illustrative description.

All of the transition rates and energies are taken from the measurements and fitting

parameters described in the previous sections. The values specifically include results from

the rate equation fits so that calculated results can be compared with the data as directly as

possible.

Using the standard approach to including dissipation in a coherent light-matter inter-

action model [177] we begin with the general form of the system Hamiltonian with field

interaction given by

H = Ho +Hint (5.10)

where Hint is

Hint = �~d · ~E (t) = �E (t)
X

mn

dmn |mi hn| (5.11)
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E22,B

E11,B

G

E22,con

ED

Figure 5.11: Coherent interaction with discrete level system. Textured arrows represent pump
(blue) and probe (green) fields with curved arrows indicating coherent coupling between
ground and exciton states. Dashed arrows (blue and green) depict radiative decay. Solid
black arrows correspond to non-radiative decay.

and represents the first order dipole interaction of the light and nanotubes. The equation of

motion can then be extended to account for dissipation channels including relaxation and

dephasing by including the Lindblad equation resulting in the expression

@⇢

@t
= � i

} [H, ⇢] +
X

s

✓
As⇢A

†
s � 1

2

A†
sAs⇢� 1

2

⇢A†
sAs

◆
(5.12)

where the As represent system operators given by

A =

X

nm

p
�mn |mi hn| (5.13)

The operators account for each of the s dissipation channels including, in particular, relax-

ation and dephasing.

In the three sets of equations that follow the notation is that of M. Florian who generated

the code used to test this dynamical interpretation [178]. Here !p and !b are the frequencies

of the pump (p) and probe (b) respectively. Also note that the indices correspond to the

exciton states, that is

|Gi ⌘ |0i, |11, Di ⌘ |1i, |11, Bi ⌘ |2i, |22, Bi ⌘ |3i, and |22, Di ⌘ |4i

For clarity the various components of equation 5.12 are described separately in terms of
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the contributions from the population, polarization and dissipation dynamics.

The population dynamics are described by the diagonal matrix elements through the

equations

⇢̇00|pop = ⌦

p
30 (t) Im

�
⇢03ei(!30�!

p

)t
 
+ ⌦

b
20 (t) Im

�
⇢02ei(!20�!

b

)t
 

⇢̇11|pop = 0

⇢̇22|pop = ⌦

b
42 (t) Im

�
⇢24ei(!42�!

b

)t
 

� ⌦b
20 (t) Im

�
⇢02ei(!20�!

b

)t
 

⇢̇33|pop = �⌦p
30 (t) Im

�
⇢03ei(!30�!

p

)t
 

⇢̇44|pop = �⌦b
42 (t) Im

�
⇢24ei(!42�!

b

)t
 

(5.14)

The polarizations are described by the off-diagonal matrix elements through the rela-

tions

⇢̇02 =

i
2⌦

b
02 (t) [⇢22 � ⇢00] e�i(!20�!

b

)t
+

i
2⌦

p
03 (t) ⇢32e

�i(!30�!
p

)t � i
2⌦

b
42 (t) ⇢04e

i(!42�!
b

)t

⇢̇03 =

i
2⌦

b
02 (t) ⇢23e

�i(!20�!
b

)t
+

i
2⌦

p
03 (t) [⇢33 � ⇢00]e�i(!30�!

p

)t

⇢̇04 =

i
2⌦

b
02 (t) ⇢24e

�i(!20�!
b

)t
+

i
2⌦

p
03 (t) ⇢34e

�i(!30�!
p

)t � i
2⌦

b
24 (t) ⇢02e

�i(!42�!
b

)t

⇢̇23 =

i
2⌦

b
20 (t) ⇢03e

i(!20�!
b

)t
+

i
2⌦

b
24 (t) ⇢43e

�i(!42�!
b

)t � i
2⌦

p
03 (t) ⇢20e

�i(!30�!
p

)t

⇢̇24 =

i
2⌦

b
20 (t) ⇢04e

i(!20�!
b

)t
+

i
2⌦

b
24 (t) [⇢44 � ⇢22]e�i(!42�!

b

)t

⇢̇34 =

i
2⌦

p
30 (t) ⇢04e

i(!30�!
p

)t � i
2⌦

b
24 (t) ⇢32e

�i(!42�!
b

)t

(5.15)

where the notation ⇢̇ij|pol is assumed for ⇢̇ij for lack of a wide enough margin.

The contributions from dissipation, meanwhile, enter the density matrix calculations

through the Lindblad terms as follows with the �⇤ij terms representing pure dephasing and

the �ij denoting the relaxation rates.
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⇢̇00|d = �30⇢33 + �20⇢22 + �10⇢11

⇢̇11|d = �21⇢22 � �10⇢11

⇢̇22|d = �42⇢44 + �32⇢33 � (�21 + �20) ⇢22

⇢̇33|d = � (�32 + �30) ⇢33

⇢̇44|d = ��42⇢44

⇢̇02|d = �1
2 (�21 + �20 + �⇤02) ⇢02

⇢̇03|d = �1
2 (�32 + �30 + �⇤03) ⇢03

⇢̇04|d = �1
2�42⇢04

⇢̇23|d = �1
2 (�32 + �30 + �21 + �20) ⇢23

⇢̇24|d = �1
2 (�42 + �21 + �20 + 2�⇤24) ⇢24

⇢̇34|d = �1
2 (�42 + �32 + �30) ⇢34

(5.16)

Populations by coherent model

By solving the equation of motion with strong field interactions, while accounting for the

appropriate dissipation channels, predictions can now be made for the evolution of the nan-

otube system in a coherent regime representative of the experimental measurements. In

particular, predictions of the exciton populations that underlie the measured DT signals

can be distilled from these results. Unlike the incoherent rate equation model, however, the

evolution of the populations now include their dependence on the polarizations and the like-

lihood of Rabi oscillations — contributions that were entirely neglected in the incoherent

rate equation model.

The right-hand panel of Figure 5.12 depicts the exciton populations given by the co-

herent interaction model. For comparison these results are graphed next to the exciton

populations found from the optimized data fits of Section 5.3. Despite differences in the

notation and ranges the evolution of the E22, E11,B and E11,D state populations show globally

identical behavior. Significantly, however, the density matrix approach now also accounts

for polarizations (overlapping traces of |PG�11,B| and |P11,B�22,D|) in the system which
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contribute to the system dynamics for several hundred femtoseconds.
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Figure 5.12: Evolution of exciton populations. Left) Population breakout from rate equa-
tion fit to data (pump-probe delay in picoseconds). Right) Population breakout from density
matrix calculations for ⌦pump = 40/fs and ⌦probe = 5/fs at 100 fs pump-probe delay. Over-
lapping polarizations are also included. Coherent population data provided by Jahnke, et al.,
[179].

Differential absorption responses

The differential absorption (DA) can also be distilled from the solutions to Equation 5.12

through the microscopic polarization. Since the polarization is defined in terms of the sus-

ceptibility by P = "o�E [177], and the absorption is a function of the imaginary part of the

susceptibility, ↵ (!, t) = (

!2/c2k)�00
(!, t), the differential absorption follows. Figure 5.13

presents two aspects of the differential absorption calculations (take note that the DA has

the opposite sign from the DT data discussed earlier in this chapter). The left-hand panel

shows a progression of DA spectra for fixed pump (⌦30 = 0.004/fs) and increasing pump-

probe delay where both positive (absorption) and negative (transmission) regions can be

seen in the spectra. The decay in amplitude with time is a direct consequence of including

the dissipation channels in the coherent model and consistent with the data. The panel on

the right demonstrates the power dependence at zero delay of both the transmission and

absorption regions consistent with the expected connection between population and field

strength.
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Figure 5.13: Differential absorption versus power and delay. Absorption for (left) various
delays and (right) pump powers (⌦30 Rabi frequencies) in the coherent regime. [178]

Polarization effects

The impact of including polarization transfer in the coherent dynamical system can be seen

in Figure 5.14. This graph demonstrates the change in lineshape when polarization is, and

is not, present. The blue trace represents the case where all off-diagonal terms are set to

zero except for the transitions (⇢02 and ⇢03) driven by the optical fields. The result shows

that there is a direct correspondence between the polarizations and the emergence of a

positive DA signal.

Figure 5.14: Polarization transfer. Blocking polarization transfer turns off the induced ab-
sorption. [178]
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Power dependence for coherent interaction

The previous analyses considered absorption from the point of view of the susceptibility

only. Florian and Jahnke [180] extended the model to include propagation through the

sample so that calculations of the differential transmission could be more directly compared

to the data. By assuming the sample is thin compared to an optical wavelength, propagation

can then be accounted for by solving Maxwell’s equation at the sample plane

EQW (t) = Eo (t) � µoc

2

@

@t
P (t) (5.17)

where Eo (t) represents the superposition of the pump and probe fields and the response

of the carbon nanotubes is included through the macroscopic polarization P (t). In this

case the polarization is determined from the discrete density matrix calculations so that the

complete model is a coupled set of Maxwell-Bloch equations.

The results from the propagation calculations can be seen in Figure 5.15. The left-hand

graph covers the lower range of probe powers as the Rabi frequency, ⌦20, increases from

0.2/fs to 0.3/fs. A kink in the calculated DT signal is clearly seen in the higher amplitude

traces. Florian and Jahnke determined that the kink can be traced to polarization transfer

between the pump and probe fields. The coherent aspect of these results is also revealed

as the probe approaches a p/2-pulse and the amplitude diminishes with the system being

driven into a superposition of states (black traces). Further increases in the probe power

then cause the sign of the differential transmission to flip as the system is driven back

towards a population state. As with the results in Figure 5.14 the polarizations play a key

role in the DT behavior. If the polarization terms are turned off (not shown) the kinks

disappear.

The emergence of a deep trough in the DT signal indicates that the absorption in this

model is also power dependent as observed in the data. The fact that it appears as a function

of the probe power instead of the pump, however, differs from the earlier assumption of ex-
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Figure 5.15: DT signal amplitude cycles with power. Signal progresses from transmission to
absorption with increasing probe powers. Trend in left-hand graph continues into right-hand
graph. Pump was fixed for ⌦30 = 0.08/fs. [181]

cited state absorption applied in the incoherent rate equation model. Instead, the power

dependent trough amplitude supports the idea that the absorption behavior is more likely

a result of the probe pulse cycling the nanotubes through population and superposition

states. If I have described this in rather general terms it is because nanotubes are not simple

two level atoms as in many Bloch sphere examples and the initially prepared state from the

pump as well as the detuning are not precisely known. Despite this, the discrete density ma-

trix approach shows that the general behavior and power dependence of the kink/absorption

trough can be reproduced with an appropriate combination of pulse powers.

Pump-probe non-linearity

The black curve in the left panel of Figure 5.15 recreates behavior seen in the DT signal

of the data but differs significantly in its origin. Where the kink seen in the original data

corresponds to higher probe powers, in results of the coherent model it is the black curve

that represents the highest pump and probe powers. This is not entirely surprising in a

coherent interaction picture given the dramatic changes in behavior possible going from

p/2 to p pulse areas. That is, in this coherent regime the results should be expected to be

sensitive to small changes in pulse power. The apparent contradiction, therefore, is more

likely an expression of this sensitivity.

Because the black traces correspond to the low pump and probe behavior of the data
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an attempt was made to test the population and polarization responses to increases in the

pump power rather than the probe. The results are graphed in Figure 5.16 for two slightly

different probe powers ⌦20 = 0.3/fs, same as the black cure, and a slightly higher probe

power giving ⌦20 = 0.31/fs.

Instead of observing an increase in the absorption predicted by the behavior of the data

the trough shifts in time and a new trough emerges. Florian attributes this to the pump

and probe simultaneously driving the nanotubes through Rabi oscillations [182]. In this

scenario the pump and probe compete as the E22 and E11,B states are linked through the

non-radiative decay path and Rabi oscillation depend in a non-linear way on the fields.

While the pump and probe powers in this test case are too high to compare with the

data the new results and those summarized in Figure 5.15 provide testable predictions of

the nanotube system behavior if the pulse powers were increased. They also underscore the

sensitivity of the results to small variations in the probe power.
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Figure 5.16: Oscillations in DT signal. Onset of pump-probe non-linearity with increasing
pump power (Left & Right). Small increase in high probe power drives additional dip not yet
observed in data (Right). [182]

5.5 Summary

The relaxation behavior of any system can deviate spectacularly from its expected behav-

ior: If the material is driven into saturation, if the material being measured differs from
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its expected structure, if we do not or cannot fully account for all of its energy levels, if

there are additional mechanisms that can perturb typical relaxation steps . . . , we may see

unexpected structure in the relaxation behavior.

In the case of the PFO/carbon nanotube films the deviations were surprising and signif-

icant. Instead of the expected monotonic relaxation behavior the differential transmission

showed rapid sign changes in the data including a deep trough suggesting strong absorp-

tion.

Attempts to interpret this data followed two strategies. First, the data was analyzed in

terms of a discrete set of rate equations representing all the known dynamical processes

of the electronic states of CNTs. The model successfully fit the wide variation in ultrafast

relaxation behaviors (Figures 5.1 & 5.3). Results indicated that two chiral species were

likely present in the DT data and that there was significant competition between contri-

butions of both photo-induced absorption and transmission. And most of the results were

consistent with our current understanding of carbon nanotube dynamics. Despite this suc-

cess, two fitting parameters could only be described in a range of values indicating that the

rate equations do not constitute a complete model for the system dynamics.

The second strategy was to consider that the measured CNT dynamics exhibit coherent

interaction between the nanotubes and the fields. A discrete density matrix approach based

on results from the rate equation model reproduces the rapid oscillations in the DT signal

and attributes this behavior to polarization transfer.

At higher pump and probe powers the coherent model predicts behaviors that have not

yet been observed in the laboratory. One calculation predicts that, once initialized by the

pump, increasing the probe power puts the nanotubes into a superposition of states and that

further increases in the probe power will drive the nanotubes back into a population dis-

tribution that facilitates efficient absorption. A second calculation indicates that for select

high pump and probe powers an additional oscillation in the DT signal will be observed due

to non-linear competition as both the pump and probe drive Rabi flopping in their respec-
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tive transitions. Both predictions should be testable and will lead to a better understanding

of the dynamics of carbon nanotubes.
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CHAPTER 6

Summary & Conclusions

The development of organic solar cells and electronics in general is a very active area of

research with the ease of solution based manufacturing and reduced material costs as driv-

ing motivations [183, 184]. Organic solar cell prototypes, however, have struggled to reach

efficiencies beyond a few percent [16]. Fortunately, improvements in efficiency have been

achieved in part with hybrid organic/inorganic designs that overcome the limited diffusion

lengths and spectral ranges found for the tightly bound excitons expressed by these photo-

active polymers. Inclusion of Buckyballs (C60), semiconducting nano-crystals and/or car-

bon nanotubes in a hybrid solar cell, however, complicates the evolution of charge carriers

as they relax, dissociate and/or diffuse through multiple materials from initial excitation to

harvested photocurrent.

Understanding this evolution has been the primary goal of this research. Quite a few

publications have addressed the relaxation dynamics of individual carbon nanotubes at this

point but in order to optimize the design of a hybrid organic/inorganic solar cell we would

like to know the contributions to the harvested photocurrent from each component. Losses

can arise from rapid exciton decay, inefficient diffusion and trapping, and heterojunctions

that cannot efficiently facilitate exciton dissociation to name just a few. Identifying and

overcoming these losses could lead to significant improvements in efficiency.

The first step in this project has been to establish a measurement system that is consis-

tent with our current understanding of carbon nanotube dynamics after optical excitation.
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The primary goal was to ensure that these measurements can be extended to the multi-chiral

polymer/nanotube blends that account for the broadband absorption in the solar cell design.

The measurement system is based on a general understanding of the optical properties of

carbon nanotubes and ultrafast pump-probe experiments to date.

• The optical properties of carbon nanotubes are dominated by excitonic states.

• Tightly bound excitons in CNTs can be described in terms of a ladder of discrete en-

ergy levels with the contributing degenerate singlet excitons splitting into four sub-

levels: One optically allowed bright state and three dipole forbidden states lower in

energy.

• Non-degenerate pump–probe measurements can isolate the dynamics of single chiral

species in a broad distribution of carbon nanotubes by populating the second exci-

tonic state (E22) and observing the evolution of the lower energy first excitonic state

(E11) as the targeted nanotubes relax.

• The excited state dynamics of CNTs can primarily be described with a rate equation

model representing a simple cascade down a ladder of discrete energy levels. A

complete description of excited state dynamics, however, must include excited state

absorption and exciton-exciton annihilation.

Of course, all the best laid plans of mice and scientists can go awry in even the simplest

of experiments.1 Non-degenerate, or two-color, pump-probe measurements can, in gen-

eral, isolate the relaxation dynamics of individual nanotube species. Unfortunately, the

unique (E22, E11) exciton pairs that are easily identified in photoluminescence excitation

measurements are not as easily isolated when broadband ultrafast pulses target multi-chiral

nanotube distributions. Many studies (see Section 4.2) have addressed this problem by

measuring highly purified samples of (6, 5) nanotubes. Since the multi-chiral nature of our
1With apologies to Robert Burns and, of course, the “wee, sleekit, cow’rin, tim’rous beastie” [185].
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samples is an important aspect of their design a different strategy was pursued. By probing

the sample with atypically strong pulses, sensitive to both excited state populations and

transitions, a multi-chiral picture of the nanotube dynamics was obtained.

Curiously the relaxation observed when these nanotube distributions were measured

also shows unexpected deviations in behavior. Fitting the relaxation traces to discrete

level rate equations reveals successes and failures. On the one hand the analysis, paired

with knowledge of the relevant nanotube resonances, successfully distinguishes the con-

tributions from different nanotube species and closely reproduces the experimental results.

More importantly, most of the free parameters fit to values consistent with known lifetimes

and branching coefficients. Surprisingly, the analysis also uncovers limitations to the rate

equation treatment of CNTs. In a narrow range around 1.5 ps after excitation, for example,

the data fits can only approximately reproduce the relaxation. In another example, two

parameters (a branching coefficient and a lifetime) show remarkable variation when both

would be expected to remain constant. Thus, attempting to fit a discrete level rate equa-

tion to nanotube relaxation in a strong probe regime reveals weaknesses in the model not

previously seen in the literature.

An alternative picture of the relaxation behavior with its striking, short lived induced

photoabsorption emerges when we consider the behavior on the ~ 100 fs time scale of the

pump and probe pulses while the dephasing time has been observed to be as long as 205 fs

[159]. Indirect measurements of the pump generated population following the field strength

support a coherent interaction picture and approximations showing that the pump and probe

pulse areas are on the order of p-pulses lend further support to the idea. In order to test this

hypothesis a density matrix model of the nanotube system is proposed. The equation of

motion is extended beyond the idealized system and interaction Hamiltonians to include

the previously noted dephasing as well as the relaxation observations of this research so

that computational results can then be compared with the data.

The coherent interpretation, like the rate equation model, finds some success and some
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limitations in describing the nanotube dynamics. For a passive probe the general population

dynamics, stemming largely from the rate equation results are consistent with the data.

This includes the observation that a stronger pump corresponds to a small oscillation in

the differential transmission spectrum — much like the kink in the data — which can be

attributed to polarization transfer between the E11 and E22 states.

Not surprisingly, increasing the probe power contributes more questions than answers.

While an initial increase in power corresponds to an increase in DT signal amplitudes the

small kink, attributed here to polarization transfer, does not vary or bleach out as in the

data. Then, by further increasing the probe power the excitation profile first shrinks down

to one very reminiscent of the data then evolves into deep absorption troughs much like

those seen for high pump powers. In a coherent regime this should indicate that the system

is evolving from population states to superpositions and back. But it is notable that this

progression is not entirely consistent with the data which follows this pattern as a function

of the pump not the probe. One possible explanation for this inconsistent behavior is seen in

the sensitivity of the model to small changes in the probe. For calculations of higher probe

powers additional oscillations emerged alerting us to the underlying influence of transient

grating effects. In the end, a coherent interpretation can reproduce nanotube relaxation

dynamics but only over selected ranges of parameters.

Assessing an opto-electronic device with a heterogenous distribution of carbon nan-

otubes has unearthed challenges in identifying contributions from individual nanotube

species that can be addressed in several ways that are largely successful but that ultimately

do not lead to a complete picture of the underlying dynamics.

• Dispersed, multi-chiral nanotube ensembles contain spectrally congested neighbor-

hoods that can be a challenge for ultrafast relaxation measurements. Broadband

pulses can overlap multiple resonances resulting in the simultaneous observation of

dynamics from various nanotube species.

• Incorporating a strong probe into a non-degenerate pump-probe experiment can un-
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lock information about system dynamics that a traditional passive probe cannot ac-

cess. In particular, for multi-chiral nanotube distributions a strong probe tuned to an

excited state transition can help distinguish between the contributions from various

nanotube species with similar excitation profiles.

• Discrete level rate equations based on our current understanding of nanotube dynam-

ics cannot fully account for the relaxation behavior.

• A discrete matrix model that addresses coherent interaction with the pump and probe

fields and is based on the observed nanotube relaxation dynamics is also unable to

fully reproduce the measured behavior.

• Inclusion of a strong probe in the density matrix approach revealed that polarization

transfer is a significant contributor to oscillations in the DT signal. Sensitivity to

small changes in probe power also revealed the onset of non-linear (transient grating)

effects.

Ultimately we would still like to establish a detailed understanding of all the contributions

to the extracted photocurrent from a prototype solar cell. However, since the discrete level

rate equation model was based on our current understanding of nanotube dynamics its in-

ability to account for all aspects of the relaxation behavior suggests that we do not yet fully

understand the physics involved. Analyzing the results in terms of a discrete density matrix

confirmed that the coherent interaction picture should not be ignored. But it also confirms

that both models are inadequate and a more complete microscopic theory is needed before

we can fully understand the results from ultrafast measurements of a multi-chiral nanotube

device.
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APPENDIX A

Nanotube Classes and Families

Origin of the Modulo 3 Classification

The curious (2n+m)mod3 classification of different nanotube chiralities observed in Chap-

ter 2 comes out of the quantization constraint imposed by the finite circumference of each

tube. This quantization condition ~k · ~Ch = 2⇡j, j 2 Z, on the circumferential vector

~Ch = n ~a1 +m ~a2 can be expanded in terms of the lattice vectors to put a constraint on the

variables kx and ky. Recall that the lattice vectors (fig. 2.2) are described by

~a1 =
aC�C

2

⇣
3,

p
3

⌘
and ~a2 =

aC�C

2

⇣
3,�

p
3

⌘
(A.1)

where aC�C = 1.42Å [6, 32] is defined as the nearest neighbor separation between carbon

atoms in the graphene lattice. Substituting these vectors into the quantization condition we

get the relation

~k · ~Ch =

3aC�C

2

(n+m) kx +

p
3aC�C

2

(n � m) ky = 2⇡j (A.2)

Now note that at the zero bandgap “Dirac points” K and K ˛ the energy described by the

graphene dispersion relation vanishes. In terms of the Brillouin zone shown in Figure 2.3

four of these Dirac points are of the form
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K = (kx, ky) = ±
✓

2⇡

3aC�C

,
2⇡

3

p
3aC�C

◆
and K 0

= ±
✓

2⇡

3aC�C

,
�2⇡

3

p
3aC�C

◆

(A.3)

Substituting the values of kx and ky from any of these four K and K ˛ points into the

quantization constraint (Eq. A.2) and simplifying we get

2n+m

3

= j (A.4)

Since j 2 Z this result imposes the rule that for a nanotube with chirality (n,m), if

2n+m is integer divisible by 3 then the bands will cross the Dirac point and it is therefore

metallic. Conversely if 2n + m is not integer divisible by 3 then the bands will not cross

the Dirac point and the nanotube must be semiconducting.

The relationship between (n � m)mod3 and (2n +m)mod3

Another classification, the (n�m)mod3 classification, is occasionally used in the literature.

This classification and the (2n +m)mod3 classification are not independent. They should

be thought of as alternatives although (2n +m)mod3 appears to be (I’ve never counted) a

much more common classification in the literature.

In the derivation of the classification equation (Eq. A.4) only four of the Dirac points

found in the 2D Brillouin zone of graphene were considered. The other two high symmetry

K points are located at

K 00
= ±

✓
0,

4⇡

3

p
3aC�C

◆
(A.5)

The double prime is just to distinguish these points from the previously discussed Dirac

points. For graphene each Dirac point can be reproduced through a simple combination of

⇡/3 rotations. For carbon nanotubes, however, the transformation from K or K ˛ to K ˛˛ is not
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strictly equivalent to moving between K and K ˛. The other two high symmetry points I’m

calling K ˛˛, however, still constitute Dirac points at which the graphene bandgap vanishes

and can be treated as a linear combination of the K and K ˛ points. Because of this they have

a similar effect on the zone folding criteria seen above.

Substituting the values of kx and ky from K ˛˛ into equation A.2 as before yields

n � m

3

= j (A.6)

where j 2 Z as before. The resulting equation is nearly the same as Equation A.4 and

similarly divides the nanotubes into metallic and semiconducting classes.

Rewriting Equations A.4 and A.6 in terms of the cyclic nature of division by 3 we

get the criteria (2n + m)mod3 and (n � m)mod3 respectively. Both criteria distinguish

between metallic, when either = 0, and semiconducting nanotubes, when either = ±1.

The answers for the semiconducting tubes differ in sign but represent the same properties.

To see the connection between (n � m)mod3 and (2n + m)mod3 for the chiral indices n

and m the relationship has to be described in terms of the modulo 3 algebra. Briefly, for

p, p0 2 {0, 1,�1}, we know

(2n+m)mod3 = p (A.7)

Similarly

(2m+ n)mod3 = p0 (A.8)

Adding them we see

p+ p0 = (2n+m)mod3 + (2m+ n)mod3 = (3n+ 3m)mod3 = 0 (A.9)

so that p0 = �p. Meanwhile, let (n � m)mod3 = q. Now the relation between the two
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agreement is excellent, except for the E22 exciton in the !7,0"
SWNT. This discrepancy can be understood: For the small-
diameter !7,0" tube, the E22 exciton size becomes extremely
small !!=5.3 Å" and therefore the envelope-function ap-
proximation is not expected to be valid in this regime. Notice
also that our model correctly captures the family oscillations
in the binding energy.

Figure 2 shows the binding energy of the E11 bright exci-
ton as a function of diameter for 38 SWNTs covering the full
range of chiralities. The !2n+m" family indices are indicated
in the figure. One clearly sees the well-known family pattern
reminiscent of the so-called Kataura plots for optical transi-
tion energies.23 As expected, binding energies decrease with
increasing tube diameter. Chirality effects are also strong,
contributing to about 20% spread in the binding energies for
the range of diameters considered. It is clear that excitons in
!2n+m" mod 3=1 !MOD1" tubes have generally larger bind-
ing energies than in !2n+m" mod 3=2 !MOD2" tubes.

Figure 3 shows the exciton sizes as a function of diameter.
Again, as expected, exciton sizes increase with diameter and
they show the opposite MOD1-MOD2 trends as compared to
binding energies. Notice that even for tubes as small as
0.5 nm in diameter the E11 exciton sizes are already several
times larger than the carbon-carbon bond, thus further justi-
fying the use of the envelope-function approximation.

Analytical expressions for diameter and chirality depen-
dences, although sometimes lacking a deeper physical justi-
fication, can be extremely useful for a quick evaluation of a
variety of nanotube properties. We succeeded in finding
simple yet very accurate analytical approximations for both
binding energies and sizes:

Eb =
1
d
#A +

B

d
+ C" + D"2$ ,

! = d!E + F" + G"2" , !7"

where d is the tube diameter in nanometers and "
= !−1"# cos 3$ /d captures the chirality dependence.24 The

best fits are given by A=0.6724 eV nm, B=−4.910
%10−2 eV nm2, C=4.577%10−2 eV nm2, D=−8.325
%10−3 eV nm3, E=1.769, F=−2.490%10−1 nm, and G
=9.130%10−2 nm2. These analytical fits are plotted as solid
lines in Figs. 2 and 3, together with the numerical results.
The agreement is nearly perfect.

Our theory also allows for an estimation of chirality and
diameter dependences of exciton splittings among exciton
states of the ground-state complex of the same Eii. These
splittings are fundamental to understanding a variety of op-
tical properties of carbon nanotubes, such as the quantum
efficiency for light emission and the exciton radiative
lifetime.13,14 We find that the lowest-energy exciton for all
SWNTs is the singly degenerate dark state, due to its vanish-
ing exchange energy.13 Defining the exciton splittings from
the lowest-energy exciton to the bright exciton and to the
doubly degenerate dark exciton as &1 and &2, we find the
following dependence on diameter and chirality:

&i =
1
d2 !Ai + Bi" + Cid"2" , !8"

with A1=18.425 meV nm2, B1=12.481 meV nm3, C1
=−0.715 meV nm3, A2=32.332 meV nm2, B2=7.465
meV nm3, and C2=−2.576 meV nm3. So, in disagreement
with Perebeinos et al.,14 we find the leading dependence of
bright-dark splittings to be 1/d2. This is precisely the depen-
dence of the exchange energy %Kx& on diameter.

It is instructive to explain on physical grounds the leading
dependences on diameter of the exciton sizes, binding ener-
gies, and bright-dark splittings. The exciton sizes ! scale as
d because the 1D Coulomb potential is smoothed out or
regularized over the scale of the tube diameter d and this sets
the length scale of the bound state !recall that in a pure 1D
system with no lateral size, the Coulomb potential gives a
&-function ground state with infinite binding energy". The
binding energies vary as 1/d because ! scales as d and Cou-
lomb interactions vary as inverse distance.7 The scaling of

FIG. 2. Binding energies for the lowest-energy bright excitons
in 38 SWNTs with varying diameter and chirality. The dots are our
model results and the lines represent the analytical fit using Eq. !7".
The labels indicate the !2n+m" families.

FIG. 3. Sizes of the bright lowest-energy excitons for 38
SWNTs with varying diameter and chirality. The dots are our model
results and the lines represent the analytical fit using Eq. !7". The
labels indicate the !2n+m" families.
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Figure A.1: Kataura plots. Capaz, et al., demonstrates consistent properties of nanotube
families [153]. Connected points belong to the same family where 2n+m = constant. Left)
Binding energies, Eb (eV), of lowest-energy bright excitons as a function of tube diameter.
Right) Exciton sizes, sv (nm), of the same bright excitons versus diameter.

forms can be found from

p � p0 = (2n+m)mod3 � (2m+ n)mod3 = (n � m)mod3 = q (A.10)

In other words 2p = q. In terms of the modulo 3 algebra (where 2 ⌘ �1) the mapping

(2n+m)mod3 ! (n�m)mod3 maps {0, 1,�1} ! {0,�1, 1}. The semiconducting classes

are simply switched.

Families and Kataura Plots

In addition to the metallic versus semiconducting classification several patterns can be ob-

served across multiple nanotube chiralities. CNTs for which 2n + m = constant, for

example, have comparable diameters with varying chiral angles while nanotubes for which

n � m = constant follow the opposite pattern with families of chiral angles but differ-

ent diameters [41]. Similar patterns can be found for binding energies and exciton sizes

[153]. These patterns can be easily seen in what have become known as Kataura plots after

Kataura, et al., demonstrated the appearance of these patterns in 1999 [186]. Representa-

tive Kataura plots for binding energies and exciton sizes from calculations by Capaz, et al.,
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can be see in Figure A.1.

Just as the families described above exhibit patterns, the two semiconducting nanotube

classes also follow predictable patterns. Much of the distinction between parameters from

one class or the other can be qualitatively attributed to the trigonal warping of the graphene

dispersion relation near a Dirac point. This trigonal warping effect is discussed in Ap-

pendix B.
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APPENDIX B

Ratio Test

Free-carrier assumptions for modeling excited states in carbon nanotubes predicted that the

ratio of second to first excited state E22/E11 would converge to 2 for large diameters [31].

Experimental results did not agree, however, with O’Connell, et al. finding E22/E11 ⇠ 1.7

[10], Bachilo, et al. finding E22/E11 ⇠ 1.85 [42] and Weisman, et al., depicted in Figure B.1,

finding E22/E11 ⇠ 1.8 [40].

Figure B.1: The "Ratio Problem." The measured ratio of the first two excited states, E22 and
E11 as a function of nanotube diameter. In this data set the ratio converges to 1.80 [40].

The discrepancy between the predicted ratio and what has been observed is a direct re-

sult of assuming that the electronic structure of a carbon nanotube (CNT) can be described

within a free-carrier model. With this assumption the transition energies can be entirely

determined by the energy dispersion relation derived for CNTs as extensions of graphene

(Eq.s 2.3 & 2.5). The free-carrier bands derived in this way (see Fig. 2.4) show that the
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lowest energy excitations are described by the two bands in closest proximity to one of the

Dirac points. Since these bands were determined by the zone-folding criteria they are sep-

arated within the graphene Brillouin zone by 2⇡/k ~C
h

k =

2/d
t

where dt is the tube diameter.

The closest band will lie at one-third of this band-to-band separation from the K point [31].

The second band will then have to be at two-thirds the separation from the K point. For

larger diameter nanotubes this band-to-band separation will be very small bringing the first

two bands in very close to the Dirac point where the approximation of the Dirac cone is

most accurate. Since the Dirac cone is linear in energy we can reasonably estimate that the

second excited state should be twice the first, i.e., E22/E11 ⇠ 2. Comparing the expectation

that E22/E11 ⇠ 2 to the reality of Figure B.1 there are two notable discrepancies. First, for

smaller diameter nanotubes there is a notable scatter. And second is that the ratio converges

to 1.8 for larger diameters and not to the idealized value 2.

Trigonal Warping

If one stays within the single-electron framework of the tight binding model for graphene

one can still explain the scatter for smaller diameter nanotubes as a result of trigonal warp-

ing. The term trigonal warping [31] refers to the transformation of the graphene bandstruc-

ture from conical — close to a K point — to triangular for crystal momenta further away.

For large diameter nanotubes with dispersion relations that cut close to a K point the ratios

will be roughly the same and close to the convergent value. For smaller and smaller tube

diameters, however, the resulting increase in band-to-band separation moves the bands fur-

ther away from the Dirac point where the CNT bands cut across more complex contours of

the graphene dispersion relation. Figure B.2 (a) shows how the bands of the (6, 1) nanotubes

— for which (2n+m)mod3 = 1 — cut through regions of the graphene dispersion where

contours are more triangular than circular. Similarly, Figure B.2 (b) shows the closest bands

of the (6, 2) nanotubes — for which (2n+m)mod3 = 2 — cutting across contours but
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Figure B.2: Effect of trigonal warping on CNT class and bandstructure. a) ⇡? branches
nearest K point for (6, 1) nanotubes. b) ⇡? branches nearest K point for (6, 2) nanotubes. c)
First two branches for both (6, 1), (solid) with (2n+m)mod3 = 1, with (6, 2), (dashed)
and (2n+m)mod3 = 2, nanotubes showing opposite trends at their minima due to trigonal
warping. Graphs inspired by similar calculations shown in Fig. 4 of Jorio, et al., [187].

with the opposite offset to the one seen for (6, 1) tubes. The switched offset results in slices

cutting across contours of a different nature despite having roughly the same diameters.

In Figure B.2 (c) the CNT bands cutting across the ⇡? (upper) surface are compared. The

solid lines representing the (6, 1) nanotubes show that the branch corresponding to the E22

exciton is lower in energy than for the (6, 2) tubes at their minima. The opposite is true

for the E11 branches. As a result the E22/E11 ratios depicted in Figure B.1 deviate higher

and lower (for the (6, 2) and (6, 1) nanotubes respectively) than the convergent value seen

for larger diameters. And this is true in general for the (2n+m)mod3 = 2 class nan-

otubes verses the (2n+m)mod3 = 1 class tubes resulting in the increasing scatter as the

nanotube diameters get smaller.

Binding Energies

The convergence of the E22/E11 ratio to a value other than 2 cannot be explained in terms of

the free-particle model. As noted above, the expectation that the ratio should be 2 is based

simply on the assumption of ⇡–to–⇡? excitations within a Dirac cone. Nothing in this

model accounts for the strong Coulomb interactions between charge carriers in the tightly

confined geometry of a carbon nanotube. In Chapter 2 I discussed the fact that in order to
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properly model the electronic properties of CNTs a many-body formalism is needed that

includes the formation of bound excitons. One of the observations that comes from this

more comprehensive model is that the binding energies for the E22 excitons are (almost

entirely) larger than for the E11 excitons [30]. As a result the free particle transitions �11

and �22 are disproportionately reduced and the ratios, E22/E11, of the exciton transition

energies must be < 2.
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APPENDIX C

Irreducible Representations and Exciton

Wavevectors

The following table, graphs and discussion, unless otherwise noted, are taken entirely from

publications by Barros, et al., to provide a fuller explanation of the exciton degeneracy

discussion and graph presented in the main text (See Fig. 2.7). The complete set of sym-

metry relations and graphs are presented for comparison of the chiral nanotube case with

those of the achiral (both armchair and zig-zag) nanotube results not discussed [188, 68].

The symmetries presented here apply to the one- and two-photon transitions that generate

Eii excitons in CNTs. The interested reader is strongly encouraged to consult the compre-

hensive discussion of all the symmetry-related properties in the original Physics Letters

paper [188].

Table C.1 compares the irreducible representations of the Line Group (LG) and the

Group of the Wave Vector (GWV) for carbon nanotubes as described by Barros. The

irreducible representations were arrived at by evaluating the direct product of the individual

components — the conduction (c) and valence (v) states and the envelope function (F⌫) of

the exciton — under the effective mass approximation (EMA). For the E11 state of a chiral

nanotube, for example, they assume that the Coulomb interaction mixes the inequivalent

free-electron and -hole states and that the exciton is represented by the ⌫ = 0 envelope

function to get
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D( EMA
) = D('c) ⌦ D('v) ⌦ D(F⌫)

= [Eµ̃ (ko) + E�µ̃ (�ko)] ⌦ [E�µ̃ (�ko) + Eµ̃ (�ko)] ⌦ A1 (0)

= A1 (0) + A2 (0) + Eµ̃0
(k0

) + E�µ̃0
(�k0

)

The quasi-angular momentum (µ̃0
= 2µ̃) and linear momentum (k0

= 2ko) refer to the

exciton momenta and may differ in value if they fall outside the first Brillouin zone.

Table C.1: Irreducible representations for carbon nanotube symmetry. (Reproduction of TA-
BLE 1 and caption from Barros, et al.): Irreducible representations (D) relevant to the exciton
problem for chiral and achiral nanotubes. GWV and LG stand for “group of the wave vector”
and “line group” notation, respectively. The dimension (d) of each representation is shown on
the right (sic) for both GWV and LG formalisms. The last column describes the wave vector
(k), quasi-angular momentum (µ̃) and parity quantum numbers (II). For chiral tubes, the rel-
evant parity is related to the C2 operation (IIC2), whereas for achiral tubes the parity II is also
related to �h, �⌫ reflections and inversion i. The GWV notation chooses the parity under i as
a quantum number and the LG notation chooses the parity under �h as a quantum number,
thus making the translation between the two notations somewhat cumbersome. A zero parity
quantum number means that the representation does not have a well defined parity [68].

cients Avc, it is necessary to solve a Bethe-Salpeter
equation,2,3,13 which incorporates many-body effects and de-
scribes the coupling between electrons and holes. The many-
body Hamiltonian is invariant under the symmetry opera-
tions of the nanotube and therefore each excitonic eigenstate
will belong to an irreducible representation of the space
group of the nanotube. In general the electron-hole interac-
tion will mix states with all wave vectors and all bands, but
for moderately small-diameter nanotubes !dt!1.5 nm", the
energy separation between singularities in the single-particle
1D JDOS !joint density of states" is fairly large and it is
reasonable to consider, as a first approximation, that only the
electronic bands contributing to a given 1D singularity will
mix to form the excitonic states.3 This is the ideal situation to
employ the usual effective-mass and envelope-function ap-
proximations !EMA",14

"EMA!r!e,r!h" = #
v,c

!Bvc#c!r!e"#v
*!r!h"F$!ze − zh" . !2"

The prime in the summation indicates that only those states
associated with the 1D JDOS singularity are included and the
coefficients Bvc are dictated by symmetry. It is important to
emphasize that the approximate wave functions "EMA have
the same symmetries as the full wave functions ". The use of
such “hydrogenic” envelope functions serves merely as a

physically grounded guess for the ordering in which the dif-
ferent exciton states appear. The envelope function F$!ze
−zh" provides an ad hoc localization of the exciton in the
relative coordinate ze−zh along the axis and $ labels the lev-
els in the 1D hydrogen series.15 The envelope functions will
be either even !$=0,2 ,4 , . . . , " or odd !$=1,3 ,5 , . . . , " upon
z!−z operations. The irreducible representation of the exci-
tonic state D!"EMA" is given by the direct product

D!"EMA" = D!#c" ! D!#v" ! D!F$" , !3"

where D!#c", D!#v", and D!F$" are the irreducible represen-
tations of the conduction state, valence state, and envelope
function, respectively.14 We now apply Eq. !3" to study the
symmetry of excitons in chiral and achiral !zigzag and arm-
chair" carbon nanotubes. Let us first consider the first optical
transition !E11" in the most general case, the chiral tubes.

Chiral. As shown in Fig. 1!a", there are two inequivalent
electronic bands in chiral tubes, one with the band edge at
k=k0 and the other one at k=−k0. In order to evaluate the
symmetry of the excitonic states, it is necessary to consider
that the Coulomb interaction will mix the two inequivalent
states in the conduction band !electrons" with the two in-
equivalent states in the valence band !holes". These electron
and hole states at the vHSs transform as the 1D
representations16 E%̃!k0" and E−%̃!−k0" of the CN point
group,9 where we have considered that conduction and va-
lence band extrema occur at the same k=k0. Taking this into
consideration, the symmetries of the exciton states with the
$=0 envelope function, which transform as the A1!0" repre-
sentation, can be obtained using the direct product in Eq. !3",

$E%̃!k0" + E−%̃!− k0"% ! $E−%̃!− k0" + E%̃!k0"% ! A1!0"

= A1!0" + A2!0" + E%̃!!k!" + E−%̃!!− k!" , !4"

where k! and %̃! are the exciton linear momenta and quasian-
gular momenta, respectively. Note that we considered the
quantum numbers for hole states to be opposite in sign from
those of electron states. Therefore, group theory shows that
the lowest energy set of excitons is composed of four exciton
bands, shown schematically in Fig. 1!d". Basically, the mix-
ing of two electrons and two holes generates four exciton
states. The mixing of electron and hole states with opposite
quantum number k !ke= ±k0, kh= &k0" will give rise to ex-
citonic states which transform as the A1 and A2 representa-
tions of the DN point group. These representations corre-
spond, respectively, to states even and odd under the C2
rotation. These excitons will have a band minimum at the
' point. The excitonic states formed from electrons and
holes with ke=kh= ±k0 will transform as the E%̃!!k!" and
E−%̃!!−k!" 1D irreducible representations of the CN point
group, with an angular quantum number %̃!=2%̃. These ex-
citon states will have a band edge at k!=2k0 if 2k0 is within
the first Brillouin zone !1BZ". If 2k0 crosses the boundary of
the first Brillouin zone or 2%̃ is larger than N /2, the values of
k! and %̃! have to be translated back into the first Brillouin
zone.9,17 It should be mentioned that the values of %̃ and k0
will be different for each nanotube and also for each Eii
transition.

TABLE I. Irreducible representations !D" relevant to the exciton
problem for chiral and achiral nanotubes. GWV and LG stand for
“group of the wave vector” and “line group” notations, respectively.
The dimension !d" of each representation is shown on the right for
both GWV and LG formalisms. The last column describes the wave
vector !k", quasiangular momentum !%̃" and parity quantum num-
bers !(". For chiral tubes, the relevant parity is related to the C2
operation !(C2", whereas for achiral tubes the parity ( is also re-
lated to )h ,)v reflections and inversion i. The GWV notation
chooses the parity under i as a quantum number and the LG nota-
tion chooses the parity under )h as a quantum number, thus making
the translation between the two notations somewhat cumbersome. A
zero parity quantum number means that the representation does not
have a well defined parity.

GWV LG

Chiral D d D d !k , %̃ ,(C2"
A1!0" 1 0A0

+ 1 !0,0 , +1"
A2!0" 1 0A0

− 1 !0,0 ,−1"
$E%̃!k"+E−%̃!−k"% 1 kE%̃ 2 !±k , ± %̃ ,0"

Achiral D d D d !k , %̃ ,()v ,()h ,(i ,(C2"
A1u!0" 1 0B0

− 1 !0,0 ,−1,−1,−1, +1"
A2u!0" 1 0A0

− 1 !0,0 , +1 ,−1,−1,−1"
A1g!0" 1 0A0

+ 1 !0,0 , +1 , +1, +1, +1"
A2g!0" 1 0B0

+ 1 !0,0 ,−1, +1, +1,−1"
E&%̃&u!0" 2

0E&%̃&
()h 2 !0, %̃ ,0 , !−1"%̃+1 ,−1,0"

E&%̃&g!0" 2
0E&%̃&

()h 2 !0, %̃ ,0 , !−1"%̃ , +1 ,0"

$B!!k"+B!!−k"% 1 kEn
A 2 !±k ,n , +1 ,0 ,0 ,0"

$B"!k"+B"!−k"% 1 kEn
B 2 !±k ,n ,−1,0 ,0 ,0"

$E&%̃&!k"+E&%̃&!−k"% 2 kG%̃ 4 !±k , %̃ ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0"
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The free-carrier and excitonic states are depicted qualitatively in Figure C.1, also from

Barros, et al. For both chiral and achiral nanotubes it shows the component free-electron

and -hole dispersions nearest the Dirac points and the resulting exciton dispersions by the
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irreducible representations determined above [68]. The two-electron and two-hole states

with the opposite quantum numbers transform as the A1 and A2 irreducible representations

and those with the same quantum numbers transform as the Eµ̃0 and E�µ̃0 representations.

Since the interaction between the electric field of the light parallel to the nanotube axis

and the electric dipole of the carbon nanotube transforms as the A2 representation only the

exciton with the corresponding symmetry will be optically active [188]. The result is a

single bright exciton with three energetically similar dark excitons. And, while this was

the calculation for the first excited state only, the large energy separation between excited

states leads to negligible mixing between states and an equivalent exciton distribution at

each level.

Let us now consider higher-energy exciton states !"0 for
the same vHSs in JDOS !the so-called E11" in chiral tubes.
For ! even, the resulting decomposition is the same as for
!=0, since the envelope function also has A1 symmetry. For
odd values of !, the envelope function will transform as A2,
but that will also leave the decomposition in Eq. !4" un-
changed. The result is still the same if one now considers
higher-energy exciton states derived from higher singulari-
ties in the JDOS !E22 or E33 transitions". Therefore, Eq. (4)
describes the symmetries of all exciton states in chiral nano-
tubes associated with Eii transitions.

To obtain the selection rules for the optical absorption of
the excitonic states, it is necessary to consider that the
ground state of the nanotube transforms as a totally symmet-
ric representation !A1" and that only K=0 excitons can be
created due to linear momentum conservation. For light po-
larized parallel to the nanotube axis, the interaction between
the electric field and the electric dipole moment in the nano-
tube transforms as the A2 representation for chiral
nanotubes.9 Therefore, from the four excitons obtained for
each envelope function !, only the A2 symmetry excitons are
optically active for parallel polarized light, the remaining
three being dark states. It is clear that the experimental Ka-
taura plot18,19 can be interpreted as the plot of the energy of
the bright exciton state with !=0 as a function of tube diam-
eter. For two-photon excitation experiments, the excitons

with A1 symmetry are accessed !A2 ! A2=A1", and thus, there
will also be one bright exciton for each ! envelope function.
This result indicates that group theory does not predict the
selection rules used in Ref. 6. Thus, the explanation of the
results obtained in two-photon excitation experiments does
not rely on symmetry selection rules and should be related to
oscillator strength arguments.7 For instance, the bright exci-
ton associated to odd ! states in chiral tubes can be under-
stood as a product between an even Bloch function and an
odd envelope function.7 Therefore, although being formally
bright, we expect a very low oscillation strength for these
excitons, since an odd envelope function should give a very
low probability of finding an electron and a hole at the same
position available for recombination.

Zigzag. For zigzag nanotubes, the vHSs for the electronic
bands associated with all Eii transitions occur at k0=0, and
thus, the symmetry of the electron !hole" states will form the
direct product for ! even,

E#̃g!0" ! E#̃u!0" ! A1g!0" = A1u!0" + A2u!0" + E#̃!u!0" , !5"

and for ! odd,

E#̃g!0" ! E#̃u!0" ! A2u!0" = A2g!0" + A1g!0" + E#̃!g!0" . !6"

The corresponding band structure for !=0 !lowest exciton
states" is shown in Fig. 1!e". It is interesting to note that, in

FIG. 1. !Color online" Diagrams for the electronic bands and symmetries for !a" chiral !n ,m", !b" zigzag !n ,0", and !c" armchair !n ,n"
nanotubes and for their respective excitonic bands !d", !e", and !f". The electron hole and exciton states at the band edges are indicated by
a solid circle and labeled according to their irreducible representation. Different line types and colors in this figure are related to bands with
different symmetries. Thick !black" solid lines correspond to the E#̃! representation, the blue !thin" solid lines correspond to A1 excitons
while the cyan !thin" dashed lines correspond to the A2 excitonic states. In the case of achiral nanotubes, we also have inversion and mirror
plane symmetries. For a better visualization, the bands with different parities under the inversion and mirror planes were grouped together
and appear with the same line color and pattern. In the case of armchair nanotubes, the bands that transform as the B! and B" representations
are shown using a red dot-dash pattern. The electronic and excitonic band structures shown here are only pictorial. Group theory does not
order the values for the eigenenergies and energy dispersions.
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Figure C.1: Electronic and excitonic bands. (Figure and caption from Barros, et al.) Di-
agrams for the electronic bands and symmetries for (a) chiral (n,m), (b) zigzag (n, 0), and
(c) armchair (n,n) nanotubes and for their respective excitonic bands (d), (e), and (f). The
electron, hole and exciton states at the band edges are indicated by a solid circle and labeled
according to their irreducible representation. Different line types and colors in this figure
are related to bands with different symmetries. Thick (black solid) lines correspond to the
Eµ̃0 representation, the blue (thin solid) lines correspond to A1 excitons while the cyan (thin
dashed) lines correspond the A2 excitonic states. In the case of achiral nanotubes, we also
have inversion and mirror plane symmetries. For a better visualization, the bands with differ-
ent parities under the inversion and mirror planes were grouped together and appear with the
same line color and pattern. In the case of armchair nanotubes, the bands that transform as
the B0 and B00 representations are shown using a red dot-dash pattern. The electronic and ex-
citonic band structures shown here are only pictorial. Group theory does not order the values
for the eigenenergies and energy dispersions [68].
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It should be noted that the confident placement of the A2 exciton above the A1 exciton

and below the others cannot actually be determined by group theory. The relative energies

must be determined by experiment or calculation.

One interesting result of this study is a contradiction of earlier research based on exciton

parity. In an important study by Wang, et al., one- and two-photon absorption was used to

access different excited states of the lowest energy E11 exciton. These authors argued that

selection rules for one- and two-photon absorption were such that they could effectively

select states in the Rydberg ladder of the excited states of the E11 exciton [45]. While their

results are consistent with the other studies confirming exciton formation their assumptions

of selection rules are contradicted by those of Barros just discussed. Using their analy-

sis both excitation schemes lead to the same symmetry. Barros therefore concludes that

oscillator strengths must be considered to gain a full picture of the available excitations.
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APPENDIX D

Carbon Nanotube Film Preparation

A suspension of carbon nanotubes (raw grade HiPCO, Unidym [102]) was made with a

loading of 1 mg/ml carbon nanotubes in 2 wt% sodium dodecyl sulfate/deionized water

solution. Nanotube bundles were dispersed using a 400 W probe sonicator for 30 min at

25% amplitude. The suspension was then centrifuged at 280,000 g for 1 hr and the super-

nate collected to select material with primarily singly dispersed CNTs. 10 ml of the su-

pernate was filtered through anodic alumina filters (Whatman Anodisc 0.02 mm pore size)

to make a film of CNTs which was then rinsed to remove residual surfactant. The film

was re-dispersed in 10 ml of 10 mg/ml poly[9,9-dioctylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl] (PFO, Ameri-

can Dye Source) dissolved in chlorobenzene using the probe sonicator at 10% amplitude

for 30 min. The suspension was then centrifuged for 6 hours at 14000 g to remove remain-

ing bundles and particulates and the supernate collected. The film was formed on quartz

substrates using multiple passes of a film casting knife (e.g. a “doctor-blade”) resulting in

a thickness of ~ 45 nm1 as described previously [16].

1The samples that were specifically prepared for the experiments discussed in this dissertation were actu-
ally ~ 100 nm.
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APPENDIX E

Optical Resonances Distilled from the

Absorption Profile

Table E.1 summarizes the results of fitting the shoulder of the full absorption spectrum

(Inset, Fig. 4.1) to the individual absorption spectra of 25 carbon nanotubes. Figure 4.2

showing the individual absorption lines — as well as the total combined absorption spec-

trum and original data — is reproduced here for comparison. All absorption lines are

assumed to be Gaussian in profile (see Ch. 4).
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Figure E.1: Nanotube absorption lines. Many individual nanotube absorption lines combine
to make up the substructure of the complex absorption spectrum determined in Section 4.1.
Deconstructing the substructure yields resonant energies and linewidths. (Same as Figure 4.2)

As discussed in Chapter 4 the specific nanotubes represented in the fitting algorithm

were chosen because of evidence for their presence (PLE data, Section 4.1), their likely

presence as seen in the literature and their likely presence due to any misfit by the algorithm
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without them. The last criterion is really a failure of the second in which only the most

likely chiralities were chosen for the fit. In fact, even the least likely chiralities may be

present but at populations too small to detect in an ensemble measurement. The least likely

chiralities were neglected primarily for the sake of computation speed but also because the

algorithm cannot distinguish between likely and unlikely nanotubes leading to improbable

results. An indication of missing chiralities can be seen in the individual lines at the limits

of the absorption spectrum. Table E.1 lists some amazing and improbable line widths for

the nanotubes at the range limits — see, for example, the (6, 2)’s. This could only be

improved upon with information on the additional presence of specific nanotubes (i.e. with

photoluminescence excitation (PLE) or resonance Raman spectroscopy).

Nano-material bandgaps in general must be sensitive to the surrounding dielectric en-

vironment due to both their molecular scale and their characteristically high surface-to-

volume ratio. For CNTs one also has to take into account the possibility of local variation

in the dielectric over any extended nanotube. Local variation of this sort is particularly

likely in organic materials and different results from sample to sample are to be expected.

Even for experiments where attempts were made to isolate nanotubes from the environ-

ment, bandgap energies have shown tube-to-tube variation in their blue shifts relative to

ensemble measurements of surfactant coated nanotubes [58]. As a result the values listed

in Table E.1 have to be considered the best available for my sample — there is no realistic

way to verify these results with a different sample.

More comprehensive assignments of nanotube resonances have been made by Bachilo,

et al., [42, 104], Fantini, et al., [189], and Weisman, et al., [40] for various samples. These

tabulated results are convenient for validating results but only after accounting for the di-

electric environment dependent spectral shifts that will occur between samples.
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Table E.1: Transition energies and linewidth estimates. Nanotube distribution fit to the
PFO/CNT-blend absorption shoulder. Chiralities listed by increasing diameter (not shown) to
be consistent with the literature.

Chirality E11 Resonances E22 Resonances Ratio

(n,m) lc E11 (eV) DE11 (meV) lc E22 (eV) DE22 (meV) E22/E11

(5, 3) 740 1.68 53 528 2.35 160 1.40

(6, 2) 923 1.34 39 449 2.76 322 2.05

(7, 2) 836 1.48 62 625 1.98 72 1.34

(6, 4) 895 1.38 43 589 2.10 82 1.52

(7, 3) 1019 1.22 35 499 2.48 296 2.04

(6, 5) 993 1.25 35 574 2.16 77 1.73

(8, 3) 971 1.28 34 678 1.83 59 1.43

(10, 0) 1182 1.05 23 548 2.26 97 2.16

(9, 2) 1162 1.07 22 562 2.21 80 2.07

(7, 5) 1046 1.18 34 650 1.91 63 1.61

(8, 4) 1123 1.10 26 604 2.05 67 1.86

(10, 2) 1073 1.16 31 766 1.62 50 1.40

(7, 6) 1142 1.09 22 662 1.87 61 1.72

(9, 4) 1099 1.13 30 740 1.68 38 1.49

(11, 1) 1306 0.95 33 617 2.01 66 2.12

(10, 3) 1257 0.99 18 637 1.95 64 1.97

(8, 6) 1206 1.03 30 730 1.70 50 1.65

(9, 5) 1236 1.00 24 687 1.80 54 1.80

(8, 7) 1295 0.96 34 749 1.65 45 1.73

(13, 0) 1413 0.88 18 699 1.77 54 2.02

(12, 2) 1392 0.89 14 716 1.73 53 1.94

(10, 5) 1275 0.97 19 809 1.53 51 1.58

(10, 6) 1371 0.90 21 788 1.57 50 1.74

(13, 2) 1341 0.92 26 868 1.43 49 1.54

(15, 1) 1460 0.85 49 948 1.31 35 1.54
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APPENDIX F

Lifetime Variations

Table F.1 lists a snapshot of some relevant relaxation lifetimes. It shows a remarkable range

in time scales between dipole allowed photoluminescence to ultrafast decay from the E22

excitonic state. More surprising is the variation seen in measurements of the same tran-

sition. One of the most striking differences can be seen in the fluorescence lifetimes of

Wang vs Hagen in 2004 [112, 190]. And yet both were measured using the same tech-

nique. Later Berciaud, et al. [158] observed similar order of magnitude discrepancies and

attributed the differences to relaxation from the band edge versus from a dark state only a

few meV below.

Similar discrepancies can be seen for the E11 dark state lifetimes. In this case, given

the comparatively long lifetimes of dark states and high mobility of excitons in CNTs

differences in lifetimes may be more representative of the local environment. Given the

high mobility of carbon nanotubes and their relative lengths, excitons can easily travel

through varying dielectric environments, encounter defect sites, be captured by deep traps

or decay at quenching sites. All of these possibilities can significantly alter an intrinsic

lifetime.

Variations in lifetimes can also occur if there is residual bundling [141], if the tempo-

ral resolution in the experiment is insufficient to untangle multi-exponential decay rates,

if pump energies are resonant with phonon sidebands [77] or if there hasn’t been a full

accounting of all dynamical processes as seen above with exciton-exciton annihilation or
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excited state absorption.
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Table F.1: Selected relaxation lifetimes for carbon nanotubes.

Lifetimes Description Author

E22 Exciton Lifetimes (Resonantly pumped)

400 fs
Transient Polarized Pump-Probe

with Ultra-Broadband Probe
Luer, et al. (2009) [46]

39 – 52 fs
Non-Degenerate Pump-Probe with

10 fs Pulses on Small Aggregates
Luer, et al. (2010) [141]

40 fs
Non-Degenerate Pump-Probe with

15 – 30 fs Pulses
Manzoni, et al. (2005) [78]

Bright E11 Exciton Lifetimes (Radiative & non-radiative decay)

2 ps
Early Degenerate Pump-Probe

Assumes Free-Electron Relaxation
Huang, et al. (2004) [92]

0.3 – 1.5 ps
Early Non-Degenerate Pump-Probe

Lifetimes Sensitive to pH
Kono, et al. (2004) [191]

400 fs
Non-Degenerate Pump-Probe with

15 – 30 fs pulses
Manzoni, et al. (2005) [78]

Bright to Dark E11 Exciton Transition ( 0A�
0 ! 0B

�
0 )

~ 6 ps Deconvolved Transient Spectra Zhu, Z. P., et al. (2007) [94]

3 ps Transient Grating Measurements Seferyan, H. Y., et al. 2006 [67]

160 fs
Low Power Transient Absorption on

Zig-Zag Nanotubes
Ma, Y. Z., et al. 2006 [91]

Dark E11 Exciton Lifetimes (Dipole forbidden decay)

280 ps Transient Grating Measurements Seferyan, H. Y., et al. 2006 [67]

20 – 200 ps
Isolated (6, 4) nanotubes in SDS.

Lifetimes varied from tube to tube.
Hagen, A., et al. 2005 [76]

~ 50 ps Enriched (DNA wrapped) (6, 5) nanotubes Chou, S. G., et al. 2005 [192]

Fluorescence Lifetimes

110 ns Time resolved photoluminescence Wang, F., et al. 2004 [190]

10 ns Time resolved photoluminescence Hagen, A., et al. 2004 [112]

10 ns
Ab initio calculation of radiative lifetimes

Includes bright & dark excitons
Spataru, C. D., et al. 2005 [73]
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